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Before Hostages Will Be Released

Iran Wants U.S. Promise
To Meet Financial Terms
By FAROUK NASSAR
Associated Press Writer
BEIRUT, Lebanon ( AP) — The only
thing standing in the way of the
hostages release is a U.S. guarantee to
meet Iran's financial terms, Prime
Minister Mohammad Ali Rajai said today after Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
approved the Iranian government's
"final reply" on the crisis.
"We only require a financial
guarantee from the United States to be
given to the Algerian government,
which is responsible for Iranian interests in the United States, and then
(they can) take the spies," Rajai told
Iran's official Pars news agency.
"It is up to the United States to take
the spies from Iran anytime it wishes,"
Rajai said, adding the 52 Americans

ONLY E3 SHOPPING
PAYS LEFT 'TIL
CHR 16TMAG!

could be returned "either on the feast
or the birthday, whatever it likes to call
it," an apparent reference to
Christmas,the birthday of Jesus.
"God willing, we will soon not have a
problem of hostages in Iran. This is a
dead issue for us and we gave our
answer because it was taking so much
of our time." Khomeini met with Rajai
and Executive Affairs Minister Behzad
Nabavi today, the hostages' 409th day

Old Fine Arts
Building To Get
New Roof
FRANKFORT — The Old Fine Arts
Building at Murray State University is
to receive a new roof under a contract
recently awarded by the state Department of Finance.
Minter Roofing Co., Benton, was
awarded the $92,774 contract which
calls for removing the old roof,
skylights, air-conditioning equipment,
roof drains, exhaust fans and ductwork.
Minter is to replace all cooling equipment located on the roof with new
mountings, re-install the skylights and
apply a new roof.
The work is scheduled to begin Dec.
21 and be completed by March 1981.

in captivity.
Rajai said after a cabinet meeting
late Monday that in his meeting with
Khomeini he would go over details of
Iran's "final answer" to the United
States regarding the four conditions
proposed for release for the hostages.
He said Iran would reveal its "final
decision" pending Khomeini's approval,
The latest U.S. position has been
under review
by government
authorities since it was delivered by
Algerian diplomats acting as intermediaries at Iran's request.
The Algerians have remained in
Tehran since their arrival Dec. 4 to consult with the Iranian government and to
await its final instructions.
The conditions set by the Iranians are
return of the wealth of the late Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi and his
closest relatives, unfreezing of $8
billion in Iranian assets in U.S. banks,
dropping U.S. lawsuits against Iran and
a pledge not to interfere in the country's
internal affairs.
The stumbling block to a solution appears to surround the demands for
return of the shah's estate and Iranian
assets. The U.S. government has explained there are legal difficulties
associated with the demands, while
Iran is determined to recoup all of the
money.
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SPECIAL DELIVERY — A brick column in front of the new Murray Post Office,Chestnut St., was knocked down this morning in
a two-vehicle collision that started when the brakes failed in a Calloway County Road Department truck, according to pollee chief
Jerry. Lee. The accident occurred when Deborah Bolls, an employee of county, attempted to stop in the post office parking lot, Lee
said. The brakes failed and the truck struck the mar of a car driven by Gwendolyn Cooper then hit the building cohunn. Lee said.
The column wa.s completely knocked down. Lee added no injuries were reported. The incident occurred about 9:45 a.m.

Variety Of Holiday Entertainment
Slated For Dickens' Christmas

MISS MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL — Claudia Billington, second from left, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Billington, was
named Miss Murray High School during ceremonies Saturday night at the Winter Dance sponsored by the Student
Council. Miss Billington was escorted by Howard Crittenden, Kathy Outland, last year's Miss Murray High, presented roses to Miss Billington. Tammie Campbell, left, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dale Campbell, Elizabeth Stout,
second from right, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Dick Stout, and Starr Jones, right, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry M.
Jones, were her attendants. Miss Campbell was escorted by Mike Gough, Miss Stout by Scott Orr, and Miss Jones by
David Anderson.
Photo By Carter Studio

The 1980 Dickens' Christmas to be
held in Press Alley between 4th and 5th
Streets the town square will offer a
variety of Christmas entertainment.
The eveht will take place on
Thursday. Dec. 18, from 5 to 9; Friday,
Dec. 19 front 5 p.m. to 9; and Saturday,
Dec. 20 from 1 p.m. to 6. The annual
celebration is planned and implemented by citizens of the community
with the purpose of creating a
Christmas atmosphere where all ages
can capture the true meaning of
Christmas.
Included in Thursday's events will
bt"..•
5:30-6:00 Memorial Baptist Church
Puppets
6:00-7:00 First Baptist Bell Choir
7:00-7:30 Murray High Choir
7:30-8:00 Front Porch Swing
8:00-8:30 South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church Choir
8:30-9:00 First Assembly of God
Church Choir
Friday, Dec. 19
5:00-5:30 Community Chorus
5:30-:00 Puppets of the Memorial
Baptist Church
6:00-6:30 Hazel Mason Chapel United
Methodist Church

Memphis Woman's Diamond Recovered
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
A four-carat diamond pendant that
began as a gift two years ago has
renewed meaning to a Memphis couple
this Christmas following a nervewracking experience in Murray last
week.
The story began Wednesday when the
couple was visiting their 10-day-old
granddaughter in Murray. The couple,
the parents of Cherie Kimmons of Murray, was staying at the Holiday Inn.
The Memphis woman, who asked that
her name not be used, took off her fourcarat diamond pendant Wednesday
night before going to bed. She wrapped
the pendant, a gift from her husband
two years ago, in a tissue and placed it
in the zippered pocket of her handbag:
After taking the pendant out of her
purse and unwrapping the tissue
around it the next morning, the
telephone rang. It was Mrs. Kimmons
calling her mother.
Before she hung up, Mrs. Kimmons'
father came into the motel room and
the couple decided to depart for Memphis. The woman never returnk1 to the
partially unwrapped tissue.
Shortly before reaching their Memphis home around 6:30 p.m., the woman
reached habitually at her throat and
discovered that her pendant was miss- .
ing. She instantly remembered never
returning to the tissue-encased diamond.
Upon arriving home,the woman callthe Holiday Inn desk clerk, Wanda

DIAMONDS ARE FOREVF.R...SOMETIMFS — This four-carat diamond pendant, which belongs to a Memphis woman, was the object of an ardent search through
the contents of a Murray Sanitation Department truck last week. The diamond, pictured approximately two-thinds to three-fourths its actual SUR, was inadvertently left
wrapped in tissue in a Holiday Inn mom and ended up in the garbage.
Bailey, who told her to remain calm
plans, she headed for the dumpster
since the Murray Sanitation Departwhich, to.her horror, had just been pickment truck never picked up the dumped up by the department.
ster until 5 a.m. The housekeeper,
"You would have thought the diaBlanch Pittman, and her husband,
mond was mine, the way I was running
Hubert, said they would empty the
around yelling," Mrs. Bailey said. "I
dumpster in the laundry room and
had people lined up at the desk waiting
would find thopendant.
to register and I was running around
After Mrs. galley had formulated the\
the building screaming,'Stop the truck,

stop the truck.—
Mrs. Bailey eventually located Jerry
Wallace. sanitation department
superintendent, who had the truck stopped for the night and replaced with
another vehicle.
Wallace made arrangements with
Kim Kimmons, the woman's son-inlaw, to empty the contents of the truck
Thursday morning at the landfill. The
two men, assisted by Tyner Noel, landfill foreman, and tarry Perkins, collection division foreman, carefully sifted
through the garbage spread on a piece
of black plastic.
A red box, which the woman's husband had eaten popcorn from the night
before,served as a "signal" to the searchers for the Holiday Inn garbage.
Following a 15-minute search, Kimmons discovered the box and Wallace
found several pieces of tissue near it.
After unwrapping one, which contained
a wad of chewing gun, he hit the jackpot
when the next tissue contained the pendant.
The woman, who was back in Murray
Monday to assist her daughter and sonin-law in their move to Chattanooga,
Tenn., said the incident pointed out to
her what she had observed during the
four years she had visited in Murray.
"This is a town where people still
care about people." she said. "I live in
a city and although metropolitan life
has its advantages, there is a quality
about this town and the people in it that
is hard to find anywhere else."
Murrayans would have to agree
.
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6:30-7:00 -First Christian Church
Choir
7:00-7:30 Madrigal Singers of the
Memorial Baptist Church
7:30-8:00 Grace Baptist Church Choir
8:00-8:30 Ye Ole Roasted Pig, heralded in by a Brass Ensemble.
Saturday, Dec. 20
1:00-2:00 St. John's Baptist Children's
Choir
2:00-2:30 Poplar Springs Baptist
Youth Choir
2:30-3:00 Sharon Owens & Travis

Middleton present "A Holiday Connection"
4:00 Murray Woman's Club, Music
Department Chorus.
On Thursday, "A Tour of the
Downtown Churches" will be a special
time for all who wish to have a quiet
period of meditation. The churches will
be open from 5 p.m. to 9 with candelight
and Christmas music.
The entire celebration is free and
open to the public.

COMMUNITY CHORUS — Pictured are some members of the Community Chorus as they rehearse for their concert to be given at the 5th
Street entrance of Dicken's Christmas in Press Alley at 5 p.m. Friday, Dec.
19. Under the direction of Dr. Irma Collins, the chorus will also carol on
Monday evening at several locations. Those attending the Monday
evening rehearsal were: Jan Baker, Frank Blodgett, Jim Carpenter, Pat
Crawford, Cyndie Deaver, Sally Duford, R. W. Farrell, Lis Godar, Norma
Hainsworth, Joyce Haley, Samantha Hall, Tim Hawkins, Karen Jackson,
Diane Johnson, Freda Jones, Leslie Kemp, Pete Lancaster, Ovry Lovins,
Mararita Marsden, Jo Mathis, Pat Morgan, Sue McNeary, Eldon Matlick,
Pam Matlick, Trish Page, Charles Patterson, Mary Patterson, Sylvia Patterson, Ronnie Pool, Kay Poplin, Doris Rowland, Tom Scott, Michele Sheetman, Kathleen Stoddard, Bryan Thacker{Margaret Trevathan, Robert
Valentine, Jackie Weatherford, Nate Beal, Diane Beale, Gretchen Bebb,
Debbie Wilson, and Joann Schroader. Bea Farrell accompanied the chorus
on the piano. Not pictured, but members of the chorus are: Bettye Baker,
loan Bowker, Marilu Johnson, Heidi Jones, Teresa Jones, Nathan Middleton, Gerry Reed, Nadine Turner, Hilda Whitnell, and Betty Wilder.

inside today
A comeback effort on the part of the Murray High Tiger girls fell short
in the opening round of the Tilghman tournament Monday. For details,
see today's Sports Section.
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cloudy and cool
Partial clearing tonight, colder
with a low from 25 to 30. Partl
sunny Wednesday, high in the
lower to mid 40s.
Extended Forecast
and
cloudy
Partly
unseasonably warm Thursday
through Saturday. Morning lows
in the irtid 20s to low 30s ,
Lake
Lake Barkley Lc"
Kentucky lake

354.39
354.42
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Celebration Planned Sunday
- —
—
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Overcast of 511 Whitnell, Murray,
will celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary with an
open house at their home on
Sunday, Dec. 21.
All relatives and friends are
.invited to call between the
hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The family
requests that guests not bring
gifts.
'Me couple was married on
Dec. 29, 1930. in the parsonage
of the Methodist Episcopal
South Church, Benton, by the
minister there. Their attendants were Eva Wall and Leo
Alexander.
Mrs. Overcast,.the former
Patye Wall, is the daughter of
the late Wesley K. Wall and
Maude Hopson Wall of
Calloway County. She was an
Avon Representative for
many years. was employed at
the Murray Hosiery Mill, and
now serves as a sitter for patients at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Mr. Overcast is the son of
the late P. T. Overcast and
Adele Hutchens Overcast of
Hazel. A retired pipe fitter, he
is a member of the Plumbers
and Pipe Fitters Local 184.

Open House If ill Be -it Home

Bible Journaling Group of
First Christian Church will
meet at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., at 7
p.m.
Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church will meet at 7
p.m. in the home of Judy
Smotherman.
Music program will be
presented at meeting of the
Southwest Calloway Pit at 7
p.m.

11r. and

lir.s.

lirvan Orerra.i

The couple attends the
Hazel United Methodist Church..._
Mr. and Mrs. Overcast are
the parents of two sons,
Thomas H. Overcast, Murray
Route 6, and Jerry B. Over-

cast, Huntsville, Ala., and
three daughters — Mrs.
Marguerite Fitts, Mrs. Eva
Clees,and Mrs. June Ladd, all
of Murray. They have 12
grandchildren and eight great
grandchildren.

In Honor Miss Jana Jones

An engagement party honoring the young couple was given
by Mr. and Mrs. Max Brandon,
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Alexander, Dr.
and Mrs. William Ryan,and Dr.
and Mrs. S. M. Matarazzo at the
Matarazzo home in late August.
Guests were received by the
bridal couple. Dr. and Mrs.
Donald Jones, and the hostesses.
Fresh summer flowers were used throughout the house. Punch
and refreshments were served.
A garden party honoring the
couple was held at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Guido, Sr., in
Massapequa Park, N. Y.,in late

JUST WHAT
WE All
NEED

Cheech and Chong's
Next Ildovit,.,

Tuesday,Dec. 11
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Christmas Caroling Party
for the children of ,the
Memorial Baptist Church will
be at 3 p.m.

Bridal Erents Held--

Miss Jana Jones, Dec. 20th
bride-elect of William Guido, Jr.,
has been honored with a number
of parties. Parents of the couple
are Dr. and Mrs. Donald E.
Jones. of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. William Guido, Sr., of
Massapequa Park, N. Y.

Community Happenings

summer.
Garden flowers with a Pierrot
theme were Used throughout the
garden. A buffet dinner was
served to friends and relatives
after which the couple opened
their many gifts.
The home of Mrs. George Lilly, Murray, was the scene of a
Coke party held on Nov. 15 with
Mrs. Lilly, Mrs. Robert Howard,
Mrs. John Ed Scott, and Mrs.
Clara Humphrey as the
hostesses.
Guests were greeted at the
door by the honoree and her
mother. The hostesses presented
Miss Jones and her mother with
with carnation corsages, and a
copper teakettle to the brideelect.
A surprise shower was planned for Miss Jones by her sister,
Mrs. Donna Stinson, at the home
of Mrs. John Frodge, Maysville.
All guests presented the brideto-be with specially designed
Christmas ornaments. Coffee

and refreslunents were served.
Mrs. Albert Tracy and Mrs.
Franklin Fitch were hostesses
for a breakfast and two tables of
bridge at Denean's at the Holiday Inn to honor Miss Jones.
Christmas decorations were
used and prizes were won by
Mrs. Eli Alexander and Mrs. Joe
Rigsby. The hostesses presented
Miss Jones with a silver tray.
On Friday afternoon, Dec. 12,
the home of Mrs. Bob Billington
was the scene of a party honoring Miss Jones. Hostesses were
Mrs. Billington, Mrs. M. C. Garrott, Mrs. Kenneth Winters, and
Mrs. Lloyd Boyd.
The honoree and her mother,
Mrs. Donald Jones, greeted the
guests. Christmas decorations
were used throughout the house.
Miss Jones was presented a
Lenox vase by the hostesses,
who also presented the honoree
and her mother with holly and
handkerchief corsages.

Lois Ruiz Gives Program
-It Xi Alpha Delta Meet
Lois Ruiz presented the program on "Land Between the
Lakes" at the meeting of the
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority held
on Thursday, Dec. 4, at the
—Ellis Community Center.
The president, Vicky
Holton, presided,—and the
secretary, Laurie Rollins,
gave her reports.
Joyce Nunnally, social committee chairman, announced

final plans for the Christmas
party to be held Thursday,
Dec. 18, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Center for members and
their guests.
Reports were also given by
Ila Brown, service chairman,
and Wanda Morris,treaturer.
Norma Omelanuk announced that she will be moving to
Houston,Texas,in January.
Hostesses were Vicky
THE
Holton, Peggy Shoemaker;
and Lois Ruiz.
PRIVATE EYES.,
DON KNOTT
Other members present
CONWAY
TIM
were Barbara ChiIcult,
Rheanetta Coleman, Linda
Darnell, Rowena Emerson,
Titre Them 1/1101
Mary Graves, Brenda Estes,
7 15.925
.Debbie Lyons, Joyce Thomas,
(.1 NI INIIIAR
I
)
Group C of the Women's Debbie Villaflor, Barbara
RUT HARD PRYOR
Tennis of the Murray Country Williams, Glenda Wilson,
Club will play on Thursday, Cathy Marcussen,
Linda
Dec. 18, at 9:30 a.m. at the Foust,and Mary Ann Barrow.
Kenlake
Tennis
Center.
The
1.50
Adult 3.50•Child
group will meet at the home of
Cathy Mattis at 8:45 a.m. to go
to the center.
The lineup is as follows:
ARF YOU
Court One - Cathy Mattis,
S ADV IOR.s
IP
(.0013 IMO
Lisa Faughn, Deanna Parker,
••T
and Pat Binford.
ML IHRiVr
Court Two — Carol Waller,
MEATBALLS
Ann Uddberg, Renee Wynn,
Chestnut Si *153-3314
and Annette Alexander.
Steve Keel, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Keys Keel of Murray,
graduated magna cum laude
with a standing of 3.95 out of a
11188rw"*"
GENE
, RICHARD

Tennis Group C To
Play Thursday At
Kenlake Center

grin
utAzir,

Wednesday,Dec. 17
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Overeaters Anonymous will
meet at 12 noon on the second
floor of the Baptist Student
Center.
Murray High Teens Who
Care will have a party at 803
Broad Extended. ,
Board of Directors of
Murray-Caloway County Mental Health and Mental Retardation will meet at 3 p.m. at
the center.
Thursday,Dec. 18
Calloway County District Title 1 Parent Advisory Council
will meet at 11:30 a.m. at
DeVanti's.
UAW Local Union 1068 will
meet at 2 p.m. at the Legion
Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.

UAW Local 1068 Retires,
along with other retires of
Murray Civitan Club will
other local unions, will have a meet at 7 p.m.
covered dish supper and party
at 5:30 p.m. at the First ChrisXi Alpha Delta Chapter of
tian Church.
Beta Sigma Phi will have its
Christmas party for members
Parents Anonymous will and their guests at 6:30 p.m. at
meet at 6:30 p.m. For infor- the Ellis
Center.
mation call 753-5995 or 4354385.
Golden Age Club will have
its Christmas party and
SIDS Support Group will potluck luncheon at 11:30 a.m.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the at the social hall of the First
Calloway County Health United Methodist Church..
Center. This is for all persons
who have lost a child through
Meeting for laryngectomees
the sudden death syndrome,il- and interested persons will be
lness, or accident. Note at 1 p.m. at the Community
change of date for this month. building, Brookside Drive,
by the
Murray Optimist Club will Mayfield, sponsored
Communicameet at 6 p.m. at the Boston MSU Division of
tions Disorders. For informaTea Party.
tion persons may call 762-2446
Second night of madrigal— or 1-247-3726.
dinner, "Yuletide Songe
Feaste," will be at 6:30 p.m.
"A Dickens Christmas" will
by the Calloway County High be held in'PressAlley,located
School Choral Department.
between North Fourth and
North Fifth Streets, north of
19
Assembly
No.
Murray
the downtown court square,
Order of the Rainbow Girls_ from 5 to 9 p.m.
will-meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
Murray Senior'Citizens will
hall.
have activities from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at the Ellis Center with
Alcoholics Anonymous will
first aid and safety lesson
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
from 10:15 to 11:30 a.m., lunch
of the Livestock and Exposiat 12 noon, and table games at
tion Center.
12:30 p.m.
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at the home of Jerry and
Sandy Fulton at 7 p.m.
/Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
the Woodmen of the World will
have its Christmas party at
6:30 p.m. with Sara Alexander
as hostess.
Wednesday,Dec. 17
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at 11:30 a.m. at
Country Crossroads.

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch 'at
11:45 a.m. at Hazel and at 12
noon at Douglas.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.

Thursday,Dec. 18
Mothers Day Out and Ladies
Bell Choir will be at 9 a.m. at
the First Baptist Church.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Janelle Doyle in
church parlor at 9:30 a.m. and
Carol Poe with Mrs. Randy
Sorrow at 7 p.m.
Legion of Mary will meet at
10:30 a.m. in the rectory of St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
Knights of Columbus
meeting will be at 7:30 p.m. in
the Parish Center of St. Leo's
Catholic Church.

EMERSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. David Emerson of Route 2, Box 186, Murray, are the parents of a baby
girl, Sabrina Lynn, weighing
seven pounds 141
/
2 ounces,
measuring 201
/
2 inches, born
on Monday, Dec. 8, at 11:47
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Clifton B.
Emerson, Murray, J. D. Pace,
Granite City, Ill., and Mrs.
Lillie Mae Pace, Murray.
Great grandparents are Willie
B. Emerson and Mrs. Ophelia
Pace, both of Murray.

father is employed in construction work.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Norwood of Hardin Route 1 and Mr. and Mrs.
Rufe Burkeen, Jr., of Dexter
Route 1. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Rufe
Burkeen, Sr., Dexter Route 1,
Mrs. Barney Futrell, Murray,
and Mrs. Lou Norwood and
Mrs. Bill Watkins, Hardin
Route I. Great great grandmothers are Mrs. Dottie
Lovett, Dexter Route 1, and
Mrs. Effie Futrell, Murray.

PARKS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory
Wayne Parks of Port Arthur,
Texas, are the parents of a
baby girl, Kelly Irene,
weighing six pounds 10
ounces, born on Monday, Dec.
1, on the birthday of her great
grandmother, Mrs. Marvin
Parks.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Swann Parks of Memphis, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs.
George A. Andrews of Texas.,
Great grandparents are Mr.,
and Mrs. Marvin Parks, Murray Route 4, Mr.and Mrs. Vernon Butterworth of Murray,
Baby Contest, Sou thside and the late Mrs. Clara Starks
Manor Apts, A-2, Murray,Ky., Butterworth of Murray.
The father is employed by
42071.
Linda Rogers, Trishs DuPont in Beaumont, Texas.
Nesbitt, Renee Miller, Rita The mother has been a
Farris, Linda Fain, and secretary for Gulf States
Beverly Galloway sold Santa Utilities Company in Beall-.
balloons during the Christmas mont,Texas.
parade on Dec.6 and reported
DIED IN 1942
the sale was a huge success.
Actress Carole Lombard
The next chapter meeting
will be held Jan.8 at the home died in an airplane crash in
1992.
of Rita Farris.

NORWOOD GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Norwood
Professional
Business and
of Hardin Route I are the
Women's Club will meet at
parents of a baby girl,
6:30 p.m. at the Colonial
Vanessa Ann, weighing eight
House Smorgasbord with
/
2 inpounds, measuring 211
Margie Shown to present a
ches, born on Friday, Nov. 28,
musical program.
at the Murray-Calloway CounMurray Women of the ty Hospital.
Moose are scheduled to meet
They have another
at8 p.m. at the lodge hall.
daughter, Ragan, 4. The

Xi Alpha Phi Chapter Of
Sorority Plans Contest
The Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority met
Tuesday, Dec. 9, at the home
of Renee Miller.
Plans were finalized in
regard to the judging Of the
contest for babies, ages 0 to 1,
with the deadline for entries to
be extended to Friday, Dec.
19. Persons entering their
children in the contest should
send a non-returnable photo
with child's name, parents'
name, address, phone
number, and a 82 entry fee to

Programs On Birth
Control Should
Also Include Men
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
new study says the success of
birth control programs may
depend, on involving men in
family planning.
Bruce Stokes, a senior
researcher at Worldwatch Institute and author of the study
released during the weekend,
said birth control programs
and sex education often are
oriented toward women,
resulting in men having a poor
understanding of reproduction
and contraception.
"Despite the fact that conceiving a child always involves two people, society
often ignores the interest men
have in planning their
families," he said.

,

Merry
Christmas
Still in time for extra good buys for
Christmas.

y„
Ai Price

Adults 138
Nursery 9
12 -- 3- -80
NO N EWBORP
D LSM I
Mrs. Kathy
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and baby boy,
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Curtis R. Jc
Kirksey; Richz
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P.O. Box 24, All
DISMI:
Angie Hicks,
Benton; Mrs. D
tie and babl
Melrose, Mu
Teresa J. Hal:
girl, 119 Lir

pasta"Nam MCI

On Fall and
Winter Clothing

The Clothes
Closet

ihe gr

Dixiela

sisousies

South Side Shopping Center
,

Bridge with Doris Rose as
hostess will be played at the
Oaks Country Club at 9:30
a.m.
Western Chapter of the Tennessee Valley Authority
Retirees Association will meet
at 10 a.m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
J. N. Williams Chanter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will have its
Christmas party at-the
—home
of Kim Davis at 1:30 p.m.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and,at
Douglas at 12 noon.

Steve Keel—

Now Attending Medical
College At,California

WILDER

PRYOR
Together
Again in...

STIR
CRAZY
*gm,

-4011111
1='

THRU JAN. 8
Special Prices
Adult 3 50•Child ISO

1980.
Keel was elected to Phi Beta
Kappa national honor society,
and was a member of the
Scholastic Honor Society, School
If Biological Sciences.
The former Murrayan was
granted admission to the
medical schools at the University of Southern California.
University of California at los
Angeles, University of Cahfornia
at San Diego, University of
California at Davis, and the
University of California at Irvine. He chose to attend the
medical school at Irvine where
he plans to become a surgeon.

Keel, a 1968 graduate of Murray High School, was awarded a
scholarship in physics at Murray
State University. He transferred
from Murray State with some 90
hours of physics, mathematics
possible 4 at the University of and related subjects. Keel also
California at Irvine in June 1980 studied art and photography at
and entered the college of the University of California at
medicine there in September Orange.

You are cordially invited to attend a reception and meetCharles W. Vittitow, a Kentucky artist, on Thursday, December 18th from 12 until7p.m.at the Blackford House Gallery.
It is with pride and pleasure that we present a collection of prints by Mr.
Vittitow. Chuck's work can be seen in several museums including: the Filson
Club (the oldest historical society in Kentucky), the Kentucky Railroad
Museum,the Patton Museum at Fort Knox,the Howard National Steamboat
Museum, the Louisville Museum of Science and History, the United States
Air Force Collection, the Kentucky Derby Museum,and the Fort Boonesboro
Park Museum.
In addition to painting, Chuck does wood sculpture, which has won several
awards. He also built a round house and all its furniture which is located in
New Haven, Ky., where Mr. Vittitow makes his home.

.
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Blackford House Gallery
Dixieland Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-8301
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Adults 138
Nursery 9
12-3-80
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Kathy L. Swift, Rt. 1,
Fulton; Mrs. Donna F. Dunn
and baby boy, Rt. 8, Benton;
Linda G. Hayes and baby girl,
1004 Pearl, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Barbara S. Kirksey, Rt. 1,
Murray; Mrs. Mary I. Warren, 808 Minerva Place, Murray.
Mrs. Royalyn P. Lawrence,
114 Halfom, Benton; William
P. Brown,212 Charlotte Drive,
Clinton; Keith Kennedy, 308
North Seventh Street, Murray; Mrs. Sherri C. Mohler,
Rt. 1, Murray; Paul E. Ward,
Rt. 1,Sedalia.
Scott Alan Howell, Rt. 1,
Cadiz; Gerald L. Sumner, Rt.
3, Murray; David C. Jones,
Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs. Rhupayne
L. Adams, Rt. 2, Murray;
Mrs. MAudeen D. Cohoon, Rt.
1, Murray.
Marvin P. Brandon, Rt. 1,
Sedalia; Cloys R. Butterworth, Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs. Ella H.
Boehm, Rt. 2, Springville,
Tenn.; Lola J. Littleton, 1113
Circarima, Murray; Mrs.
Modena C. Wilcox, 507 Broad,
Murray; Bobby J. Carson, Rt.
2, Buchanan,Tenn.
Curtis R. Johnson, Rt. 1,
Kirksey; Richard A. Lovins,
Rt. 7, Murray; Fred Dick (expired) Rt. 4, Murray; Felix
Balentine (expired) Rt. 3,
Murray; Mrs. Addie Jones
(expired) Murray.

6, Murray; 1.ue J. Finney,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray;
Herebert L. Bailey, Rt. 5,
Murray; Mrs. Ola Morris, 740
Nash Drive, Murray; Mrs.
Mary A. Del.ime, 1509
Kirkwood Drive, Murray.
12-6-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Todd, baby boy (Genice ),
Rt. 6, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Carol Diane Norwood
and baby girl. Rt. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Cheryl H. Kimmons and
baby girl, 1500 Oak, Murray;
Donald A. Spindleman, Rt. 1,
Murray; Mrs. Margaret A.
Cole, Rt. 8, Mayfield; Mrs.
Patricia A. Knight,617 Broad,
Murray.
Mrs. Margaret E. Tharp,
2205 Coldwater Road, Murray; Andy J. Prescott, D2
Coach Estates, Murray;
Amanda Barrow, 105
Williams, Murray; Mrs. Mary
Helen Claud, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Annie Lee Ray, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Mabel D. Brown,
12-5-80
D7 Murray Manor, Murray.
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
James D. Harding, Rt. 1,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Doris M. Austin, Rt. 2, Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Joseph
Mayfield; Mildred C. Bucy, Futowski, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
1204 Groves Street, Paris, Tenn.; L. A. Rowland, 2000
Tenn.; Mrs. Nancy K. Walker, Gatesboro, Murray; Mrs.
1204 Porter Court, Paris, Della A. Jacobson, Hazel; Coil
C. Phillips, 1000 Poplar, MurTenn.; Elmer C. Colson, Rt. 1,
ray; Armon Wallace Dowdy,
Dexter; Mrs. Helen L. Travis,
839 Hurt, Murray.
Rt. 3, Cadiz.
Mrs. Daisy M.Swope, Rt. 1,
Mrs. Inez H. Gay. Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs. larue D. Spann, 818 Hardin; Mrs. Mable M.
North 20th Street, Murray; Dillard, 404 North Cherry,
William T. Herron, 4107 Hart Murray; Ann Faye Smith, Rt.
8, Benton; Mrs. 011ie F. HenHall, Murray; Thomas W.
son, Rt. 2, Stewart, Tenn.;
Hornbuckle, Jr., 209 Pine
Mrs. Lucille Moore (expired)
12-4-80
Street, Murray; John R.
Rt. 5, Murray.
NEWBORN ADMISSONS'
Bickerton, Rt. 8, Murray.
Wright, baby boy ( Ronda ),
12-7-80
J. S. Crislip, 1350 W. BroadP.O. Box 24, Alma.
way Street, Mayfield; Mrs.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Sheila C. Crosslin, Rt. 1,
Walker, baby boy (Johnnie)
Angie Hicks, 409 W. 8th, Dukedom, Tenn.; Richard
Rt. 7, Box 216, Mayfield.
Benton; Mrs. Deborah A. Set- Adams, Rt. 1, Farmington;
Tucker, baby boy (Sara) Rt.
tle and baby boy, 1216 Lisa F. Hale, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
4, Mayfield.
Melrose, Murray; Mrs. Mrs. Kathy M. Evitts, 1217
Waker, baby girl (Susan)
Teresa J. Halsell and baby Peggy Ann Drive, Murray.
Box 43,Sedalia.
girl, 119 Lincoln Drive,
Mrs. Genice Ann Todd, Rt.
DISMISSALS
Allen B. Ratterree, 712 Elm
IIIMPEMWESWA MO NOMA
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Street, Murray; Mrs. Elaine
Jones, P. 0. Box 86, Kirksey;
so James L. Wilder, 907 Nor.
Murray; Mrs. Mary
LO Della Polk, K1 Southside
Manor, Murray.
g Paula J. Mahler, 813
71;
Hall, Murray; Mrs.
N Dollie Linn, 703 Riley Court,
c-11:00-5:00
g
w4
Murray; James R. Burton, Rt.
the gee& door"
'
08 2, Hazel; Mrs. Nora G.
Goodgion, 1624 Farmer, MurDixieland (inter
ray;
Theodore
H.
Ivaimmuswwwwgrawactomw wzmwswg team=re=
Vanderspool, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Mayfield; Mrs. Judy C. Mitchell, Rt. 2, Murray; Tina I..
Bogard, Rt. 3, Murray.
Mrs. Gracie I.. Henson, Rt.
4, Benton; Mrs. Martha S.
Crafton,• 801 Sycamore, Murray; Mrs. Teresa G. Smith,
Rt. 8, Murray; Monica A.
Nance, 1701 Magnolia, Murray; Freddie L. Cole, Paris,
Tenn.
Jill S. McCutcheon, 1709
Farmer, Murray; Michael C.
Maynard, 2A Coach Estates,
Murray; Glenn Puckett, 704
Anderson Avenue, Mayfield;
Robert G. Dean, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Mrs. Mitzie A. Reed, Rt. 8,
Benton; Mrs. Carol A. Wood,
Rt. 1, Farminlon.
Mrs. Mary . Hosford, 1621
W. Olive, Murray; Mrs.
Cardelle W. Waldrop, 1700 College Farm Road, Murray; Lee
B. Bolen, 1517 Kirkwood, Murray; Mrs. Eva N. Mitchell,
Fern Terrace, Murray; Mrs.
Opha I., Culver, Rt. 1, Alrno.
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Instructions:
Check it once and check it twice.

A Thennador Microwave Oven
for someone nice:
El Mom in the kitchen
O Dad in the den
O Grandfather in his RV
O Grandmbther cooking for two
El Uncle on his patio
O Daughter at college
O Son on his own

leetcemery.
3y Mr.
Filson
iilroad
rriboat
States
tsboro

Really surprise someone this Christmas with a Thermador
Microwave Oven.
Our MC17 is a true countertop microwave oven. Unlike many
'
other models, the MC17 fits under standard cabinets. Other
•
features include: Low, Medium, High and Defrost Settings, our
•'/• Browner Element, a Stay-Hot Control, Lighted 35-Minute Timer
-/
. .. and Stainless Steel Interior.
. The MC17. A nice surprise.
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Most Women With Breast Cancer
Want To Get A Second Opinion
By WARREN E. LEARY
AP Science Writer
WASHINGTON I AP) -Many American women who
get breast cancer want a say
about having their breasts
removed and will likely seek a
second niedical opinion, according to a national survey.
The government survey,
released Tuesday by the National Cancer Institute, indicates women are more
knowledgeable than ever
about breast cancer and may
take more active roles in both
detection and treatment:
In the nationwide survey of
more than 2,000 women,the institute found 'no. othei
medical concern approache,l
the magnitude of response
which cancer received." ,
Breast cancer is the top
cancer killer among women.
with about 110,000 new cases
and 37,000 deaths 2xpected ia
1981, the institute said.
Seventy-four percent of the
women cited breast removal.
or mastectomy. as the
primary treatment. But [mist
said they did not want their
doctor alone to decide treatment. They want a chance to
discuss it with reltitives or
friends.
Dr. Vincent T. DeVita,
director of the institute, said
this indicates many women
want to play a more active
role in decisions affecting
their health.
"Fifty-five percent said
they would not give their doctor prior consent to remove a

breast uninediately following
surgical biopsy if cancer were
discovered," DeVita said.
''Instead, they prefer to make
the decision about cancer
treatment in two stag”. Furthermore,90 percent said they
would seek a second medical
opinion."
Sixty-three percent believe
doctors sometimes remove

breasts unnecessarily and this
may influence the desire
participate in the decision, the
survey said.
The survey found women
be
generally
more
knowledgeable about breast
cancer and its diagnosis and
treatment than in a 1973
survey bs the American
Cancer Society.
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Gymnastics Classes Start Jan.7th at

Lyndia Cochran
Dance Studio

Leather-bound books
benefit from periodic applications of saddlesoap, neatsfoot oil or petroleum jelly.

o o

Studio 9th CI Fairlane-753-4646

IF THE SHOE FITS...
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By Lucille Hart
. . don't be too sure of it.
wagon to town to the free day
One might need to take a
for schools. I told them about
closer look before your dinner
the pranks of a clown. In my
partner does.
naration, accompaned by
Last week was a special for
gestures and laughter, and
me, particularly was Wednes- trying to dress for bed, too, inday. That was the date of the
stead of placing my removed
annual Christmas luncheon
stockings inside my shoes, I
for women at the Calloway
threw them into the fire.
Country Club. For that occaMaybe some are more
sion the hostess committee
absent minded than others.
was the largest for they went
Two of our contemporaries
all out to have the best in
were discussing • their inmenu, the prettiest in decoraterests. One talked about how
tion.
forgetful she was." I go to the
refrigerator to get something,
The tables covered in white
and when I open the door. I
linens, held eight red candles
can't remember what I went
in brass holders and the red
for. I lay my eye glasses down
napkins were perky in the
and forget where I left them.
wine glasses. Fire glowed in
Clip items from the paper,and
the fireplace and chairs and
when I need them, they can't
pillows invited folks to linger.
be found. Do you do things like
The guests as usual met the
thar.'"
occasion with holiday attire,
Her friend replied, "No, I
everyone wearing their prethaven't _come to that stage,
--Best as well as their
yet." And she knocked on
Christmas smiles. I did my
wood as a gesture against
best, too. In fact my neighbor
forgetfulness, then asked,"Go
Evelyn Jones, stopped by me
to the door. I heard someone
to tell me how pretty I looked.
knocking."
At my table were good
friends Jo Curris, Sallie
To make you forget your
Livesay, Sue Costello, Sandy
troubles, visit the Square at
Coleman, Betty Lowry and
others-all enjoying the ham, night. Christmas decorations
are so pretty. When I first saw
rolls, salad, casseroles, wine
them, I was at a stop light on
and desserts.
South Fourth and Maple. My
The afternoon was filled
first thought was "Thanks for
with errand-running and at
the beautiful reminder of
5:30 p.m. I took my covered
Christ's birthday."
dish, still dressed in my best,
Drive out North Fourth.
to my Sunday School class dinslowly by the 304 residence
ner. During the devotion given
and enjoy the lighted spruce
by Buleah McMillan, Helen
that is reaching skyward. It's
Bennett, sitting next to me in
the work of George Landoll.
the large circle of friends,
The tree was planted by me
began laughing. She tried to
about 30 years ago when my
keep quiet and hid behind a
family resided there
book, but could not control her
laughter - k Ma like trying to
stop laughing in church. I asked her whet was so funny.
When she got in control, she
Subscribers who hove no,
pointed to my feet and said,
received their home delivered
"You've got on two different
copy of The Marcy Ink & Times by
kind of shoes."
530 p.m. Monday-friday or by
Sure enough, I had on one
330 p m Saturdays ore urged
to call 1511816 between 5.30 pm
navy and one black. They both
aed pa.. Moeda' Wank FOWL OF
fit-but they didn't match.
330 p.m sad 4p p Stork's.
The shoe 0.ory doesn't
A circulation deportment emnecessarily mean that senility
ployee is on duty during these
has taken over. One can
time periods to insure delivery
become so enraptured with an
of your newspaper Calls must
event 'that wearing apparel is
be placed by pie weekdays 0Esecondary. When 1 was about
4 pa. Saturdays to guarantee
10 years old living east of

Control Shoppono C
Hoglwroy 641 L Amodio Ct.
Mon Toot., Sot. 900.600
Wed., Thur.., On 900.1:00
Son 1'00500

Prices Good Thru
Saturday Dec. 20

GIVE

00- cS
p:A\50.

Kirksey, I was with my family
sitting around the open fire
and relating my experience at
the county fair that day.
Jackson school had gone in a
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Road, Murray; Jennifer E.
Bell, Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn.;
Marten E. Koehl, 1708 Holiday, Murray; Stacey I..
Underhill, Rt. 5, Murray.
Mrs. Raymuth Ross, Rt. 2,
Murray; William Tosco
McGehee, 4082 North First,
Murray; Roy Beane, Rt. I.
12-8-80
Murray; Homer E. Cohoon
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
(expired I 806 North 18th
Thompson, baby boy Street, Murray;
Lela J. Lit)Sharon) Box 12, New Con- tleton !expired)
1113 6rcord.
carama, Murray.
Cothran, baby
boy
(Patricia) Rt. 3, Benton.
Adults 150 Crosslin, baby boy )Sheila)
Nursery 11
Rt. 1, Box 219, Dukedom, 12-10--80
Tenn.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Henson, baby girl (Gracie)
Mrs. Donna L. Sexton, 515
Rt. 4, Benton.
Wilson, Mayfield; Mrs. Mary
Barber, baby girl ( Carolyn)
Ruth Hardison, Rt. 7, Rt. 1, Sedalia.
Mayfield; Mrs. Linda K.
DISMISSALS
Payne, 300 Fairlane,
Mrs. Joy S. Waldrop, 2201
Mayfield; Carl F. Howard, Rt. Quail Creek
Drive, Murray;
1, Sedalia; Ronald Jones, Rt.
Mrs. Geniee Todd and baby
Kirksey.
1,
boy, Rt. 6, Murray; Jerry L.
Mrs. Lillian K. Whitis, Rt. 2, Bobo, 3855
Cleary Drive, Lone
Murray; Mrs. Lottie M. Oak; Mrs.
Jacqueline N.
Franklin, Rt. 8, Benton; W. D. Town, 803 North
18th Street,
McKinney 408 South 12th, Murray; Mrs.
Louise J.
Murray; Hugh D. Raspberry, Weatherly, 204
Woodlawn,
Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Ruby E. Murray.
I.ampkins, Rt. 1, Hazel; Jessie
Kacie M. Kemp, Rt. 6,
W. McCawley, 851 North 13th
Mayfield; Joe Hal Spann, 1204
Street, Mayfield.
E. Dogwood, Murray; R. Gene
Mrs. Nell P. Hendon, Rt. 8, Outland, Rt. 4, Murray;
Mrs.
Murray; Thomas A. Turner, Louise A. Smith, 104
N. Col-106 North 12th Street, Murray; lege, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. NorEdwin B. Knight, Hazel; Thad
ma J. Karnes, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Delaney (expired) Rt. 4, Mur- Mrs. Judy 0. Paschall,
Rt. 1,
ray; Mrs. Mary Lou Doran
Hazel.
(expired) 1708 W. Main, MurMrs. Carolyn A. Bell, Rt. 1,
ray.
Hardin; Mrs. Ann Kelly Bolin,
1201 Crestwood Place, Mur12-9-80ray; Angela D. Fairbanks, 216
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Smith, baby girl (Deborah) Woodlawn, Murray; Robert J.
Thornton, Rt. 6, Mayfield;
1407 Main, Apt.8, Murray.
Mrs. Dorothy L. Rogers, 1609
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Maddie Tynes, Rt. 8, Wiswell Road, Murray; Mrs.
Murray; Corey L. Miller, Esther McCallon, Rt. 1, MurHazel; Ronda G. Wright and ray.
Mrs. Mattie Lou Riley, 412
babby boy, Almo; Timmy J.
Kirks, 5 Dills Trailer Court, W. 12th Street, Benton; Mrs.
Murray; Mrs. Jo Ella Lowe, Verda H. Happy, 1622 Loch I.omond, Murray; Mrs. Vivian
Rt. 1, Palmersville,Tenn.
Mrs. Edna J. Broach, Mur- Brown, Rt. 4, Mayfield; Mrs.
ray; Leesa Kim Overbey, 1701 Nellie A. McCallon, Rt. 1,
Olive, Murray; •• Eddie C. Kirksey; Mrs. Volena
Roberts, 1807C College Farm Copeland, Rt. 1, Symsonia.
Tenn.
Thomas N. Parker, 505
South Eighth Street, Murray;
Mrs. Vada V. Christensen, Rt.
4, South F'ulton, Tenn.; Mrs.
Annie H. Adams, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Ovie
Gallaway, Rt. 3, Murray.
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10 Years Ago

EDITORIAL

Resident's Painting
Published In Calendar
A resident of Calloway County, Randy Thurmond, has
received national recognition
for his painting of "United We
Stand" (at right) which was
chosen as one of 20 to be
published in the 1981 UAWLLJPA calendar for the United
Auto Workers' Local Union
Press Association.
Thurmond's painting, chosen
from over 1,500 entries submitted, was also featured in a full
page ad for the calendar on the
back cover of the issue of the
magazine, Solidarity,, dated
Dec. 1-15, published by the
UAW and distributed to its
members all over the United
States.
The ad features Thurmond's

painting with his name and his
local, UAW 1068, printed. Thurmond entered the contest while
an employee of the Murray
Division of the Tappan Company.
The top 24 works of art, including the painting by Thurmond, will be exhibited at UAW
Solidarity
Headquarters,
House in Detroit through
January 1981.
We congratulate Thurmond
on this national recognition for
his work and talent as an artist
and wish him success in the
future.
We also congratulate Mary
Nell Bucy of Murray who was
named as a finalist for her painting in the contest.

UNITED

Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., was one
who wasn't caught up in the holiday
merriment. He was too busy being
grumpy.
Dingell, holding one ofsthe final committee hearings of the outgoing Congress, was upset that a low-ranking
Energy Department official had come
to testify before his Commerce energy
and power subcommittee.
Dingell, who will take over the chairmanship of the full Commerce Committee in January, fumed that he wanted
the energy secretary himself to testify.
"I want to make it very clear to this
administration and to the new administration that as long as I am chair-

Bible Thought
Fight the good fight of faith, lay
hold on eternal life, whereunto thou
art called. I Iimothy 6:12.
We are thrist's soldiers in the
world Our reward is sure through
faith

By M.C. Garrott

Even Though 'It'll Cost A Lot,'
T. Might Light Up His Tree Again

not otherwise have a. happy
holiday.
The group depends on private
donations to keep the
Christmas basket program going.
Donations are tax deductible.
If yob want to donate money
to help with the program, make
checks --paya 01,e to
Christmas Charity Fund and
mail to Rev. Jay Brigham, 100
So. 15th St., Murray,Ky.42071.

man,I expect and insist that each agen-cy will send witnesses who are
policymakers and have been appointed
by the president."
"Lower echelon officials are totally
unacceptable," he grumbled.

One of Murray's oldest Christmas
traditions, a victim of the energy crisis
of a few years ago, is showing signs of
being re-established next year.
It's T. Waldrop's beautifully lighted
magnolia tree in the front yard of his
Main Street home.
T. planted the tree 50 years ago, two
years after the home was built. In the
spirit of Christmas that year, he
decorated it with a single string of eight
colored bulbs.
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Inflation is even hitting the Congressional Record. Recent issues notify
readers that the price is going up from
50 cents a copy to 75 cents Jan. 5.
++++++++444444444
++44+++++++++++++

The Story Of

-509

Calloway County
1822-1976
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Direct Distance Dialing has been added to the West Plains and Lynn Grove
telephone exchanges of the West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative as
of Dec. 15, according to P. L. Finks,
general manager of the cooperative.
Jean Blankenship, secretary of the
Calloway County Public Library Board
of Trustees, is pictured accepting the
year's check for $12,682 for the 1970
grant to Calloway County for local
publtr• library construction projects
from Kentucky Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
Calloway was one of 22 Kentucky counties to receive a grant. Also pictured
with them is Margaret Trevathan,local
librarian.
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will again sponsor
the Christmas Lighting Program for
the city of Murray, according to the
committee composed of Mrs. Wayne
Williams, Mrs. Clifton Key, and Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Hale of 912 North
18th Street, Murray, celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary on Dec. 15.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Powell Chenoweth and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Edwards,
both on Dec.9.
Showing at the Cheri Theatre is "The
Baby Maker" starring Barbara Hershey.

20 Years Ago

Capitol Ideas
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — Members of
the lame-duck 96th Congress, who
stayed around town conducting
business longer than most thought they
would, seemed in recent days to have
become caught up in the holiday spirit.
For instance, Rep. Robert E. Bauman, R-Md., defeated in his bid for
re-election after acknowledging
alcoholism and homosexual tendencies,
took fanciful leave of Congress with his
awn version of "The .Night Before
'Christmas."
"T'was the week of adjournment and
all through the House, the members
were stirring; they all wanted out," he
began.
A few lines later: "With conservatives marching, so lively and
quick, I knew in a Moment the
speaker'd be sick.
.But down came the gavel, it slammed with a bound. At least, said the
speaker, there'll be no Bauman
around."
Not even President-elect Ronald
Reagan was spared Bauman's
puckishness: "As I made a point of
order and was turning around, Down
Pennsylvania Avenue Reagan came
with a bound. His eyes, how they twinkled. He said,'gosh,aw,gee,is that "Hail
to the Chief" they're playing for me?"
Meanwhile, Rep. Jack Kemp, RN.Y., a close associate of the former
California governor,sent out Christmas
cards that may have born a_ political
message for fellow Reaganites.
Quoting Psalm 22, verse 28, from the
Bible, Kemp's 'card read: "For the
kingdom is the Lord's: and he is the
— •
governor among the nations."

WE

Garrott's Galley

Help Helping Hand
Each year a number of area
families have a better
Christmas season because of
the Christmas Basket Program.
The program is an arm of the
County
Murray-Calloway
Ministerial Association and
operates each year, rendering
services to the needy.
During the Christmas season,
the group serves as a clearing
house for food baskets to those
in the community who might

Looking Back

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
cerwrient. i1711
•

award trip to Minneapolis, Minn.
The day after the column appeared,
the phone rang. It was "Jerry." He
said,"Mr.Garrott,the column was fine
in every way except one."
"What was that?" I asked.
The last time the tree — now more
"You got my name wrong," he said.
than 60 feet tall — was lighted, it took
"It's 'Gary' instead of 'Jerry.' That's
2,000 bulbs to do the job and the help of a
my brother's name."
crew from the electric company with its
So,Gary,I apologize to you and Faye
"cherry picker" to get them strung.
for the embarrassment I have caused
"In fact, I've got 2,008 bulbs now," T.
you because of that slipup. In checking
said. "I had just bought another string
my notes, I had "Jerry" all the way
of eight bulbs when they asked me not
through, and that's the way I
to light it up because of the shortage of
understood the name to be when we
electricity. So, just say it takes 2,008
talked one night on the phone about
bulbs now."
their trip.
That was five years ago.
I guess it's time at last to head for
Now, he says, the electric people
Dayton and those two hearing aids —
have indicated it would be okay to light
even if they do cost $395 apiece, no
it up again if T. so desires, but, he went
doubt much more by now. It was
on with a shake of his head, "It costs a
several years ago that a doctor up there
lot more money than it used to to do it."
told me very tactfully that I could use a
Even so, he strongly hinted that come
pair, or at least one. But when he told
Christmas 1981, the tree again would be
me the price, I heard that loud and
strung with its lights and lighted in all
clear and decided to hold off.
its towering,seasonal glory.
But on second thought, "Jerry" and
"You know," he said, "I've had peo"Gary" do sound somewhat alike and
ple from Paris, Fulton, Mayfield, Benespecially when talking on the phone
ton and all over this section of the country to ask me when I'm going to light it ' long distance from Coldwater. I believe
I'll still hold off a little longer on those
up again. I guess I will, but it's going to
healing aids.
cost a lot more to do it."
++71Let's hope he does,for the tree has for
ADD TO YOUR LIST OF
so long added so much to the beauty of
LOOKALIKES: Lavaughn (Mrs.
Christmas in Murray and Calloway
David) Wells, choral director at
County.
Calloway County High School, and folk'
singer Joan Baez. Also, Murray State's
-1-1new dean of the College of Creative ExMy slip is showing!
pression, Dr. Bill Parsons, and Orrin
Not long ago, I wrote about "Jerry"
Bickel, the immediate past director of
and Faye Key and their by-chance
buildings and grounds at the university
meeting with the Harlem Globeand now a retired resident of Auburn,
Trotters and country music singer BobAla.
by Bare while on a Super Sweet Feeds

Each year at Christmas time —
generally during Thanksgiving
weekend — T. would light up the tree,
adding more bulbs as the tree grew

Washington Toda
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Two Iied in a traffic accident October 8 and three were injured
when a car driven by Jerry Lawrence Rust went out of control
on Highway 121 southeast and hit head-on another vehicle in which
By DONALD M.ROTHBERG
Mrs. Madeline G. Dedmon, 51, of New Concord was killed: Rust
AP Political Writer
died- two dwlater in a Memphis hospital arid wia! buried tri-Eirn
Grove Cemetery. Mrs. Dedmon was buried in New Concord.
WASHINGTON(AP)— The Senate is
Sheriff's officers searched an abandoned farm house located
going to be a far different place when
on the Clark's River watershed property north of Hazel and conthe 97th Congress convenes in January,
fiscated a panel truck load of choice marijuana stored on the second
which makes it worth pausing long
enough to note the end of the
floor, believed to have been harvested two weeks earlier. No
Democratic era.
arrests were made in the October 13 haul. (Sounds smokey.) HowFor 24 years, the Senate has been conever a raid ,a few days previously, October 9, on a dwelling in the
trolled by the Democratic Party. It was
seven
of
the
in
apprehension
resulted
county
the
southeast section of
the Senate of Lyndon Johnson, of the
persons, three of who were from out of state. Federal agents had
Kennedy brothers and the Southern
barons. It was the Senate of the New
seized a motorcycle laden with heroin on the East Coast, but proFrontier and the Great Society, of
ceeded to permit the driver to deliver the narcotics under agreement
social legislation, titanic civil rights
to turn state's evidence. When the cycled packet was delivered,
battles, and of a growing involvement
federal agents confiscated hashish, heroin and marijuana and arin foreign policy.
rested members of the party. They were •ptaced under $25,000
When historians write about the last
24 years in Congress, they'll find plenty
individual bonds in federal court at Paducah.
of material worthy of praise and ample
General election in November echoed the May day primary
cause for blaming the lawmakers for
for the handyman from Fulton who didn't run but won the railroad
some of the problems the nation faces
commissioner's post. Calloway heartily endorsed the old fellow
today.
with 4,763 votes compared to his Republican opponent's 1,874.
But when they write about the outgoBloods thicker than water when it courses the veins voting the
,
'7Thnes `
Marray Ledger 8771
ticket straight.
,USPS 306-700
But the handyman didn't hand us any more unforgettable line
Walter I. Apperson
Publisher
than did the successful nominee Wendell Ford, candidate for govFt Gene McCutcheon
Editor
The Murray ledger & Times is published
ernor, in his teh gram to Z. C. Enix, county chairman, published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4,
Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiv
on the eve of the election on the front page of the Murray Demoing by Murray Newspapers, Inc. 103 N 4th St.
crat. It read: "When I am your governor, I will move four laning
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky 42071
of US-641 to highest priority and I will cut the ribbon before leaving
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
1,11,11,S. VI 25 INT month. pa.:11,11. in ,111,.01,
office, Signed Wendell Ford." That was November 1, 19711 What
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Hardate is it now? The insurance man with a persuading line, Mr.
din, Mayfield, Sedaba and Farmington, Ky and
Parrs, Buchanan and Puryear. Tn 124 50 per
Ford, tallied 4,763 disappointed Democratic votes in Calloway
year By mail to other destinations. $39 50 per
year
tallied
opponent
2,609. But
while his not-so-promising Republican
Member of Ass,alated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
the old folks got a lift in Cidloway and the state with the passage
Association
of the homestead exemption amendment.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
republish local news onginated by The Murray
Congressman Frank Ar.Stubblefield was notified by Manpower
Ledger 8, Times as well sisal% other- AP news
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Administration under provisions of the Emergency Unemployment
753-1916
Business Office
Act that Calloway County was allotted $110,000 for relief to county
753-1916
Advertising
Classified
753-1919
I Display I Advertising
Retail
unemployed after registering more than 6 per cent ont-of-work.
753-1916
Circulation

End Of Democratic Era

To Be Continued

iPIVI and Sporta

N

17ept

7511911,

ing 96th Congress,there won't be much
worth mentioning except that it marked
the end of Democratic control oT the
Senate.
A new Cabinet department — education — was created. But there's a good
chance it will be abolished by the 97th
Congress, an oddity that would be
worth an historical footnote.
The so-called windfall profits tax and
creation of a federal Synthetic Fuels
Corporation were major pieces of
energy legislation, but neither is likely
to be long remembered.
And the 96th Congress cut federal
control over the trucking and railroad
industries to continue a deregulation
trend begun two years earlier with
airlines. •
One could praise the members of the
96th Congress for recognizing that 1980
was not going to be a good year for
liberalism, and they were absolutely
right.
They began the two-year session with
a determination to do a little as possible. And that, to many, is exactly what
they did.
But it wasn't enough to halt the conservative- trend and the new Congress
will have a Republican majority in the
Senate.
Only twice since 1932 have the
Republicans won enough.Senate seats
to control the body, and on both occasions — after the 1946 and 1954 elections
— they lost control two years later.
It looks like Democratic prospects
may be less encouraging this time.
In 1982, there will be 20 Democratic
Senate seats and only 12 Republican being contested.
There are some hopeful signs for the
Democrats. There aren't as many obviously vulnerable Democrats up for
reelection in 1982 as there were this
year, when an extraordinarily large
number of liberals sought re-election in
normally conservative states.

The Murray-Calloway County United
Fund is now standing at a total of
$20,445.87, which is $2,154 short of the
196041 goal.
A march for funds for muscular
dystrophy was held last night, according to John Sammons and Z. C. Enix,
•
chairmen of the campaign. —
Deaths reported include James
Wilburn Bogard,Jr., infant son.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby English, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Dunlap, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Crawford,a boy to Mr.and
Mrs. John Parham, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Hershel McKendree, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Glisson, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs H. P, Grimmitt, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Gene S. Cathey, and a girl to
Mr.and Mrs. Victor Lee Vaught.
The Fifth and Sixth Grades of Carter
and Austin Schools will sing Chrj,stmas
carols on Dec. 19 on the court square,
according to Jeannette McDougal,
director. The Murray High School
Band,directed by Irvin Gilson, will also
be featured on the program.
James Jackson hit for 31 points and J.
T. Duffy for 27 points for Murray
Douglas High School as they beat Martin, Tenn., in a basketball game.
Roast beef is listed at 49 cents per
pound in the ad for Parker's Food
Market-this week.

30 Years Ago
C. A. Bucy,senior, has been chosen in
a vote by the school as the "best all
round student" at New Concord High
School.
The Rev. A. R. Harris is serving as
pastor of the Owen's Chapel Baptist
Church,located north of Penny.
Ted Sanford, Kentucky High School
Athletic Commissioner, spoke at the
Murray State College Football Banquet. Fred Faurot is football coach with
Roy Stewart and Kenneth McRee as
assistant coaches.
Dr. .Ella Weihing McKee was the
guest Speaker at the meeting of the
Murray Branch of the American
Association of University Women.
Louise Swann, teacher at Asheville,
N. C., is spending the holidays with her
father,RobertSwann and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Workman of
Riverside, Cal., will spend the holidays
with his father, J. T. Workman, his
sisters, Mrs. A. A. Doherty and Mrs.
Charles Sexton, and his brothers,
Buron, Raymond, John, Otis, and W. T.
Workman.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Dec. 16, the 351st
day of 1980. There are 15 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Dec. 16, 1773, the "Boston Tea
Party" occurred as American colonists
protesting taxes disguised themselves
as Indians, boarded a British ship in
Boston harbor and dumped 342 chests of
tea overboard.
In 1916, Gregory Rasputin, the monk
who wielded powerfpl influence over
Russia's imperial family, was
assassinated.
In 1944, a German attack began the
''Battle of the Bulge".in the Ardennes
area of Belgium during World War II.
Ten years ago: Six people were killed
in rioting over price increases in
Poland.
Five years ago: Sara Jane Moores
plea of guilty to charges of attempting
to assassinate President Gerald Ford
was accepted in federal court.
One year ago: Tehran radio called
the deposed shah's departure from the
United States to Panama a victory for
Iran.
Today's birthdays: Retired auto ex.74. Television
ecutive James Roche is
producer-director George Schaeffer is
60.
Thought for Today: Pleasure is very
seldom where it is sought — Samuel
Johnson, English scholar (1709-1784).,
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Some manufacturers call it a
portable jigsaw, some a portable saber saw.
Call it what you will, it's one
of the most convenient of the
power tools, able to handle
many cutting projects much
more easily than the larger,
more powerful circular saw.
The portable jigsaw's cutting
action is like that of its stationary namesake: that is, it
has an up-and-down motion
which moves smoothly through
wood and other materials if you
are using the correct type of
blade. And like other portable
power tools, it can be brought
to the job rather than the other
way around, which is the case
with the standard jigsaw.
All portable jigsaws once had
metal housings. Today, many
of the housings are made of
plastic or, at the least, part
plastic. This adds to its shockproof qualities, but whether
metal or plastic your jigsaw
should be checked to determine
whether its housing will afford
safety protection in the event of

:lien Department of the Muran's Club will again sponsor
tmas Lighting Program for
if Murray, according to the
e composed of Mrs. Wayne
Mrs. Clifton Key, and Mrs.
taughn.
I Mrs. 011ie Hale of 912 North
et, Murray, celebrated their
ing anniversary on Dec. 15.
-eported include a girl to Mr.
Robert Powell Chenoweth and
r. and Mrs. James Edwards,
ec. 9.
g at the Cheri Theatre is "The
Liter' starring Barbara Her-

a short circuit. Those which are
not double-insulated or in some
way shock-resistant — and they
are becoming harder to find -cost less.
Using the proper blade for
the kind of material being cut
is the secret of a successful result. When you buy a saw, it
will come with one, two or
more blades. Read the instructions to determine their best usage. You can decide, then or
later, which other special
blades you will need. Generally, the more teeth to the inch,
the harder the materials that
can be cut without effort.
Also affecting the ability of
the saw to handle different
kinds of materials is the speed
at which the machine operates.
High-speed saws are good for
wood and other fairly soft materials. The slower the speed,
the better the results with
tougher products. Some saws
have a simple speed, some
have two speeds, some several
speeds and some have variable
speeds which can be regulated
as you cut.
One of the assets of a port-

able jigsaw is that it can be
used to make cutouts, as for a
wall outlet, without drilling
holes This must be done very
carefully and involves tilting
the blade a certain way and
lowering it into the wood. It is
an operation that should not be
attempted until you have read
the manufacturer's instructions
and tested the proeedure.
l*pending on the price you
pay, a jigsaw comes with one
or several accessories, the
cheapest conung without any of
them. One of the accessories is
a guide for cutting circles, another an aid for making bevel
cuts.
While an electric drill is usually the first portable tool required for a workshop, a portable jigsaw should not be far
behind.
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The home do-it-yourselfer
will find much valuable information in Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," which is available by
sending $1.50 to this newspaper
at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.)
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SHUTTERED WINDOWS AND A LARGE front door
flanked by twin porch lanterns lend a colonial flair to this
two-story home. The heart of the house is the spacious family
room which has a large fireplace and sliding glass doors
which lead to the terrace. Plan HA1181G, which has four
bedrooms. has 840 square feet on the first floor and 900 on
the second. For more information write — enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Carl E
Geiser. 25600 Telegraph Rd.. Southfield, Mich. 48034.

Here's the Answer
Though a kitchen is essentially a workroom, it doesn't have to look like one. The cabinets,
however, should otter durability and performance as well as good looks. Kitchen cabinets
that display the certification seal of the National Kitchen Cabinet Association are your
assurance.that they are designed to last for years despite hard use

WINTER ENERGY SAVINGS
III. fed., heating Y111I
y by ehouonating stratiluation 01 INA air
your "Alm;
manotaons MOW oroolortable !wow •IIM,1
SUMMER ENERGY SAVINGS
•
your thermostat at 78 to
— maintain a comfort levdof
between 701,, 72
REVERSE AIR FLOW
/or reverse option on our lans improves conditions with or without
air (onditioning by circulating .or both downward and (outward
LOW ENERGY CONSUMPTION
All Casablanca Kins use ii,,
energs of a lin watt light
hullo rionnong at
speed
VARIABLE SPEED CONTROL
Ihrilt-in speed mood oli range from 25 RPM to 2111 RPM

ljH111[riaNilrA

206 East Main -- 753-8194

3y The Associated Press
is Tuesday, Dec. 16, the 351st
O. There are 15 days left in the

pasted paper, mix paste in
bucket, adding water until
paste has consistency of
sour cream.
Cut several lengths of
wallcovering equal to height
of wall plus three inch
overlaps for the top and for
the bottom.
Apply paste to paper on
makeshift new's'paper
covered pasting table or
board. Line up strip with
chalk line and the ceiling
leaving three-inch overlap at
ceiling. Brush paper to wall
using special paper hanger's
brush. Cut excess paper at
ceiling and base board with
Stanley utility knife. Line
up each additional panel
with the preceding one and
match the pattern.

Suspend A chalk line reel

In today s business climate its not easy for a business to grow. It has token determinotton drive
and your total personal involvement to build your company to its present size And you don t plan to
stop now.
That is why I con be important to you. I share your belief in personal relationships like you I value
new ideas and I recognize the need for hard facts to aid the fast practical decisions that affect your
company's growth and your own finances
My counsel experience and expertise ore
available to you in every area of business payroll.
sales and income taxes, financing arrangements.
cosh management and budgeting pension and
profit-sharing plans, and tax and financial planning
Certified Public Accountants perform the full range
of accounting services

Apply paper over switches
and outlets, after removing
cover plates. Cut away
paper over openings with
the utility knife. At windows, doors, mantels,
etc., crease paper around
edges first with a Stanley
putty knife. Then cut paper
along creases and press into
place. All tools are available
in hardware outlets.
WATER SURVEY
MADE IN INDIA
NEW DELHI,India API -A recent survey of India's
rural water supply conducted
by the World Health Organization reveals that more than 80
percent of the rural population
of the country live without
safe and germ-free water.

We have enough money to put
down on a house, but my husband's ncome is not too large
at present. Someone has suggested to us that we obtain a
graduated payment mortgage
after we select a house. As explained to us. ths is a mortgage in which the early payments are lower than normal,
with later payments being higher-than-normal. It sounds like a
good idea to us, since my husband is likely to be making a
lot more money when he becomes a lawyer. What do you
think of the idea'?
A. — The president of the
U.S. League of Sayings Associations, Edwin B. Brooks Jr..
recently gave some advice that
applies to your situation. He
called the graduated payment
mortgage "a very promising
loan plan," but warned that it
was designed primarily for
"upwardly mobile young home
buyers whose incomes are like-Ey to increase, since the increasing monthly payments
could be a problem if anticipated wage gains do not materialize." He suggested that
home buyers interested in the
graduated payment mortgage
-make a very careful assessment of their future job and income prospects." That's what
you should do, make the assessment in a realistic fashion before you proceed.
Q. — Our water heater was
set at 160 degrees, but we lowered it to 120 degrees after
reading an article on how to
save energy and lower our
bills. However, we now find
that the dishwasher water
doesn't get hot enough. How
high shofild we put it'
A. — The instructions for
your dishwasher specified how
hot the water should be. In the
absence of them, adjust the water heater to 140 degrees.
Q. — We have a very old
house which we suspect is not
insulated. Is there a quick way
to see whether there is insulation behind the walls?
A. -- Yes. Turn off the electricity, then remove the plate
from a wall outlet located on
an exterior wall. If there is insulation, you 'will be able to
see it.
Q. — I inspected our attic
recently and discovered several
places where the vapor barrier
in the wall insulation is torn.
What is the best way to fix
this'
A. — If you have any scrap
pieces of insulation left from
the original installation, carefully cut away the vapor barrier. Make patches large
enough to cover the torn parts
and a few inches extra, then
tape them in place If you have
no scrap sections of insulation,
buy polyethylene and use that
for the patches

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
You may not belitve this if
you are knee deep in Christmas
gulanding and lonainents, but there is a simple
way to trun a Christmas tree
If you follow a few rules, you
will do the job more quickly
than usual with far better res • sults, says Don Warning. Warning, an executive with a manufacturer of Christmas decorations and artificial trees, considers Christmas decoration his
pleasure as well as his business
He is a man who advocates
Christmas trees year-round,
trimmed for the season. And
while he has never festooned
one with cherry blossoms in the
spring, he has managed a tree
for practically every room in
his house for some years.
According to Warning, the
first rule for success is to accumulate enough material to do
the job right. The number of
decorations needed for a full effect increases more than numerically with every foot of additional height.
So take this into consideration before opting for the tallest
tree you can find. A 3-foot, tabletop tree, for example, is estimated to need a minimum of 70
miniature lighta, 24-feet of garlanding and 35 to 50 additional
ornaments. A 6-foot tree, however, will require at least 200
lights, 75 feet of garlanding and
from 100 to 150 ornaments.
Trimming the tree properly
starts with arranging the lights,
proceeds to garlanding and
winds up with the final ornament trim. Icicles not advocated by Warning ) go on last.
A rule of dim% to remember:
lights start at the top; garlands
start at the bottom.
For best results, use the
same style light and work with
the bulbs lit in order to judge
their placement and effect. The
first bulb goes very near the
top of the tree. Wind it around
a branch and 'begin working
your way downward and
around, zigzaging from side to
side and in and out. Do not
hang any bulbs in mid-air between the branches. And conceal the electric cord by winding it around the branches,
After the lights are placed to
your satisfaction, garland the
tree. Start at the bottom and
garland completely on one level. When you reach your starting point, cut the garland. Then
do the next,row in a similar
fashion. The peaks of the new
swag should be centered
directly over the valleys of the
previous row. Depending ,in the
size of the tree, you will probably have from five to seven
rows of garlanding. Swags are
generally between 12 and 18
inches wide, depending on the
circumference of the tree.
There are several alternatives to the horizontal swagging
effect. You can garland vertically from the top of the tree to
the bottom, swagging only the
bottom row horizontally. Another idea is to start at the top
and work your way down in
spiral fashion so that the garland is on the diagonal.
For an interesting two-toned
look, twist two strands of different colored garland together
before swagging.
Your tree trim will show up
better if you follow an organized plan, according to Warning. An easy way to provide
symmetry is to collect a quantity of a single ornament and
place one each at the peaks of
the garlands. Fabric bows in a
bright Christmas plaid or solid
color are very effective. So are

solid-color balls
Once the basic decorations
are attached to the tree, fill in
with other ornaments. Add the
tree topper, cover the base with
fabric) or, if preferred, set the
entire tree in a harmonious
container, and step back Your
'zee is ready to be enjoyed
Most families an the United
States decorate a tree with ornaments collected over the
years. But, if you are pat
starting out or are creating a
second tree, you may wish to
consider a themed tree
According to Warning, about
a fifth of American families
have two or more trees. The
additional trees are often decorated in a single theme — say
one or two colors only or all
birds.
Ornament manufacturers appear to provide the major impetus towards new Christmas
decorating themes. American
Tree and Wreath. Warning's
firm, for example, introduces
about five new tree-decorating
themes each year Each tree
has between 5 and 10 decorative elements
Ideas for new themes come
from popular culture, travel
and the arts and are developed
at least a year and a half
ahead of time Warning's firm
has already completed its 1981
Christmas decoration line and
ideas for 1982 will be discussed
and chosen by next spring. he
said.
Among the themes for next
Christmas which are now being
manufactured will be a Mickey
Mouse tree, and a tree featuring Italian angel decorations. It
is inspired by the angels shown
each Christmas at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York. A trip to Austria last
year was the inspiration for Bavarian decorations featuring

CPA

Michael H. Keller
Certified Public Accountant

TUMBLEWEED MAY
HELP ON ENERGy
TUCSON, Ariz. i AP)- The
tumbling tumbleweed was
once a favorite cowboy - song
and a scenic staple of western
movies.
Now, the tumbleweed may
be doing its bit to help solve
the energy crisis, according to
an .energy information journal.
Energy User News says a
study is under way here at the
University of Arizona to determine the feasibility of converting the tumbleweed into burnable biomass pellets.

the mint important
element in
kitchen

There\ a lot mare
behind the llerillat door.

Ward-Elkins
Murray

Only
Hunter
makesthe
Original
OldeTime
Ceiling
Fan

753-1713

sm.

Hunter Ceiling Fans
*Energy EffiCient

753-8918

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

•Beautiful
52" In Stock
Low Discount Prices!!!

Licensed For
Commercial 8. Residential

Call 436.2372
Murray k

"Iv

1

tiny cuckoo clocks, cow bells
and rustic houses
Among homemade therm)
trees that don't cost a lot of
money., Warning offers the fol
lowing Suggestions
— A country kitchen tree
.trimmed with popcorn garlands, apples and randy canes
— A faintly tree in which or
riaments consist of family snapshots mounted on hardboard or
displayed in clear glass balls.
- A tree whose ornaments
are discarded light bulbs.
wrapped with braid and hand
painted with indelible crayons
Another idea for tree ornaments is to save wine glasses
whose stems break. Have the
broken stem cut off just above
the break, turn the glass upside
down and you have a crystal
bell
"It makes a lovely effect on
a Christmas tree," says Warntug•

'Economical

More than a MI*, it's a profession

201 S. 6th Street

and plumb bob at this point
and snap a chalk line to
determine the straightness
of the first panel and all
succeeding strips.
If you don't have pre-

4. •

To Help Your Company Keep Growing,
You Need An Accountant
With Your Kind Of Drive.

y's birthdays: Retired auto exJames Roche is.74. Television
er-director George Schaeffer is

AVAIL ARLE

Measure
walls to
determine rolls of paper
needed
using charts
provided
by
wallpaper
manufacturer for estimating
number of rolls.
On the wall with fewest
windows and doors,
measure off a distance a
half-inch less than the
wallpaper lidth.

Murray Wholesale
Electric Co.

iv In History

ght for Today. Pleasure is very
where it is sought -- Samuel
a, English scholar (1709-1784).

(

Tips from Staale9
Want to hang wallpaper
like a pro? Here are a few
professional tips.
Remove paper already on
the walls with a removal
preparation or hot water
and a Stanley wall scraper.
Patch holes and cracks with
spackling compound. Seal
them with shellac.

ev. A. R. Harris is serving as
)f the Owen's Chapel Baptist
located north of Penny.
anford, Kentucky High School
Commissioner, spoke at the
State College Football Baned Faurot is football coach with
:wart and Kenneth McRee as
t coaches.
31a Weihing McKee was the
peaker at the meeting of the
Branch of the American
tion of University Women.
e Swann, teacher at Asheville,
spending the holidays with her
:tobert Swann and family.
and Mrs. Earl Workman of
ie, Cal., will spend the holidays
s father, J. T. Workman, his
Mrs. A. A. Doherty and Mrs.
Sexton, and his brothers,
Raymond, John, Otis, and W. T.
an.

years ago: Sara Jane Moore's
guilty to charges of attempting
ssinate President Gerald Ford
!epted in federal court.
year ago: Tehran radio called
osed shah's departure from the
States to Panama a victory for

—

Wallpaper Hanging Tips

lucy,senior, has been chosen in
iy the school as the "best all
udent" at New Concord High

.ears ago: Six people were killed
ing over price increases in

Do—It—Yourself

THE"Victorian"
By CASABLANCA FAN
COMPANY

:0 Years Ago

highlight in history:
ec. 16, 1773, the "Boston Tea
pecurred as American colonists
ag taxes disguised themselves
ins, boarded a British ship in
arbor and dumped 342 chests of
board.
16, Gregory Rasputin, the monk
ielded powerfpl influence over
i's imperial family, was
nated.
14, a German attack began the
of the Bulge" in the Ardennes
Belgium during World War II.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — We are a young couple
with one child. My husband is
working toward a law degree.

Christmas Tree Tri mining Made Easy
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Sports

Miiiray Ledger & Times

Lady Tigers' Comeback Falls Short
David Hibbitts
Spurts Editor
Murray. Ledger & Times
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One Era Is Left
Behind, Another
Must Begin Now

State C

Loui

The 5-11, 185-pound Stewart
represents the first recruit by
new Racer head coach Frank
Beamer.
Stewart has been the
leading rusher and scorer the
past two seasons for coach
Marshall Patterson while

NOTICE
WEST KY.
FUR TAKERS
FIRST ANNUAL =

WILD FUR
AUCTION
SAT. DEC. 20th
MURRAY STATE EXPO CENTER
DOORS OPEN AT 7:30 A.M.
SALE STARTS AT 9:00 A.M.
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED BUT
YOU MUST BE A MEMBER
TO SELL AT THIS AUCTION.

Auctioneer; Terry Shoemaker
For More information
Call Earl Allen, 436-2686
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LOOKING FOR AN OPEN SHOT — Murray guard Lynette Thompson
on the baseline before making the next move.
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
PADUCAH, Ky. — A
disastrous second quarter proved to be too much for the
Murray girls to overhaul last
night as they lost to Marshall
County, 67-60, in the, first
round of the Paducah
Tilghman Invitational Tournament.
Leading 19-10 after the first
minute of the second quarter,
Murray could muster just
three more points before the
half. Marshall County
outscored the Tigers 22-3 the
rest of the way to grab a 32-22
halftime advantage.
"The second quarter killed
us," Murray head coach Rick
Fisher said. "We jumped on
them early,got one of their big
people on the bench, and then
we let down."
The Tigers had the jitters
early in the game,committing
five quick turnovers. The Marshals had grabbed a 7-0 lead
before Murray could
straighten itself.
Then, Tonya Alexander
turned the Tigers around

almost single-handedly. The
senior center, playing her
finest game of the young
season, accounted for 11 of the
first 13 Murray points.
An eight-foot bank shot by
Alexander gave the Tigers
their first lead of the game, at
11-10, and triggered an eightpoint Murray spurt at the end
of the opening period.
With Candy Jackson stealing the ball twice in the final 30
seconds for easy layups, the
Tigers enjoyed a 17-10 lead at
the end of the first quarter.
When Donna Rousse popped
in two free throws nine
seconds into the second
period, Murray appeared to
have the region's secondranked team on the run.
But a dry shooting spell by
the Tigers quickly changed
the complexion of the game.
Murray could connect on
just one of 11 field goal attempts in the period as Marshall County ran off to its 10point halftime lead.
Murray also committed
most of its 19 first half turnovers in the forgettable se-

Stewart Third To Sign With MSU
Darrell Stewart, an all-state
offensive back from Ft. Campbell High School, has become
the third area prep standout to
sign an Ohio Valley Conference grant-In-aid to play
football at Murray State
University.

As I
By HERSCHE
AP Spoi

Second Quarter Proves Disastrous In 67-60 Loss

Within a week, the Mike Gottfried era at Murray State
ended, as did whatever clinging Beatles fans still had to
John Lennon and to their myth.
As much as these two events were different in scope,
they- serve as reminders of how much individuals can
shape those within their influence.
The day-has come, however, for shaking loose their
presence and discaering the possibilities that lie ahead.
The shock need not be there as it was when Gottfried
first considered the same decision last spring or when the
Beatles split over a decade ago.
A certain amount of homage to these men is due, but
their time and influence have now been left to others.
GoTithed gave Murray everything he had and then he
let it go,just as Lennon gave his years with the Beatles the
same zest before he moved on to another stage in his life.
Gottfried will hold his place in Murray not only for living up to his promise of bringing the university its first
Ohio Valley Conference championship in 28 years, but for
never selling the Murray State program short in spite of
his own aspirations.
Certainly. Gottfried had all the drives and interests of a
football coach just as Lennon had the same intcnsity of a
rock musirian.
The point of -separation from their respective rivals is
evident in how these men affected those with whom they
came in contact.
Under pressure. Gottfried never, absolutely never,
brought himself to belittle an opponent. Conversely,
statements he had made in total respect were turned
around to put his character to the test.
But he never buckled, not even after the Racers had suffered two disastrous losses at Eastern Kentucky and at
Austin Peay during the past season.
Instead, he became more determinqd to preplre his
team for its final game, which ultimately proved to be no
more than a source of pride. But. ikh, how Gottfried drove
that pride to a searing peak in Marray State's 49-0 rout of
Western Kentucky.
Meanwhile, the man whose support complemented
Gottfried's preparation of the offense for the consummate
game of the season was Frank Beamer, who was coaching
the defense to leave the past behind and achieve the
elusive'shutout.
It was as much a day for Beamer as it had been for the
team after the wide tackle six he had brought to Murray
State had been subjected to rebuke at every street corner
--following the 48 points given up to Eastern and Austin
Peay in two weeks.
While Gottfried was working tirelessly to give Murray
State and its surrounding community more reason than
ever to work itself into a frenzy, those same legions were
having to deal with the fact they would inevitably be
following a different beat.
So, the time has come for Beamer to take Gottfried's accomplishments as far as only he knows how.
It was Gottfried's wish throughout the transition that
Beamer be given his opportunity to continue the mastery
he had brought to the Racers' unpredictable defense.
Even more imaginative, exciting days may be ahead
no'that Beamer has indicated that he has similar plans
for the offense.
With so much hope left to be relished, the time has come
not to bu -y Gottfried's or Lennon's works but, in a more
vital sense, to take their effects beyond anything ever conceived.

Net

helping his squad to a combined 24-3 record, a state championship and runnerup finish.
Stewart rushed for 2,351
yards the past two seasons
and accounted for 267 points
for Ft. Campbell. He also
served as a extra point and
field goal kicker and topped
the squad in defensive
statistics as a noseguard.
"I feel he's one of the best
all-around football players in
Kentucky" said Patterson.
"You couldn't ask much more
from a player. He's a very
complete athlete and he's extremely serious about the
game."
Stewart rushed for 1,250
yards and scored 106 points as
a junior when Ft. Campbell
finished with an 11-2 record
and won the class AA state
championship.
Stewart averaged nearly six
yards per carry his senior

cond period.
"We were trying to get the
ball into Tonya," Fisher explained. "She was the one who
was hot, but they started collapsing on her. We didn't get a
lot of help on our outside
shooting."
Glenda Fox hit the only
Tiger basket of the period on a
10-foot
....... jumper before Murray
went scoreless during the final
5:24 of the half.
The Tiger shooting showed
little improvement in the third
quarter. Marshall County
picked up one more point than
Murray in the period to go up,
52-41, heading into the final
frame, in which the Tigers hit
seven of 24 field goal attempts.
With 6:15 left in the contest,
Murray had fallen behind by
15 at 56-41. But rather then
bow to the experienced Marshals, the Tigers mounted a
furious comeback attempt.
Usnig a fullcourt man-toman press, Murray forced a
handful of Marshall County
turnovers to ignite its late
drive.
Alexander hit all four of her
fourth quarter field goals and
the ever-hustling Velvet Jones

'TOI
00110.0

.•
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,
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KEEPING THE TIGERS IN T HE GAME — Murray center Tonya Alexander scores 11 of
the Tigers' first 13 points and 25 for the game in the Tigers' 67-60 loss to Marshall
County.
he said. "She is capable of
added two buckets to pull the and preserve a 67-60 win.
According to Fisher, the playing that way every night.
Tigers to within six at 64-58.
In the final minutes, the rat- lack of Murray scoring We just did not get any help
tled Marshals resorted to' a balance hampered the Tiger from the rest of our players.
spread offense to thwart the attack.
See COMEBACK
"Tonya had a great night,"
Murray coniiback attempt
Page 8,Column 3

season as he rushed for 1,101
yards. He ranked among the
top five in Kentucky in scoring
in 1980 as he accounted for 161
points on 19 touchdowns,39 extra points and two field goals.
Stewart's best- single game
as a senior produced 190 yards
and four touchdowns against
Russellville.
He was twice selected to the
All-Western Kentucky Conference and several all-state
teams. He was selected to the
Associated Press second team
all-state unit.
"I believe he's one of the
outstanding offensive backs in
the state," said Beamer.
"He's a winner and a product
of a winning program."
Other players signed by
Murray State include Charles
Parrott, a runningback from
Mayfield High School and Jeff
offensive
Burnette; an
lineman from Fulton.
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Calloway Seventh Grade
Rolls Past No. Marshall
In a seventh grade game
last week, the Calloway County girls rolled past North Marshall, 29-16.
The Lakers were led by
LeeAnn Lockhart, who scored
eight points and had seven rebounds. Tracey Eldredge had
nine rebounds to lead
Calloway in that category.

"This was by far the best
game our team has played this
year, and I am ver proud of
our girls," Calloway County
coach Peter O'Rourke said.
"This victory came over an
excellent North Marshall
team."
Calloway's record is now 3-0
for the year.

,
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New York Is Still A Lion's Den
As Winfield Joins Yanks'Jackson
"It's a lion's den," Jackson

B9 HERSCHEL N ISSENSON

motivation of playing for a

said of New York .City. "It's

AP Spurts Writer

championship contender."

the greatest placao play, but
NEW

YORK

(AP)

-

For that reason, Winfield

also the most difficult. It can

Yankee Stadium may not be
the Bronx Zoo any more but

said

he chose the

Yankees

be Disneyland or it can be

over

remaining

the

hell."

tional

New York City is still a lion's
The

den. The source for that information

is

Reggie

29-year-old

who opted

Jackson,

after starring

the end

Diego

of

Dave

Winfield's

for

frustrating seasons, is used to
_the latter atmosphere. He was
roundly booed in San Diego

"I'm sure we'll talk and rap

last season after announcing
his intentions.

odyssey.

about how to deal with the ciWinfield became the richest

not

worried

to say

that

it

was

Frohman

indicated,

however, that Winfield would
finish his career with the

the NI, East after three con-

Yankees. "There will be no

secutive last-place finishes.

more contracts, most likely,"
he said.

During

Winfield's

eight-

Yankees won four American
League East Division titles,
three pennants and two world
championships

"I'm

Mets,

except

"definitely not the highest offer."

year career in San Diego, the

ty," Jackson said shortly after
free agent in baseball history,

York

eight

baseball

cross-country

the

who staggered home fifth in

agency

with the San

Padres

Na-

with

crosstown . New

Winfiela,

for free

who was on hand Monday for

in

League

Winfield declined to disclom the length of his new contract.

about

while

as high, as

Padres finished

that," he said. "After what I

the

Although

Winfield

and

Jackson are primarily right
fielders, both said they

ex-

pected no problems. Winfield
probably will get a shot at left
field.

fourth only twice.

York

went through my final year

"The Mets were right in it

"I hit 40 home runs last year

Yankees for a reported 8-10

with the Padres, I think I can

until the very end," said the 6-

and I think Gene (Manager

ap-

handle just about anything. I

foot-6 outfielder's agent, Al

Gene Michael ) can find a spot

proaching $1.5 million a year,

enjoyed the time I spent in San

Frohman. "But basically they

for me," Jackson said. "I'm

yet insisting he could have had

Diego, but now

lam anxious to

just weren't in as good a posi-

sure they'll find spots for both

more from other teams.

see how I perform with the

tion talentwise."

of us."

signing

years

New

with the

something

at

State Cannot Provide Finances

Louisville Must Wait For New Arena
meeting.

By HERBERT SPARROW

operating expenses.

Brown said that with the

Associated Press Writer

"We might be putting the

"Our philosophy is we will
participate if we can see

see how much activity will be

cart before the horse, until we

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API -

current record high interest

The University of Louisville is

rates, it would cost the state

where we will get our dollars

generated by the local plans,"

going to have to wait before it

more than $4 million a year

back

he said. "We need to see in

can vacate Freedom Hall for a

just to meet the debt service

new downtown arena.

on revenue bonds. He said the

revenues," Brown said. "But
with 20 percent interest and in

After meeting Monday with
Louisville and Jefferson Counofficials

ty

represen-

and

tatives of the university, Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. told them
not provide

the state could

financial assistance for a new

added ' tax

dicated that could not provide

the midst of a recession it is
not the time to justify a $30

much financial help.

million arena when we have so

local

governments

"Neither

local

had

nor

in-

state

government can afford that
burden," Brown said.

thick

many other pressing needs.
"We just tabled the decision. We will look at it again in
a year or two from now to see

Brown was presented with a
two-inch

arena at this time.

from

if it is more viable," Brown

feasibility

report on a proposed 18,500-

said.

any hope for a new arena in

seat, - $30

the near future for the defen-

prepared by a special arena

Brown said there is some
argument that the arena will
be an important catalyst for
the overvall development of

The move effectively killed

ding

champion

NCAA

Car-

dinals, who now play in 16,000-

million

arena

task force he had appointed.
The

report

indicated

the

seat Freedom Hall at the state

are la could expect to book on-

Fairgrounds.

ly 75-90 events a year, with the

downtown Louisville.
However, he noted most of
projects proposed for

"It is just not practical at

most optimistic estimate for

the

the present time," Brown said

gross income at $2.1 million a

downtown Louisville are still
in the planning stage.

in

interview

an

after

the

year,

with

$1.1

million

in

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Standings
By 'The *amended Press
lantern(oderence
Atlanta Dynan
St
I.
Kt GB
Pridadelphia
ti
4
679
Balm
r
8
711
5',
New York
19 11
tiT3
Washington
14 18
438 IP,
New Jersey
II 5
344 17',
Central Division
Milwaukee
24
9
727
Inchana
19 13
.591
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Atlanta
13 18
119 10
(lama°
12 19
387 11
Cleveland
II 27
274
Dania
9 22
290 14
Western Conference
Midwest Division
San Antonio
21
12
lie
Houston
14 16
467
).)).,
Utah
14 17
52
6
Kansas (Sty
11 19
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7
Lienver
11 19
57
Dallas
4 28
IS, 16(
Pacific Dion
Phenix
TA
25
8
lie Angeles
21 10
RE
2
Golden State
lb 15
.516
8
Seattle
15 17
469
9'
Porthuid
13 19
406 ID:
San Diego
13 20
.394 12
Slmciay's Games
les Angeles 122, Golden State 113
Philadelphia 114, New Jersey 107
Milwaukee 115. San Antonio 98
Portland 116, Phoenix 110
San Diego 91, Seattle 81
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Utah at New York
New Jersey at Atlanta
Philadelphia at Indiana
Chicago at Washington
San Antrauo at Dallas
Kansas City at Denver
.9o0.1, at Sat, la,,.

NFL Standings

By Me Associated Press
American Conference
East
W I. T Pd, PE PA
"It is just a hard decision we
Buffalo
1050 .667 312 247
have
to
make
until the 'New England
9 6 0 .600 403 238
Matra
8 7 0 .521 249 'Al
economy gets better," he said.
Baltimore
7 8 0 .467 327 3.49
"It is just the times we are goN.Y. Jets
3 12 0 .200 778 375
ing through that we have to
Central
10 5 0 .667 50 286
Cleveland
say no to most capital conHouston
10 5 0 .667 275 235
struction."
Pittsburgh
9 6 0 .603 335 2117
Clnuruiab
6 9 0 .41311 220 285
Attending the meeting were
West
Louisville
Mayor
William
Daldand
10 . 5 0 667 331 281
Stansbury, Jefferson County
San Dego
10 5 0 667 392 310
Denver
7 8 0 .467 285 306
Judge-Executive Mitch McKansas City
7 8 0 467 281 108
Connell, U of l vice president
Seattle
4 II 0 .267 274 31E1
National OedemasSteve Bing, W.A. "Skip" GrafEast
ton, chairman of the U of L
y.Pluardelptua 12 1. 0 .800 357 187
board of trustees and Joe Bell,
11 4 0 722 419 72,4
v-Dallas
St lialLS
a 10 0 .3:K1 292 .119
,executive vice president of the
Washington
0 10 0 50 2311 28.
State
Fair
Board,
which
NY. Giants
4 11 0 .267 212 392
operates Freedom Hall.
Central
x-Minnesota
9 6 0 .600 301 268
Detroit
8 7 0 .523 310 21.73
0 9 0 .400 530 251
Chicago
Den Bay
5 9 1 .367 2313 347
5 9 1 .57 58 327
Tanipa liay
West
eAtlarita ,
12 3 0 .800 103 252
y-Ian Angelis 10 5 0 .667 401 272
San Francisco 6 9 0 .400 307 367
This week's poll, which was
New (*leans
1 14 0 .57 264 449
conducted
before
Monday
',dumbed diviwon tale
yeknched
playoff
berth
night's
action, has
one
Saturday's Games
newcomer, Illinois and one
Washington 16. New York Giants 13
San Diego 21, Seattle 14
returnee, Louisville, which
Sunday's Games
was ranked
No.3 in
the
New England 24, Buffalo 2
preseason poll. They replace,
Minnesota '5, Cleveland St
Houston Cl. Green Bay 3
Missouri, which was defeated
Pittsburgh 21, Kansas Qty 16
by Illinois last week, and
New Orleans 21. New York Jets 20
Plidadelpfua 17. St Lows 3
Syracuse, which posted vicAtlanta 5, San Francisco 10
tories over Detroit and Illinois
Cumnnati 17. Chicago 14. (Ti'
State last week, but couldn't
Mianu 24, BalUmore 14
(etched
24, Denver 21
gather enough support to
Detroit 27, Tampa Bay 14
make this week's poll.
Monday's Game
lie Angeles 38, Dallas 14
Saturday. Dec 20
New York Jet,, at Miami
Chicago at Tampa Bay
Sunday, Dec. 21
Washington at StImas
Cleveland at Carman
Grim Bay at Detroit
MinneSota at Houston
New E.irgland at New Orleans
Oakland at New York Giants
Kansas City at Baltimore
Atlanta at lie Angeles
handled Oral Roberts,65-56.
Buffalo at San Francisco
Denver at Seattle
Many of Kitchel's 16 points
Ptulacklpisa at Dallas
came from long distance Monday, Dec. 22
Intsburgh at San Diego
what ORU Coach Ken Hayes
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called three-point range - as
what

kind
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direction

Louisville goes.

Top Three Hold Positions
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YORK

(AP)
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DePaul, Kentucky and UCLA
maintained their stranglehold

the

top

with

14 more than Atlantic Coast

position and is followed

Associated

Conference

Texas A&M, Arizona State,

Press
poll

college

Tuesday

as

rival

Maryland.

Louisiana State, impressive in

defending national champion

beating

Louisville - a surprising vic-

rounded out the Top Ten with
565 points.

tor over then No.4 Maryland
last week - returned to the
Top 20 despite its 1-3 record.
DePaul, 5-0, claimed

Nevada-Las

Vegas,

Michigan,
Brigham

Iowa,

by

Illinois,

Young,

Arkansas

and Louisville.
Last week, the Second Ten

Indiana, which has spent the

was Louisiana State, Texas

season in the Top Ten but has

A&M, Wake Forest, Missouri,

the

been beaten by both Kentucky

Arizona State, Iowa, Arkan-

No.1 position for the third con-

and Notre Dame, now heads
the Second Ten - one whose

sas,

secutive week, collecting 32
first-place
points

votes

from

a

and

panel of sports writers and
Blue

Demons, who posted easy victories over Northern Illinois
and Texas last week, do not
have much breathing room.
Preseason favorite Kentucky,
4-0, is just 12 points back after

By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer—

getting 23 first-place votes.
And the Wildcats are gaining momentum.

ry night.

Last week, DePaul held a 32-

any help

20 first-place vote advantage

ayers.

over Kentucky in the poll and

"Those

following

a

triumph over Pepperdine, was
third, being tabbed No.1 on

who

are

and

he said. "We're just not doing
it on the court."

the margin to its final seven

Brown

was in

"I'm proud of the way we

mood after the third-ranked

played and the character our

defeated

the

5 positions, respectively. The

Evansville team.

points,

while.

the

points.

a hang-dog

slot and took over the No.4 and

Beavers got one No.1 vote and

The Bruins led by 15 points

with 12 minutes left, and the
Purple Aces paced UCLA the
rest of the way until cutting

69-62. The Wuins never seemed able to shake a determined

988

moments for UCLA.

ship or even a conference
championship are reading our
press clippings too closely,"

Bruins

5-0,

tense

to cut the lead to 10 at 51-41

Evansville Purple Aces Monday night at Pauley Pavilion,

State,

some

national champion-

points.
Oregon

without

at the half. Evansville rallied

two ballots and receiving 1,039

Virginia, 5-0, each moved up a

victories. But the night was
not

talking

ago, the poll gave the Blue

for the Wildcats.

opened the season with four

relegating his Bruins to the
Pacific 10 Conference cellar.
about a

Demons a 38-15 margin in No.1
ballots and 1,171 points to 1,085

straight defeat after they had

UCLA Coach Larry Brown
stopped
just
short
of

a 24-point margin. Two weeks

4-0

Brigham

Brown Stops Short Of
Putting Bruins In Cellar

arshall

UCLA,

Michigan,

Young and Syracuse.

1,150

nationwide

broadcasters. But the

pable of

to

on the top three spots in The

basketball

11 of

is
brought
up
by
641, rear
Louisville.
points. North Carolina, 6-1,
Wake Forest has the 12th
was eighth with 616 points -

closer

kids

showed,"

Evansville

Coach Dick Walters said."We
made this a difficult game for
UCLA

but

we're not

Notre

Dame or Oregon State ...''
Freshman

center

Kenny

Oral Roberts concentrated on
"I thought we had to stop Indiana inside, but Kitchel was

hitting them

FRANKFORT, Ky. 1API -- Herr anthe top 10 teains in The Associated Pre,
inns' Ngh school basketball poll, with
anyone," Hayes said.
hrstolace voles in panntheses, nsnel,
Guard Randy Wittman add- and total points.
ed 15 points for the 5-2 1. Pulaski CO. 14) 5-1 81
2. Mai* Co. (31 al 79
Hoosiers, who have rebounded 3. Lou Mm's 11 10 74
11 52
to
4. hut, Butler
consecutive
losses
from
5 Warren Cent ID 4-048
second-ranked Kentucky and
7-2 29
6. Franklin Co.
5.3
sixth-ranked Notre Dame with T Western Hills
5-121
8.
Pans
three victories in a row.

with

points midway through the sepulled within two on baskets

got every loose ball," Brown

sophomore

said. "That comes from being

Daye added 16. LeRoy Mit-

by

points.

tired and, I'm sorry to say,

chell led the Purple Aces with

Prusa tor.

from

17 points, and Brad Leaf had

position with 693 points following

its

upset

victory

over

thenseventh-ranked Indiana.
Ohio State drew one notch

unanswered

cond half after the Titans had

Cavaliers, who grabbed the

Notre Dame jumped three

14

points to pace the Bruins, and

final No.1 ballot, amassed 963

spots and took over the No.6

Roberts 9 Corbin
10.1aurel Co

put Oral

Indiana
away

Fields scored a career-high 17

getting

outhustled.

I

guess we weren't really ready
to play."
UCLA

won its fifth game

without a loss while dealing
the Purple Aces their second

Darren

Prep Scores
By Tie Assoitated Pn-ss
Boys
Clay I u 05 lain Cathoia•(71
Harlan 69, Lynn Caner 58
I eilier Co 64, Whamburg
!ems Co 75, Atlanta 5
I,,,,. DeSales 57, I oil I.:astern .34
law Southeni 81, lie. Stuart GI
Madmen Cent. le, Ikairtu,n Co. 51
Pineville 77, Middlmbon,68
Powell Co. E8, Hazard Si
Vinue 84, Dorton 56
Woodford Co it. M.( Napier 61
Tournaments
Hanna-1E0c Christmas
Wham-vale Tnnity 57, Md.ean Co 5
Hancock Co.95, Cloverpurt 46
Girls
Anderson Co. 56,Spencer Co. 47
Bardstown Bethlehem 43, Etullitt East 10
Belfry 64,Phelps 30
Berea 46 Montgomery Co. 34
Boyle Co.62, Harrodsburg 34
Bracken Co. 59, Williamstown 46
Brecionndge Co le,Tell City,Ind. 34
Butler Co.72,Grayson Co.67
Clark Ca 00, Woodford Co. 40
Elizabethtown 4.5. Taylor Co. 41
Franklin(5.68. Bath Co. 39
G.llatin Co. 38, Dune Heights 34
GarnahelM,Cavema 43
Garrard Co.56. Jessarrune Co.54
Grant Co.ss, Carroll Co. 48
Johnson Cent 77, Magoffm Co.42
icurel Cu. 75, Somerset 51
ex. Bryan Station 48, Len. Lafayette 27
ex.Sayre 60, Western Anderson 40
111C0In Co. 58, Monticello 44
nu. Central 62, New Albany,Ind. 611
au. Mercy 73,Jeffersonville. Ind. 51
au.Southern 58,lam Stuart 26
ou. Valley 55, lou. Angela Menu 53
Oldham Co.41, too. Eastern 35
Madison Cent,57, Estill Co. 46
Manon Co.75, Nelson Co. 333
Mason Co.50, Deming 39
Middlest5ro 44 Pineville 37
North Hardin 55, Washington Co. 50
Pans62, Harrison Co. 40
Ptila...5 Co. 74 Corbui 63
Rockrewle Co. 71, Oneida Baptist%
Rowan Co.sz Sheldon Clark 5
Scott High 76,Silver Grove 42
Scott Co. 49, Bourbon Co. 32
South Elisions 68, Christian Co. 44
Todd Cent. 59, Auburn 46
Tnmble Cu. 71, Owen Co. 30
Warren East 62,Ohio Co. 59
West Ciuter 46, Boyd Co. r
Western Hits 50, Len. Henry Clay to
Whitesburg 74, Lynch 24
Wolfe Co.6Z Morgan Co. 46

Sports In Brief

Bowling'
Standings
hiller of 1,011,11
Bowling league
Team
W
I.
Paradise Kennels
.. :13
19
Lucky Strikes .
.
.
11,
Phillips Fishing Gwde
:10
2?
Knicker Knockers
30
22
Gr Letters ..
2(1
26
Ross Insurance
26
lb
lady Generals .
22'2 29'
Public Ice Company
. 8
16
HIGH TEAM GAME
Phillips Fishing GJdide
634
62:1
Public Ice Company
602
Paradise Kennels
HIGH TEAM GAME • HC
Public Ice C'ompany.
4
Phillips Fishing Gwde
846
Paradise Kennels
804
HIGH TEAM SERIES SC •
Paradise Kennels
1716
Phillips Fishing Gwde
.. 1739
Knicker Knockers'
. 1696
HIGH TEAM SERIES ,}IC
Public Ice Co
2379
Knicker Knockers
2353
Paradise Kennels
2312
HIGH IND. GAME (SC
Pat Hesselrode
201
Mary Harris
190
Nancy Todd
188
HIGH IND. GAME ,HC)
Nancy Todd
237
Mary Hams
226
Pat Holmes
225
HIGH IND.SERIFS SCI(
Pat Hesselrode
546
Nancy Todd
506
Jean Phillips
481
HIGH IND.SERIES ,HC I
Pat Holmes
668
Nancy Todd
653
Jean Phillips
625
HIGH AVERAGES
Pat Hesselrode
174
Lois Smith
171
Mary Harris
155
Ann Green
153
Hilda Bennett
151
Sue Lax
145
Mary Routt.
143
Kay Garland
143
Nancy Todd
141
Jean Phillip,
4:

ON SALE NOW!
7-)141{Go1d
hains&
racelets

cc

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
NEW YORK YANKEES - Signed
Dave Winfield, outfieldt:• 1- s niultlyear
contract for an undisclosed amount of
cash. Designated Willie McGee. outfielder,for assignment
National League
NEW YORK METS - Traded John
Pacella. pitcher. and Jose Moreno. infielder, to the San Diego Padres for Randy Jones, pitcher
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
WASHINGTON BULIETS - Signed
David Britton, guard, to a 10-day contract.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS -- Signed
Gwdo Merkens, wide receiver. Placed
James Taylor, offensive tackle. on the
injured list.
TENNIS
UNITED STATES TENNIS ASSOCI A.
TION - Announced the resignation of
Rick O'Shea, executive director. Nained
Mike Burns interim executive director

sOlrER
1 AMPS, Ida ,API - - University of
Connecticut midfielder Joe Morronc,
winner of the Hennann trophy as the
nation's top collegiate saner player
became the top pick in the NAST draft
when he was selected by the Tulsa
Roiathnec15
COLLEGE.
,MISSION, Kim • Al',The Univers,
ty of Colorado was given a two-year proLanus by the National Collegiate
Athletic Association for "a very large
mantel- of Violation,- oi it, football pee
grain
The WOW.os tams the Colorado lief ball train from appeanng in poStSairsori
play of on any NCAAsontrolled tele>,
sionI prograni or series during thi I481-82
school year
GENERAL
POSTE VERDA BEACH, Fla. • AP ,
Race car driver Peter Gregg was found
dead of a gunshot wound cm a stretch of
Northeast Florida beach in what may
have been a swcide offinals said

By The Associated I',,,,
TENNIS
SYDNEY 'API ('at I hiPre defeated
Chris Johnstone of Australia, 41. 44. 75. while John Fitzgerald of Austrailla
topped Ul, Marten of West Germany,8-0,
C-7, 6-4 during the opening day of the
6125.000 Nahum.New South Wales Open.
In other matches, John Sadri beat
John Austin 6-4, 7-6, JOarlail, Clem of
Argentina topped Craig Edwards 6-7, 63, 6-4, Sandy Mayer defeated Chris
Delaney 2-6. 64. 6-4; Argentina's
GwIlermo Vilas tapped Terry Rocavert
of Australia 6-1, 6-4, and Phil Dent of
Australia beat Thierry Tulasne of
France 831,832
JoAnne
TUCSON. Ann ( AP,
Russell defeated tele Forood 6-0, 6-3 in
the opening round of the 2100.000 Tucson
Open
In other action, Pan, Teeguarden topped Dana Gilbert 3-6, 6-4, 6-1. Sandy tot.
Ins stopped I &she Allen. k'2,15, Peanut
Lowe defeated Andria Buchanan 6.3.2.6,
6-2; and Sherry Acker topped DM Flee
Lee of Korea,6-1. 6-1
SKILNG
SANTA CRISTINA, Italy ,API -- Hart Weirather and UI, Spiess placed 1.2 in
a men's World Cup downhill ski race in a
sensational showing of the powerful
Austrian team
Switzerland's Peter Mueller finished
third and took an undisputed lead in the
World Cup overall standings
Weirather was clucked in 1 minute,
5216 seconds, while Spiess was tuned in
1:53.40, Mueller in 1,53 36
SKATING
LANDOVER. Md. , AP, -- Great Br,.
tains Robin Cousins and the Hungarian
dance team of Krisztina Regoczy and
Andras Sally led a team of 1980 figure
skating champions to a narrow victory
over a team of former chanipions in the
firstever world professional championship.
The winning team also included
America's Charlie Tickner and Linda
Fratiannne. eight-tune Japanese Champion Rim Watanabe and U S. pairs
champions Tai Babilonia and Randy
Gardner. The second place finishers included former world chanipions Dorothy
Hamill. John Curry, Peggy Fleming and
Toiler Cranston.
HOCKEY
NEW YORK AP, — Center Paul
Gardner of the, Pittsburgh Penguins,
who scored four goals in one game and
had five goals and one assist for the
week, was named the NHI.'s Player of
the Week for the pen od ending Sunday.
Dec. 14.
NEW YORK • API
The gold medal.
winning U.S Olympic hockey team was
named Sport Magazine's 1980 'Per.
former of the Year", marking the first
time since the award was inaugurated in
1947 that a team, rather than an individual, won the title
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK IAPI - Atlanta forward
Dan Roundfield, who averaged 203
points to lift the Hawks to three victones
last week, was named the NBA's Player
of the Week for the period ending Sunday, Dec. 14

Layaway
Now For
Christmas

itelp

0
0
Also Available AI
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(MARGE IT
OPEN
SUNDAY
AND
EVERY NM
ME II:00
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(
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753-7695
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from *flee you

tonight,

forward

By lie Amoriated Press
the top iw.oay Mane in 'Dm &mum
cited Press college buskettiall pull, with
first-place votes in parentheses, Om season's records and total plum Plants
timed on 11.1.19-18-17-16-15.14.13-12-11.101 4
745412.1
50
1,150
1 DaPaul i 32/
4.0
'tKmdur'hyr22i
1.13
'se
.55
3 UCLA 121
50
4tengouhiateiii
9811
5-0
963
5 Virginia Ii
SO
4-1
6 Noire Dune
2-1
645
7 Duo State
616
It !lath (Molina
5.1
662
9 Maryland
41
10. Imustana Slate
565
5-2
II Indiana
541
6-0
12 Wake Forest
532
5-0
13 Texas A&M
527
leO
435
14 Amelia Stale
15 Mr-Ng.
40
'EL
16 Iowa
5-1
329
17 Bluets
441
218
18 Brigham Young
4-1
GO
19 Arkansas
129
Si I ouisvale
1;1
118

don't even bother to guard

and it seemed liked Evansville

"We looked tired

Girls
Prep Poll

the Hoosiers' inside game.

Top Twenty

Johnson

Cat

and

Tom

"We were intimidated early
game," Hayes said.

6.2 18
3-3 16

See your copier
serviceman
often?

Who has the right
to tell you
what's right?
When most of us were growing up, there was a parent or
guardian who gave us guidance of one sort or another. But we

15.

in the

Only one other game Monday night involved a ranked

"We did a little hide-tanning in

are grown now and capable of making our own decisions. It's

the dressing room at halftime
and played pretty well after

time to re-evaluate what we have been told is nght for us and

team. No.

11

Indiana, led by

Ted Kitchel's 16 points, easily

wrong for us as individuals.

that, until their big spurt."

Only God has the right to pass judgment on our actions. He
alone has the final say.

4..6

Happy Holiday Driving

Gottfried Picks
Three Coaches

If man was created in His image, then it follows that man
has dignity and individuality which must be respected. No one
but God has a right to tell a man what is right for himself .
In the Christian Church

Holiday
Pacliage
Pla

WITH A

CINCINNATI ( API - New
University of Cincinnati foot-

FORD RENT-A-CAR

ball Coach Mike Gottfried has
appointed three of his former
aides at Murray State University to his staff.
They are Ron Zook, 26, a

Call us for our
Special Holiday Rates

former

Miami

University

player, defensive secondary;

arker For
701 Main

w •me eif

AVAIL ABLE

.
1•

4:411a."'

753-527

t't mterrneverer.

her own way. The church should remain a vehicle for this expression, not a dictator of it.

The 990 has all of the most
wanted features of machines
costing 50% more-including
the versatility to make it a 17Copies copy both sides and
use most any kind of paper including overhead transparen
cies and labels

We also feel that as long as we are all headed in the right
direction, it doesn't matter which bus we catch. If you haven't
found a bus you're comfortable on, try ours. It leaves every
Sunday at 10:45.

and Tommie Liggins, 28, a

The First Christian Church

former Cincinnati star, runn-

North of the square on Fifth Street

Tom Walsh, 30, quarterbacks,
ALL DRIVERS MUSE 11 21 YEARS Of AGE

Disciples of Christ ) we think that a

person should have the freedom to interpret the Bible in his or

Maybe its time to see the new
-and very reliable-A B Dick
990 plain paper copier

Call us

today

ing backs.

Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

Gottfried said he would announce

the

assistants

remaining

five

during

the

Christmas holidays.

'

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
2415912
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Leave It To Steinbrenner To Show Classic Timing
By HA I. BOCK
Bowie Kuhn warned about the
siege of free agent-created
AP Sports Writer
pneumonia'
Leave- it to George Stein- '•economic
brenner. The man has classic plaguing baseball. Steinbrentuning.
ner gave Dave Winfield all but
Ten days before Christmas, the Bronx side of the
the New York Yankee owner Triborough
Bridge to
played Santa Claus. One week autograph a Yankee contract.
to the day after Commissioner
Ho, ho, ho!

38-14 Thrashing

Not to worry, Bowie. Steinbrenner assured all listeners
that Winfield would not be the
highest paid player in
baseball.
"Oh no," he said. "I'm sure
Dave Parker and possibly a
few others make more."
But that's not what they

were saying in other corners
of the room.
-!There was testimony,for example,from Dick Muss,an expert witness. Moss serves as
Winfield's attorney and sat in
on most of the talks with Steinbrenner. He also negotiated
the $1 million a year free

agent contr
.act for Nolan Ryan
with the Houston Astros last
winter.
"I called Nolan last night
and told him the pressure's
off," said Moss.
But who would be so crass
as to discuss money at an
historic moment like this?

Certainly not Steinbrenner.
Certainly not Winfield.
"There are market values
for anything," he said. "In
San Diego, I had a different
value. It's like appraising a
precious stone. This is my
value in New York. I plan to
contribute on the field and

Assures Playoff Berth

Rams Give Cowboys Taste Of What Lies Ahead
Preston Dennard and I to Vic- mistakes."
Quarterback Danny White,
tor Hicks.
All told, he completed 15 of who completed nine of 23
25 throws for 275 yards, with passes for 147 yards with three
interceptions and three sacks,
no interceptions.
Ferragamo said his ribs
hurt him, but his offensive line said,"We really played badly.
saw to it that Dallas defenders It was a team effort to get beat
made a minimum of mean- like that. They took it to us
early and we never got back
ingful contact.
"Jackie Slater and Doug into it.
France t the offensive tackles)
did a fantastic job protecting
said.
me,'' Ferragaino
"Nobody really touched me all
night. Not direct, anyway.
"Thomas was fantastic. He
adds a great additional dimension to our offense."
The 5-foot-10, 223-pound
An AP Sports Analysis
speedster from San Jose State
By ALEX SACHA RE
acceleration
in
showed great
AP Sports Writer
piling up 147 yards on 16 carRemember Gus Williams,
ries.
the speedy guard who led the
end
defensive
Dallas
Seattle SuperSonics to the NaHarvey Martin said only,"We
tional Basketball Association
were all just mixed up tonight. championship in 1979 and has
Ferragamo had a great night, topped the team in scoring the
'but we contributed to it. He
last three years?
has a great offensive line, but
This seasOn the 6-foot-2
we were not playing defense. Williams has yet to don a
We just made too many
uniform bearing Seattle or
any other team name. Since
gArOpremerOesAO,A,
Op
OpOp
Oz.O...O,;AO.:>0,.o.ea
the season is more than onelt,e.opOa,0,roO4A0
0
third over, some folks are
starting to get nervous — pari
ticularly in Seattle, where the
I
Sonics have .stumbled to a
disappointing 15-17.
It's a no-win situation, for
both Williams and the Sonics.
The problem is that
Williams became a free agent
Z.10 OGAC5aeOGAI
at the end of last season, but
A...
,
,A.,
Ilt
he's not really free.
ra.,..' AS C,A=slo,UO.A.,,esOeo,, Oaeoaer.,AAX5 A11,Z6AC,AA,
0
)
Under terms of the Robertson Agreement between the
NBA and the Players Association, any team that signs
Williams must pay compensation — in the form of veteran
players, draft choices or cash
— to the Sonics. If the teams
can't agree, compensation is
set by Commissioner Larry
O'Brien. And that figures to be
mighty high.
To further complicate the
issue, the compensation
system expires at the end of
this season and will be replaced by the right of first refusal.
That means thesold team can
keep a player who has completed his contractual obligations by matching the best offer he receives.
Williams received a
reported $175,000 last season.
The Sonics offered him more
than three times that amount

By JACK STEVENSON
AP Sports Writer
ANAHEIM, Calif. AP) -The Los Angeles Rams,
displaying productive passing
by Vince Ferragamo and
strong running by Jewerl
Thomas, gave the Dallas
Cowboys a taste Monday night
of what may lie ahead for
them should the teams meet
again in the National Football
League playoffs.
The Rams whipped the
Cowboys 38-14 at Anaheim
Stadium to assure themselves
of an NFC playoff berth as a
wild card team. The Cowboys
had qualified earlier. They
most likely will square off as
wild card teams in the opening
round of the play offs.
Five of their last nine
meetings have been playoff
games,. with Dallas holding a
3-2 edge, but the Rams were
21-19 winners last year.
Ferragamo, still suffering
from bruised ribs he received
a week ago against Buffalo,
hit touchdown passes of 40
yards to Billy Waddy, 34 to

"When we meet them in two
weeks, it will be a different
story. We didn't practice well
during the week. We should
have expected this."
The Rams gained 517 total
yards to 271 for Dallas.
Cowboy veteran Tony Dorsett
was limited to 77 yards on 14
carries.
The outcome of the national-

ly televised game left Los
Angeles at 10-5 and Dallas at
11-4.
The Rams built a 38-0
margin through three
quarters and it wasn't until
early in the fourth quarter
that White hit Tony Hill with a
36-yard pass for a touchdown.
In the waning minute reserve

quarterback Glenn Carano
found Butch Johnson with a 17yard scoring pass.
Cullen Bryant had opened
the scoring, capping a 98-yard
advance with a 4-yard smash.
Then Thomas contributed his
34-yard touchdown run and
Frank Corral added 3 points
with a 27-yard field goal
before the crowd of 65,154.

Sonics' Fans Starting To Get Nervous

off."
But there were some
noseybodies in the audience
who insisted on finding out
about dollars and cents. Steinbrenner pleaded innocent to
the charge of spreading the
economic pneumonia.
"It's not George Steinbrenner's money," he said, sounding oh so sincere. "It's the
people of New York's money.
The fans, 2.6 million of them
year They enabled us to
sign :vinfield
• Peon' talk aboutlimy
desire to win. but you stituld
add two words to ,hat -- 'for
New York •"
Right about there, you'd expect to hear Frank Sinatra's
recording of -New York, New
York" in the background. It's
a shame George didn't think of
it.
For the signing of Winfield,
Steinbrenner paraded out the
some of Yankees' best names.
Willie Randolph, Reggie
Jackson and Rick Cerone

Williams Has Yet To Don Uniform

0i; HOLIDAY :t
0g,-. SAVINGS ,i
,......„..„.„,...„.„3,0„.,....„:.„,...,..„

1100,..
00
ave$50 g
on this General Electric
30-inch range!

in each year ot a long-term
deal, but Williams and his
agent, Howard Slusher of Los
Angeles, turned that down.
They were unable to reach
agreement with any other
team, however, partly
because of the compensation
question.
So when the season started,
Williams was on the sidelines.
By the way, if he sat out the
year and didn't sign until '8182, his new team would still
have to pay compensation
because the rule that is in effect when the player first
becomes a free agent still applies.
If all of the above sounds
complicated, hold on. It gets
worse.
While they were discussing
a new long-term contract, the
Sonics also offered Williams a

one-year pact under the '79-80
terms. The Sonics said they
died that.to protect whatever
compensation rights they had
under terms of the Robertson
Agreement. This offer was rejected.
Two months later, Williams
was still on the sidelines and
the Sonics were still losing, so
the idea of the one-year contract was revived.
The Sonics opened a spot for
Williams on their roster by
waiving guard Rudy White
and a deal was all set to be announced 10 days ago. But Seattle contended that in spite of
the agreement it retained its
rights
if
compensation
Williams signed with another
club next season, based on
Williams' refusal of the oneyear contract Sept. 30.
Williams and Slusher balked

NOTICE

at this stipulation and refused
to sign unless the Sonics
agreed to waive any compensation claim, which the club
wouldn't do. So Williams and
Slusher asked that a hearing
be held before Telford Taylor,
the court-appointed Special
Master who oversees disputes
related to the Robertson
Agreement.
The problem is that the
agreement doesn't spell out
what applies.
The hearing is set for
Wednesday, but don't expect
to see Williams suiting up in a
hurry. The NBA and the
Sonics contend that there is
nothing for Taylor to decide
right now, since the compensation issue doesn't come up
until Williams signs
elsewhere.

We will have our last auction sale
in 1980 on Friday, December 19,
1980.
Beginning Monday, January 1981
our auction sales will be held on Monday's at 1:30 p.m. We will be buying
hogs on Mondays and Saturday mornings as usual.
Thank You For Your Business.
MERRY CHRISTMAS

PARIS LIVESTOCK
COMPANY INC.
Fairgrounds Road
Paris, Tn.
901-642-1933

NBC Tries Its Experiment
Between Jets, Dolphins
By BRUCE LOW/TT
AP Sports Writer
Next Saturday, NBC tries its
latest great experiment, even
greater than Supertrain. Call
it Awfulgame.
They won't have the usual
complement of announcers in
the booth. It is, somehow fitting, since the National Football League won't have the
usual complement of teams on
the field. The schedule says
one of them will be the New
York Jets, which isn't saying
much.
The other team in the
Orange Bowl will be the
Miami Dolphins, and if you're
thinking the hometown guys in
the aqua and orange are going

to have an easy time of it, just
consider the insidious thought
Bruce Harper has floated
southward from his locker in
the wintry wind tunnel called
Shea Stadium:
"Can you hear the Dolphins
talking among themselves?"
the New York running back
and kick return specialist
mused. "They're gonna be
saying, 'We can't lose to the
Jets! They lost to New
Orleans!' I think we're gonna
wind up in the same category
as the Saints.
"I think that's what it was
like with some of us. Some individuals were walking
around thinking, 'Hey we
can't lose to these guys.
They're 0-14. We just can't!"

showed up for the coronation.
So did Yogi Berra and a couple
of the scalps that hang from
Steinbrenner's belt.
At one table sat former
manager Dick Bowser, who
was in town for a Yankee
organizational meeting. He is
a scouting supervisor now
after resigning as pilot a couple of weeks ago. His resignation was not unexpected and it
was graciously accepted by
Steinbrenner, who after all,
would never force a man to
manage the Yankees against
his will.
Also on hand was Mike Ferraro, once the Yankees' third
base coach until Steinbrenner
found a better assignment for
him. He was seated on the first
base side of the room.
Bowser and Ferraro are the
ghosts of seasons past. Winfield is the ghost of seasons
future. If Tiny Tim ... or Bowie
Kuhn ... had been around, he
might have said, "God bless
us, one and all."

Ethan Allen Holiday Values

Super Desk
it's a roll-top desk...an office...an organizer!
Just look at all the great features of our Ethan Allen
"Super Desk"! It has lots of working surface and a total
of ten drawers and fourteen pigeonholes for organized
storage. Add the companion desk chair and
you'll have the most complete home office
possible in this amount of space
Desk is a hefty 55- Wx 28- D x 48" H.
Chair has a comfortable. deeply saddled
swivel seat that adjusts for
height and for back firmness.
Both, in our rich. dark
Old Tavern finish

Oftheekar
".%
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AVOW.
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-

Open
Sunday
nil 5 p.m.

Murray Comeback Falls Short
In 67-60 Loss To Marshall Co.
JBS26V

• Control cooking with automatic oven timer,
clock, minute timer with buzzer
• Woodgrained control panel• Convenient
oven light• Calrod" surface units remove for
easy cleaning• Picture window oven door
3 Ways To Pay
•30 Days Same As Cash
• Up To 24 Months In Store Financing
•Lay-Away Till Christmas

General Electric Range!
WITH FAMOUS CALROD
SURFACE UNITS
• Removable Oven Door
• Porcelain Enamel Broiler Pan
and Chrome-Plated Rack
• Tilt-Lock Calrod Surface
Units
• Rotary infinite heat surface
unit controls
YOU PAY ONLY
JBS03

$26995

FULL LINE OF PARTS
SERVICE YEAR ROUND

MURRAY APPLIANCE
TM MIURA ELECTRIC SEALER IN MIMI
App,
o,es Are Ow Of,BegAeyy

WINN,NE aid JOIN SININONS, OwNENs
III! lbw

'Si ,S11

(Continued From Page6)
"Our guards did not
penetrate well and we only got
five points from our two big
girls ( Monica Greene and Kim
Tharpel."
Tharpe fouled out with over
three minutes left in the third
quarter while Greene was used sparingly.
"They can beat us five times
this season and I'll still think
we have the better ball club,"
Fisher concluded. "We were
down by a lot and we never
quit. That says a lot for our
girls."
Alexander led the Tiger
scoring with 25 points.
Jackson added 10 points and
Jones and Fox six each as
Murray saw its record dip to 22 for the year.
Neither squad burned up the
nets from the field as Marshall
County held a slight edge with
39.6 percent to Murray's 36
percent.
The difference came at the
free throw line, where the
Marshals connected on 25 of 40
attempts while Murray hit 12
of their 21 free throws.
The Tigers entertain St.
Mary tonight in both varsity
girls and boys competition.

Shawna Smith 4 2-2 10; Lisa
Jarrett 5 4-5 14; Mitzi Birdsong 3 8-13 14; Laura Seay 30-2
6; Gaye Heikkinen 2 2-4 6:

Mary Lee Snow 37-813; Secret
Watkins 1 2-6 4. 21 25-40 67.
Murray
17 5 1919-60,
Marshall Co 10 22 20 15 — 67.

Frames For
Christmas Portraits

Chair

One Day Film Processing

Desk

sale 7495°

_Artcrait Photography
118 So 12t4

Three handy utility
drawers.

HOLIDAY SPECIAL

$200 Off

Roll top with lock
for instant neatness
and privacy.,

Large comportment for
calculator. recorder
Spacious uork surface
Room for phone.
business machine
urge center drawer
has pencil tray. lock

I

A total of ten,dratuers
keeps it brgonized.

Double deep drawer
for phone books. etc

Pendaflex' file drawer
with hanger.

Any
Large
Pizza

Any
Medium
Pizza

Open Every Night 'til 8 P.M. 'til Christmas Eve ...
UNITED MAW Ft RNISHINwi

Murray (60) — Candy
Jackson 34-8 10; Velvet Jones
3 0-0 6; Monica Greene 2 0-0 4;
Tonya Alexander 11 3-4 25;
Glenda Fox 2 2-4 6; Lynette
Thompson 1 0-3 2; Jann
Washer 1 0-0 2; Donna Rousse
1 2-2 4; Kim Tharpe 0 1-21.
Jodi Martin 00-1 0. 24 12-21 60.
Marshall County (67) --

Eat In or Carry Out

Pizza
%Hut

12th & Chastain
Murray, Ky.
759-4646
Coupon Expires Dec 23rd

1

\Flat top for lOfrip, books,
clock, radio. etc

Fourteen pigeonholes
to store stationery,
/edgers, stamps. hills.
checks. notes. etc.

$1100Off

reg. 259.50
Free Van Delivery
Convenient Terms

reg. 899.50

753-0035

I.

sale 21950

ETHAN MIEN FURNITURE

114 North Third St. Paducah, Ky.
Phone 442-2769 or 443-6257

1

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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QUIZ KID CALCULATOR
A neat way to learn math,
REVCO'S LOW,
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

1981
Monmying
mor••

REVCO TREATS YOU TO SWEET SAVINGS

DANDY SAYINGS ON HANDY APPLIANCES

____„.......----1
BIG TOP DOG &
BUN STEAMER
SAVE $5
WITH
MAIL-IN
REBATE.

,

s

I 000R-OUT

$699

110114
,LAIION41

KODAK
COLORBURST 50
INSTANT CAMERA

BS

Holds six hot dogs & buns at once
REVCO'S LOW.
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

MINIATURE LIGHT SET

Revco's Low, Everyday
Discount Price $27.99
WITH MAIL-IN
REBATE ONLY:$22
99

INIATURE
I TES

Pick oc mai, to rebate fc.rms at
any Revco More

50 Count Indoor/Outdoor
Flashing or non-flashing Replaceable
push-in bulbs
REVCO'S LOW.
EVERYDAY
$ 139DISCOUNT PRICE

3

HOLIDAY TUB OF COOKIES
no Assorted sugar cookies with
'-rstive designs
REVCO'S LOW.
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE
$129

CHRISTMAS CANDIES
•el or All Hard Bags 14 nz
REVCO'S LOW.
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

89'

SCHICK HOT
LATHER MACHINE

SONIC MEN'S
ALARM WATCH
Limo
EVElitoNi
DISCOUNT PNICI

Win IRe
Lathe, soetaCk
TOSS rears]
RPM scow
EVERYDAY
S399
DISCOUNY PRICE

$ 1 588

REVCO ADDS SPARKLE TO CHRISTMAS SAVINGS

er!

than Allen
end a total
organized
chair and
ome office
it of space

D x 48" H.
ily saddled
adjusts for
firmness.
rich, dark
vem finish

WRAPPING PAPER

GIFT TRIM ASSORTMENT

CHRISTMAS CARDS

Continuous fold 30-, 75 sq It
In assorted festive designs
REVCO'S LOW.
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

Buy this prepack, and save on gift
trimmings
REVCO'S LOW,
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

20 Count. Solid Pack
Mfr. Sugg. Retail $2.50
REVCO'S LOW.
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

$199

79'

9

QUEEN ANNE CHOCOLATE
COVERED CHERRIES
-

SCHRAFFT'S
CHOCOLATES

dark chocolate on the outside
cherry and liquid center
Mfr. Sugg. Retail 51.29
REVCO'S LOW.
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

24 oz
Perfect for gM giving
Assorted candies
REVCO'S LOW.
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

99'

HOT PRO STYLING BRUSH
"he versatile styling brush that curls
snapes adds body to your hair
Mfr. Sugg. Retail $13.95
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

PROCTOR-SILEX
TWO-SLICE TOASTER

$699

With shiny chrome finish
REVCO'S LOW,
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

$1399

STUFF YOUR STOCKINGS WITH REVCO SAVINGS!

len

May
5 p.m.

MENNEN MILLIONAIRE

OLD SPICE DELUXE
TRAVEL KIT

HEAVEN SENT
"PARTNERS IN
PARADISE"
A delightful. alluring fragrance
Mfr. Sugg. Retail $6.75
REVCO'S LOW,
EVERYDAY .
DISCOUNT PRICE

No 3331 Includes 41/2 fl oz. after
shave. 202 oz stick deodorant, 6 no.
shave cream
Mfr. Sugg. Retail $9 50
REVCO'S LOW.
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

BRUT 33
SOAP-ON-A-ROPE

BABE SPLASH-ON
COLOGNE

500.With a fresh, masculine
fragrance Mfr. Sugg. Retail $2 70
REVCO'S LOW,
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

1 2511 oz
A fragrance he'll remember.
REVCO'S LOW,
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

$399

$739

BRUT 33 SET

OLD SPICE GIFT SET
No. 3305

Includes 31
/
2 II oz splash.
21/2 oz stick deodorant
Mfr. Sugg. RetaN $3.59
REVCO'S LOW,
EVERYDAY
$269
DISCOUNT PRICE

after shave
t rope
.
Mfr Sugg Retail $5 50
REVCO S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE
r

)1

$429

After Shave 3 5t1 oz
REVCO'S LOW.
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE
Cologne 3 5 tl oz
REVCO'S LOW.
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

$489

$609

MASTER MAID
COFFEE MAKER
10 cup

SHETLAND VISA
HAIR DRYER

ow price on a fabulous
Jtfee Maker
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

$1699

1200 Watt
Lightweight, powerful hair dryer for
Professional styling
REVCO'S LOW.
$799
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

Chair

al95°
3. 259.50

Delivery
Int Terms
tip, books

,onent for
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99'

Revco reserves the right to limit quantities.

neleid all

the
.,(ni can get
'S

REVLON "MEET
CHARLIE" GIFT SET

49'

Includes conc cologne 5 l or not
conc cologne spray 55 11 or
Mfr. Sugg. RetaN $8.00
REVCCI1 LOW.
EVERYDAY
$599
DISCOUNT PRICE

CHIMERE SPRAY
COLOGNE

REVCO KNEE-HI
STOCKINGS
Terrific stocking stuffer
REVCO'S LOW.
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

35c

By PrirA,Mfalcrtabelli. 75 fl oz
Mb. Sugg. Retail $5.50
REVCO'S LOW.
EVERYDAY
$469
DISCOUNT PRICE

Available at all Revco Discount Drug Centers including:

MUNSEY CORN POPPER

SHETLAND TWO TO
GET READY
Lining iron with or without brush
REVCO'S LOW.
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

$899

3-Quart With removable bowl and see
through top
REVCO'S LOW,
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

Items available while quantities last

MURRAY

Bel Air Shopping Center • 753-8304
Copyright

AVAILABLE

1980 by Revco 0.S., Inc
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Returning Student Faces Adjustments
"I was very out of place. I had on a three-piece suit that 1
thought looked collegiate. If I had worn a hat, I would have
looked like! was going to a tea."
That is how Terri Nunnelee McCullar, formerly of
Mayfield, recalls her first day on the Murray State Universit) campus after being out of school for several years. Like
other returning students,she is learning the adjustments are
not easy but can be made.
A graduate of Mayfield High School, Mrs. McCullar spent a
ear each at Stephen's College for Women in Columbia, Mo.,
University of Kentucky and at Murray State. Then she dropped out until returning recently.
Mrs. McCullar, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Nunnelee of 310 E. College St., Mayfield, said she is making adjustments. "Within a week, I was into jeans, a sweat shirt
and tennis shoes."
But how to dress may be the smallest of problems faced by
older students. Many, like Mrs. McCullar, have families to
support.
A single pareqt with four young daughters, Mrs. McCullar
said she lives on a "very definite fixed income. But I get by.
Anybody," she emphasized, "can go back to school if they
want to."
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Wullie and Fluids looked back, Just in time to see Roger Rocket,
heading straight up into the snowy sky.

Mrs. McCullar said she found several state and federal
loans tailored to the needs of a parent wanting to return to
school.
Early on, Mrs. McCullar decided she would be a mother
first and a student second. And third, she would be a
homemaker. "The dishes can sit in the sink until I do my
homework. But if it's a choice between my children and
school,the children come first."
Every morning, the McCullars go to five different schools
at different times. How does Mom manage?
"With the help of the'Lord," said Mrs. McCullar. "And,"
she added,"the babysitter."
Mrs. McCullar said she believes the university life is
beneficial to her children. The family lives in an apartment,
complex on campus where the McCullar children have 17
playmates including several of variolis nationalities. "Every
day is an education for my children," she said.
Returning college students typically have trouble getting
back into the routine of studying. Mrs. McCullar thinks she
has licked the problem. Last semester,carrying a full load of
classes, she made the dean's list(an average grade of 3.3 or
above out of a possible 4.0( and has a good chance of getting
the same honor this semester

A Review

istmas Carol' Is Delight

55 u lite was locking the
workshop door behind him,
oist as he always did. He
didn't look worried. Could
Writhe always be right about
every thing?
Hulda looked toward the
dark corners of the workshop,
with its toolboxes and its
boxes of things that Wullie,
the inventor. collected.
Was that a noise?
-Come on,- said Wullie,
s
liultia peered into the darkit-',', onCe more. Then she
i_nto Roger Rocket,
tucked Nlorris the mouse into
her spacesuit pocket, and
tast ened her seatbelt. She
closed her eyes against the
poll of pe blastoff. She still
tilt that something bad was
about to happen.
• Hut a few moments later,
Wullie was saying: "Here we

Twister screen. Snow was
falling in Russia. It looked like
By Carole
a
of Christmas yet-to-come.
Cratchet family was together pelietrated his steel heart.
a North Pole blizzard.
Christmas cant o Murray
Tiny Tim's voice was
"We should feel right at on Monday evening at Lovett as well as when the ensemble
All in all, even though there
was singing and or dancing, anything but tiny...and
home here," said Wullie, Auditorium when the
Murray they'd smile at each other: perhaps reminded one of the
were comments that some few
reaching for the door. "MorCivic Music Association and and it all seemed very ge- youngster who sang "Gary. musical selections might have
ris, you stay here."
Indiana" in "Music Man" on
moved a little more quickly,
Outside, the two elves Murray State University with nuine.
Broadway.
the whole had a lovely blend of
peered through the darkness assistance from the Kentucky
Arts
Commission
and
The
NaScrooge was somewhat difAnd many of the scenes children's and adult voices,
and the snow.
"I think I see rooftops,"said tional Endowment for the Arts ficult to understand and was reminded me of my 1941 edi- and I, for one, left the
presented Charles Dickens' not strongly portrayed early tion of "A Christmas Carol" auditorium with a very warm,
Hulda. "And lights."
"We're near a country "A Christnias Carol."
in the music production, but which has copies of watercolor rather special feeling...and
village," said Wullie. "Only The opening scene, staged approximately
midway etchings in it, particularly the echo the words of the chortN.
some old villagers, far from as a group portrait winter through the musical play, he Christmas party scene shown "Merry Christmas
to
anywhere, celebrate Christ- scene lighted in faded blue and seemed to warm to his part to Scrooge by the ghost of All"...and
in Tiny Tim's
mas the way Russians used to white, reminded me of a very and did indeed grow Christmas
past (who was a words, "God Bless Us
do it."
old Christmas card and "younger” as "goodness" delight), as well as the ghost Everyone"!
They started toward the brought instant applause from
lights. And stopped short,
an auditorium filled to capaciA tremendous hum sounded ty.
behind them.
Wullie and Hulda looked Althougji there were times
back just in time to see Roger when the spoken lines (par'
Rocket, trailing 'sparks, ticularly those who attempted
heading straight up into ,the Cockney and English accents)
were difficult ta understand,
snowy sky.
'i'hev peered into the Time (NEXT:Grandfather Frostias were the words of an occaTwo Murray State Universi- that members of the older state of New York's "Annual
sionally unfamiliar English
ty faculty members have generation are more Report of Residential Health
Christmas carol, the produc- returned to the campus after knowledgeable politically Care Facilities."
„ hop as a whole was very propresenting research papers at than are middle-age persons.
His conclusions indicate
Simpson came to Murray that institutions which cater to
-te'sNional -- a delight of
the 33rd annual scientific
beautiful and colorful period
meeting of the Gerontological State from Texas Tech private-paying patients and
costumes, quite well
Society of America in San University, Lubbock, and has those catering to medical pabeen active in working with tients are equal in quality of
choreographed dance scenes
Diego, Calif.
•
Frances Drake
and very simple sets which
They are Dr. Miles Simpson, the aging in West Kentucky. care, but that medicaid homes
were well defined and easily
chairman of the Department He also serves on the Ken- of medical quality restrict paFOR WEDNESDAY,DECEMBER 17, 1980
and smoothly changed.
of Sociology and Anthropology tucky Council on Higher tients'freedom and "are more
What kind of day will tomor- not be true, especially about
The attention to details was
and interim director of social Education's gerontology pro- total institutions."
close ties.
ro'w be? To find out what the
superb! There are many
gerontology, and Frank ject committee.
Elwell, who is completing
stltrs say, read,the forecast CANCER
In his paper, entitled his doctoral work in sociology,
memorable instances inElwell, an assistant professor
(June 21 toJuly 22)
given for your birth Sign.
"Institutional Inequality and came to Murray State from
in the same department.
Good intentions now are not cluding the spirits of Jacob
Distribution
of State University of New York
Marley and Christmas yet-to=
Simpsoin's paper, entitled the
enough.
FAgher-ups
will
be
-ARIES
"Aging and Keeping Up with Resources," Elwell compares at Albany. His dissertation
displeased if you fall short on come materializing in heavy
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) gr,„,
Politics: A New Look" and two types of long-term care in- focuses on the effeets of nursRomance is 'exciting but if- the job. Make a concerted ef- '-'fog,7 the dancing dolls, and
especially the interaction in
based on Gallup poll data stitutions serving the elderly ing home characteristics on
let- Be realistic about travel fort to succeed.
the group scenes. When the
covering 30 years, pointed out with his data coming from the patients.
plans. Advice about a finan- LEO
cial matter may be off base. (July 23to Aug.22) afg
Vistors could overstay their
Avoid wishful thinking.
welcome. The unexpected
TAURUS
behavior of a close tie could
Apr. 20 to May 20) 64
67
An innocent flirtation can change your plans. Be
backfire on you. It will be hard realistic on career goals.
to keep activities secret now. VIRGO
)Aug.23 to Sept.22)
) Watch romantic fantasies.
Romance excites but can be
GEMINI
detrimental if it interferes
( May 21 tyo June 20)
plus
You're easily distracted with concentration. Uninvited
from work now. A friend can guests may upset routine.
seem like a nuisance. Half of LIBRA
`,„
what you imagine now may (Sept.23 to Oct. 22)
of finance charges
If you're extravagaqt, a
Cash Rebate
1011.1.
until March 1, 1981
close tie could be upset. Not a
MF 2000 Series tractor
time to sign papers. Be extra
on all tractors
careful in legal and financial
affairs.

Dr. Simpson, Elwell Of MSU
Present Papers At Meeting

Your Individual
Horoscope

„

Int
•

POCAHONTAS — Librarian Willie Farloss dressed av
favorite book character each day of Children", Book
Week. In photo, she portrays Pocahontas. Other t haracters were a pilgrim, the littlest angel, Daniel Boone and
Charlotte in "Charlotte's Web."
Phots,

vr)%

Early Buyer Bonus!
$1,000

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Avoid office flirtations.
Keep your mind on work. So-rneene-may-eeneeal the truthabout a financial matter. Take
nothing for granted.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22to Dec. 21) 30FA
You're in the mood for
adventure but inclined to
make a mistake. Watch
outlandish behavior. Avoid
escapism.
, CAPRICORN
(Dec.22toJan.19) Vi
Be on guard in romance.
You're impressionable now
and easily deceived. Small
domestic problems are likely.
CHARACTER COSTUMES — Photo shows a second ,r,rade Robertson class dressed as
Friendsseem erratic.
halacters from theii favorite hooks
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
Watch manners in dealing
with higher-ups. Too familiar
behavior may rub someone
the wrong way. Friends are
prone to exaggerate or
Ofisrepresent.
PISCES
(Feb.19 to Mar.20)
A legal fee may be higher
than anticipated. Keep your
feet on the ground in career
matters. Be alert for con artists or dishonest types.
YOU BORN TODAY are
both idealistic and practical
but sometimes have difficulty
reconciling these qualities.
Though you're a born
moneymaker, your fortunes
are liable to fluctuate. When
handling responsibilities for
others, your business acumen
is sharp. You'd make a good
manager fbr other people's interests. Your idealism often
obertson Elementary School
cOSTUMED ROOK REPORTERS
attracts you to mental purlassmates about the
dressed as a al..1 ir 1, • I.
suits. You'd make a fine
;
rept,
in
photo
with
are
shown
best
the
book. Winners of
writer or historian. Banking,
librarian Willie Farless, left, Josh Johnson, Allison Burton(winner of"most books read")
travel and real estate may
Allison Ward,Jay Newton,Leigh Sticjer. Each student was presented with a book.
also appeal to you.

)(

WAIVER

Don't wait to buy a new MF tractor
Don't Miss this chance to cash in on some special
off-season savings. Buy a new MF 2000 Series
tractor, or an MF 34-81 PTO hp tractor, and you'll
get a cash rebate direct from MF, plus you'll pay no
finance charges until March 1, 1981 if you finance
with MF.The earlier you buy,the more you'll save.
Buying new equipment now may also
help reduce your 1980 income taxes.

$350
Cash Rebate
MF 3481 PTO hp tractor

Special Factory
Allowances too!

ref

MF

Save even more. We've been
allowed some special factory
allowances on these farm
tractors and other Massey
equipment and we're pas ng
them along to our customers.
We're ready to deal,so stop
by soon for details on all of
our Early Buyer Bonus
specials.

Massey Ferguson

CIO

h
At

Offers end January 30, 1981 and may not apply to all units in inventory.

753-1319

sin

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.

Industrial Road
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Are Awarded $1,000 Scholarships
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Two students in the Department of Graphic Arts
Technology at Murray State
University have been awarded
$1,000 indust7 scholarships,
one for the second time, Dr.
Thomas E. Gray, departmental chairman, has announced.
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Gray identified the students
and their awards as:
DISPLAY ITEMS — Calloway County M:ddle School students show the items they bought at ,ae Snior Citizens
Christmas bazaar. They are, from left, front row, Tim Bazzell, Michelle Willoughby, William Feckley, Jamie Miller,
Kenneth Reynolds, Laura Stone, Kathy Wierdo, Kelly Jameson, Rhonda West, Gina Tucker, Gregg Baker, back row,
Tami Belcher, Debbie Wyatt, lim Nanney, Bobby Perry, Glen Brandon, Chuck Sallings, Cheryl Hicks, Kathy Turner,
Tamy Grogan, Terry Underhill, Allen Carlile, Michael Robertson, Joey Pea, Steve Bynu, Rita Lovett, and I. Driver.

Calloway Middle School
Students Study Unit On
'Aging And The Elderly'
The Reading students in Ms.
Marion O'Rourke's class at
Calloway County Middle
School are involved in a unit
on "Aging and the Elderly."
Some of the guest speakers
have been Mrs. Wasson Brandon and Mrs. Charles Bynum,
nurses who work with the
elderly. After a slide presentation on Calloway County
Senior Citizens by Verona
Grogan, the students went to
the Senior Citizens Christmas
Bazaar to see the items handmade by the Senior Citizens

and to talk with them.
The students have visited
the Westview Nursing Home
and Fern Terrace Retirement
Home, and are planning some
activities for these centers.
Pam Rusk from the Murray
State University Recreation
Department is scheduled to
talk to the students on "Aging
and Recreation for the Elderly" and Dr. Barrett from the
MSU's Psychology Department will discuss a study he
has done on "Aging and
Memory."
EXAMINE ARRANGEMENT — Mary Pierce, right, member of Murray Senior Citizens, shows the dried flower
arrangement she had made to Tim Bazzell, student, left,
and Marion O'Rourke, teacher, Calloway Middle School.
ti
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Two MSU Graphic Arts Students

By Abigail Van Buren
1980 by Universal Press Syndicate

The Other Woman'Won't
Ever Be the Wife
DEAR ABBY: Quite often I read in your column what I
call "the other woman lament." I understand her position,
but from where I stand, I think her position is most
enviable.
I'm a respectable married woman but would almost
welcome being "the other woman." If I were "the other
woman," my lover would probably remember me on my
birthday and special holidays. My husband does not. My
lover would probably compliment me from time to time. My
husband does not—even though I am considered an
excellent cook and housekeeper, attractive, and weigh
within 3 pounds of what I weighed when he married me. My
sex life would probably be much improved, as my husband
seldom wants sex, and when he does, he satisfies only
himself. My lover might even tell me he loves me occasionally. My husband never does.
The respectability and security of marriage are important,
but they're not enough. In the next life (if there is one), I
want to be "the other woman."
ENVIOUS
DEAR ENVIOUS: Before committing your next life
to "the other woman," please read this letter from my
files:

Valerie Allison, a junior and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Truman Allison of Clinton,
recipient of, a $1,000 scholar-

Professors Say Budget
Cuts Erode Education
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)
A group of professors told a
state education official Monday that state-mandated
budget cuts have eroded the
quality of education at Kentucky's state colleges.
Members of the Faculty Advisory Committee told Harry
Snyder, executive director of
the state Council on Higher
Education, that budget cuts
have caused larger classes,
teaching vacancies, inadequate administrative help and
limited travel.
Constance Wilson of the
University of Kentucky socialwork faculty said, "It's been
like a termite wearing you out
day by day."
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
ordered this year's budget of
almost $350 million to be trimmed by $29.9 million because
of a projected shortfall in state
revenue. In all a total of $114
million was sliced out of the
state General Fund spending.
The professors were told by
Snyder, that unless the
economy improves, higher
education could face more
cuts next year.
"We're clearly going to
have to have another budget,"
Snyder said. "The only question is, how much, and whose
turn it is.''
Snyder told the group that
some educational
programs

abate
hp tractor

itory.

DEAR ABBY: I am anOther one who lives in New Mexico
and has been mistaken for a foreigner.
I mailed'a check to National Geographic magazine for the
renewel of my subscription and received the following letter
"We are sorry to inform you that the amount of your check
does not cover a subscription to a foreign country."
I turned the letter over and wrote on the back:
"I have placed a stop-payment order at my bank for the
check to renew my subscription. I did not realize National
Geographic was not published in the United States of
America. I do not wish to subscribe to a foreign publication
MRS. R. L. KOPP,
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO
DEAR MRS. KOPP: So what happened? Did the
magazine acknowledge the human error, or blame
the computer like everybody else does?
•••

rial Road

AVAIL ABLE

Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are
Included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped (28
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
00212.

1

may have to be eliminated. He
also said the tax-dollar subsidy for intercollegiate
athletics is likely to come
under careful analysis.

connection with the organization's 1979-80 Best Managed
Printing Company awards
program. It was awarded to
Franklin Printers, Inc.,
Jackson, Miss., with the option of placing the scholarship
with the institution of its
choice.
During a recent one-day
seminar on "The Power of
Printing Creatively," sponsored by the Jackson firm, its
president, J. Ralph Sowell,
Jr., announced the selection of
Murray State to receive the
scholarship, calling the
university's printing management degree program "one of
the best in the United States."
The scholarship is administered by the National
Scholarship Trust Fund in
conjunction with the Graphic
Arts Technical Foundation
which awards more than 25

scholarships annually ti,
students following graphic'
arts technology degree programs.
Simmons' award from the
high quality color separatio!,
company with home offices in
Nashville, Tenn., is in conjunction with a cooperative
education arrangement the
firm has with the Department
of Graphic Arts Teconology
and Printing Management at
Murray State.
Three Murray State graphic
arts students are employed by
the company each summer
under provisions of the program, at the end of which a
$1,000 scholarship is given to
the one considered the most
outstanding of the three.
A one-year grant, it is paid
in two $500 installments, one
for the fall semester and one
for the spring term.

$1,000 SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS: Valerie Allison, center, and Jeffrey Simmons,
right, both juniors and graphic art majors at Murray State University, have been awarded $1,000 industry scholarships. They are shown with Dr. Thomas E. Gray, chairman
of the Department of Graphics Art and Printing Management at the university. The't
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Truman Allison of Clinton, Miss Allison was awarded the
National Association of Printers and ,lithographers' scholarship of $250 per semester
for four semesters. Simmons,son of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Simmons, Russellville, received,
for the second consecutive year, a $1,000, one-year award given by the Nashville Electragraphics Company in Nashville, Tenn., in connection with a cooperative "e" in-Cation
arrangement the firm maintains with the university.
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Have A Gibson
Ham Country
Christmas

SHOW ITEMS — Rhonda West, left, and Clay Perkins
standing right, students at Calloway Middle, show items
bought at the Senior Citizens Bazaar. Standing is Verona
Grogan, Murray SC director, and seated is Nellie Bell, SC
member.

This Christmas Have
A Good Ole Country Ham Breakfast
What Could Be Better
On Christmas Morning

DEAR ABBY: May I give your readers the benefit of my
very valuable experience? I address this to "the other
woman," whoja in love with a married man:
Never expect to see him on Sundays or holidays.
-Never call him at home
Don't ever expect him to take you out in public, but be
prepared to entertain him at your place. He may bring a
bottle or the steaks occasionally, but in actual dollars and
cents you will spend more on him than he'll spend on you.
Never depend on him in times of personal crisis.
Don't believe him when he tells you his wife is a shrew,
cold, homely, too fat or too thin) and he hasn't slept with
her for 10 years.
Don't ever expect his wife to divorce him — even if she
catches him. She knows you are not his first and won't be
his last. Also, she is not about to give up her social status,
financial security and retirement income because of you.
However, her discovery will probably terminate his affair
with you, so be prepared to get some new clothes, circtlate;
and find another married man whose wife is a shrew, cold,
homely, too fat(or too thin) and hasn't slept with him for 10
years. Sign me . .
HIS WIFE

50

ship covering four semesters
from the National Association
of
Printers
and
Lithographers, and
Jeffrey Simmons, a junior
and son of Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
Simmons, Russellville, who
for the second consecutive
year has been awarded the
one-year scholarship provided
by the Nashville ElecCompany,
tragraphics
Nashville, Tenn.
The NAPI, scholarship,
Gray said, was established in

•
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We Have Choice
Cuts From $1.19 Lb. To
$3.75 LB. -- You Pick
Your Price

•

••

•to 325Lb.
WITH GRANDFATHER — Tami Grogan, Calloway County Middle School Student, poses with her great uncle,
Nevill Williams, at the Senior Citizens Christmas Bazaar.

State Burley Growers
Have Hike In Average
By The Associated Press
'transactions, for 659,033
Kentucky burley growers pounds of burley.
enjoyed a per hundedweight
The low average of the day.
average of $165.99 Monday, up $164.76, was paid at Somerset
two cents from the last on 601,444 pounds of leaf.
Thursday, a spokesman for
Lexington had the largest
the Federal-State Market volume, as 2,906,742 pounds of
News Service said.
burley sold for an average of
Volume was 21,646,696 $166.08 per hundredweight.
pounds, up 4,259,000 pounds
There were no sales at
over last Thursday.
Henderson or Mayfield and no
The best averages of the day report was filed from London.
were $166.34 at Louisville on
Through sales of Monday,
755,369 pounds, $166.31 at 278,055,077 pounds of burley
Bowling Green where 964,244 have sold for $461,548,750, a
pounds of leaf were sold and season average of $165.99 per
$166.16 at Mounj Sterling on hundredweight.
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GIBSON HAM CO.

Pd

107 N. 3rd St.
•

Hours:

7:00.5:00 Mon.-Fri.
7:00-12:00 Sat.
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Phone 753-1601

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
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HEALTH
Healthy holiday cooking
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
better and healthier way? A
DEAR DR LAMB
dread the holidays because I holiday without diarrhea
know I am going to get sick. would be wonderful.
DEAR READER - I'm not
The problem is my mother-inlaw She is a dear. sweet sure she will be convinced but
woman but a disaster in the I'll try. The truth is that backitchen. We have to have our terial infections of food cause
holiday dinners at her house far more illnesses than (-hemiand she does all the cooking cals, which have received
and doesn't like suggestions. most of the attention About
at least from me. That is why 50 percent of all turkeys are
contaminated with salmonella
need your help.
She cooks a turkey, or I bacteria And pork, beef and
should say half-cooks it, and lamb are also often contamishe prepares her dressing the nated. Proper cooking will kill
night before. I've tried to sug- these bacteria.
Internal temperature of
gest that turkey needs to be
cooked well to get rid of the poultry should be at least 175
bacteria but she won't listen F (80 C) for at least 30 minso it will be another day of utes and the peak internal
rubbery turkey served with temperature of turkey should
bacterial dressing. She claims be 190 F (87.8 C). Although
food isn't good if it is over- much of our food is contamicooked. Could you send me nated with bacteria, proper
something I can show her to cooking will destroy them and
convince her that there is a render them harmless. Once

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Pronoun
4 Teutonic del6 tY
Bury
11 T6 wit
13 Wanted
15 While
16 Disturbances
18 Apollo's
mother
19 Greek letter
21 Over
22 Part of to

measure
4 Man's name
5 Hindu peasants
6 Scrutinize
7 Compass pt
8 Tissue
9 Dropsy
10 Soak
12 Interjection
14 Suffice
17 Small chitdren
20 Demon
24 Key
25 Equality
27 Defeat
28 Unruly child
29 Labor
30 Competent
32 Circle
36 Reverence
37 Say
42 House part
44 Ogle

Answer to Mondio's Puzzle
AGO SA SAPID

13113C1C110 CICILICILI
13111131312111EICI CI
UU
CICI *C1111113E1
OLIO DOM CIO
MOO OC/CILI 13C1
C1113130 BODO
18 DEEM COMM
CIO COCO CILICI
MID OLEO CIO
PA CI 130C1131311C1 CI A
P OCIOCICI 131313C110

TIREID
23 Faux pas
26 Priest's vestintent
46 Ledger entry
29 Bugle call
48 After
31 Mark
49 Greek letter
33 Conjunction
51 Aleutian
river
34 Siberian
island
35 Young boy
54 Slash
38 Three- Prefix
55
Sport
39 Continent
Abbr
7
2
3
1
40 Negative prefix
11
41 Pitcher
17
43 Bird's home
45 Conducted
21
47 Bionomics
4
50 Digraph
52 Clayey earth
31
53 Urge on
56 Amount
owed
59 Later
60 Cooled lava
61 Redactor
32
63 Love of self
65 Musical study
god
66 Sun
67 Article
53
81 S
DOWN
ss
1 Fastener
2 Mixture
3 Printer's

TODAY IS BEETHOVEN'S
BIRTHDAY,.HE WAS BORN
IN BONN,IN 1770...

SOP

BE

56 Down Prefix
57 Dutch town
59 Artificial language
62 Hypothetical
force
64 Pronoun

Nom
9

10

14

IPP
vo
or,
53

MY AUNT MARIAN
ALWAYS USED TO 5AY
SHE WAG BORN IN BED
50 SHE COULD BE
NEAR HER MOTHER!

sterilized by proper cooking,
you need to keep the food free
of contamination Cooking
utensils and table tops must
be kept free of bacteria.
The precautions to take to
avoid food poisoning are outlined in The Health Letter
number 6-2, Food Poisoning
of Infectious Origin, which I
am sending you. You can give
It to your mother-in-law. Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it to me, in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019. As explained
in that issue, once the bacteria -f ree cooked food is
prepared, it should be kept
adequately refrigerated to
avoid growth of new bacteria.
Not all bacterial poisons
are killed by cooking. The
cream pie and potato salad
problem is caused by staphylococcal infections that form
a toxin in the food. The toxin
is already there and heating
or refrigeration after the toxin is formed won't eliminate
the problem. The best bet
here, as with dressing, is to
not allow it to stand at room
temperature for any length of
time during preparation or
after cooking.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am a
52-year-old woman. When 1 go
to bed and relax, I can't move
or speak. I am like this for a
few minutes. 1 have to get up
for awhile to stop this. Sometimes I don't have any control
over my neck muscles when I
get up. I also lose control of
my face, neck and arm muscles when 1 laugh real hard. I
would appreciate any help
you can give_
DEAR READER - Your
brief story sounds like
narcolepsy. Sleep paralysis,
as you describe, is only one
feature of the disorder. Such
people often have a tendency
to have short attacks of sleeping at frequent intervals.
There is a tendency to sleep,
much like short catnaps,
which may occur anytime. If
your family doctor is not
clear on your problem, you
might ask him to refer you to
a psychiatrist or neurologist
for further studies to be sure
what you have. If that is your
problem, Tofranil (imipramine) is sometimes used to
control the sleep paralysis
problem.

VilAtist...CLASSIFIEDADS!

MSU Chapter To Host
One Phi Delta Kappa
Jubilee Workshop
The Murray State University chapter has been selected to
host one of the 47 Diamond
Jubilee Workshops to be conducted from January through
May of 1981 by Phi Delta Kappa, an international professional educational fraternity
for men and women.
Dr. Ray Moore, president of
the Murray chapter and an
associate professor in the
Department of Instruction and
Learning, said the Murray
Workshop will be held March 5
and 6 with a maximum of 60
participants.
Its topic will be "Climate for
Learning," and it will be conducted by Dr. Jack Fillinier,
an internationally-recognized
authority and author on curriculum research and the
study of academic motivation
at Ohio State University.
A professor in the College of
Education, former chairman
of the faculty of curriculum
and foundations and codirector of the Center for the
Study of Motivation and
Human Abilities, Frymier has
been at Ohio State since 1962.
The campus coordinator for
the workshop will be Wayne
Williams, the chapter's vicepresident for programs and an
associate professor in the

THE

1. Lep1 Notice

It was something more
than time that stole away
the 1980 World Championship. After the Aces had
overcome an early 32-0 deficit to lead by 21, the French
team played its heart out on
the final day to hammer out
a well earned victory over
the United States (The
Aces).
One of the most dramatic
deals of all time produced
an electrifying charge over
ONLY TWO WON
the choice of an excruciatThirty-one fillies have run in ing opening lead. This was
the Kentucky Derby and only the layout and the bidding.
two have won it, Regret in 1915
The bidding was highly
and Genuine Risk in 1980.

t)04
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Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy 759-4600
superrority that s
what Carter Studio tries to
achieve in all its work.
Quality at reasonable prices
Nothing son be better,

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

charged with Ace Bob Hamman bidding two diamonds
over one diamond to show
the major suits. North cue
bid two hearts showing "a
heart control" (the ace, the
guarded king, a void or a
singleton) and a forcing
raise in diamonds.
Ace Bob Wolff (East)
jammed the bidding by
jumping to four spades and
South countered by using
Blackwood. West and North
now bid at every turn, neither sure about who was
bidding to make or who was
sacrificing.
The first tough decision
for West came in deciding
what to do over North's seven diamonds. He chose the
"right" action and doubled - on the cards, the grand
slam could go down one
trick.
Unluckily for the United
States, Hamman chose to
try the heart ace instead of
the spade ace. Dummy
ruffed, the trumps were
picked up and there were
more than enough tricks for
the doubled slam..
Had Hamman chosen the
spade ace, he would have
collected 200 points instead
of losing 2,330. And instead
NORTH
12-16-A

•KJ 75
#AQJ106513

-

WEST
EAST
•AK.1476
•Q 9 5 3 2
•A 10 7 6 3 2
J854
•- - •Q 6 4
•2
+7
SOUTH
•10
•K Q 9
• 1098A
32
•K90

(C) 1510 unit. Femur. Syndicate inc
How MANY
MIWKS HAD
TO DIE SO
You COULD
HAVE THAT
COAT
Our

wil'

Vulnerable: Both
East. The bidding:

Dealer'

East
Pass
4•
Pass
Pass

North
2V
6•
7•
All pass

South
1*
4 NT
6$
Pass

West
2•
5•
6•
Dbl

Opening lead:
'
elk

0A3W000!
YOU FORGOT
TO KISS ME
GOODBYE!

753 8298

RANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13, For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
12. Vacuum Cleaners
18, Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30, Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32, Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Liyestock-Supplies
38, Pets Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home loans
13. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57, Wanted

1. Storage Bldgs.

OH,GOODY. HE
REMEMBEREDHE'S COMING
BACK

THAT'S SWEET OF YOU TO
COME BACK TO KISS ME

AND BESIDES.I'VE GOT
ONE BROWN SOCK ON
AND ONE RED

of losing 19 points on the
deal, The Aces would have
won a nine, (a 28-point
swing).
Since the fihal margin
was France, 131-U.S., 111, it
will be a long time before
we all forget this deal!
Bid with Corn
South holds:

5WOOSA-/

6. Help Wanted
Immediate opening for R.N. or
L.P.N. for private doctor office.
Send resume to P.O. Box 1040

AFTER WE GET you TO
THE HOSPITAL, WE'LL GET
YOUR STORY, MISTER.

WHY SO EXCITED?
ORDINARY CASE-,
SOMEBODY
NOT
HIJACKED HIS
ABOUT
TRUCK.., AND
HIM,
HIS WALLET.„

/".

efrA

WHOEVER FOUND HIM,
AND REPORTED IT TO US...
THAT WAS OUR UNKNOWN
COMMANDER'

North
1•
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40,Fr k. I Al)
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5.ralrolty 11
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00
STARKS
40 HARDWARE cf)
)
12th Et Poplar 0)
0
753 1 227.
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5. Lost and Found

15. Articles For Sale

South

ANSWER: Two hearts Do
not introduce spades since the
hand is not strong enough to
plan on bidding more than
once.
--Send bridge questions to The Aces
1'O Boa 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply
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Available January 1st
For qualified Bookkeeper/Accountant
for local automobile related business.
Salary negotiable. Send resume and
references to P. 0. Box 1040 D,
Murray, KY 42071. All information
confidential.

Arts and Craft
Show & Sale
Saturday and Sunday,
20th and 21st of December
Old Advance Tire Building
808 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, Ky.

FLEA MARKET
Friday, Dec. 19th
DEALER'S AUCTION
Friday Night, 6:00 p.m.
For Information Call
502-365-7149 or 365-3467

Pioneer Specials!
Save $60.00
Ile 7500
IN ow AUTO REVERSE CASSETTE DECK MTN
AM/FM 51E5E0
• SIJPERTUNER II
• Auto Reverse cassette player
• ANC (Automatic Tape Slack Cancellm ,
• DOLBY. on tape*
• Metal/chrome tape selector
Suggested Retail
• FM auto/mono switch
5259.95 • Automatic muting on FM Stereo
• Locking fast forward and rewind
Our Pries,
• Buigin PNS
• Power antenna activator
.Fader control
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Check price and service on all Pioneer
stereos
fr.- All Pioneer car stereos carry a full 1
year warranty - NOT 90 DAYS unless they
are factory rebuilts.

12-16-B

•Q 9 5 3 2
•J 8 5 4
•Q 6 4
•7
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14. Want To Buy

Christmas sale! Club aluminum
7 piece set, 527.99; 10 piece
set, $49.99; '11 piece set.
Hardware,
$59.99. Wallin
Paris

The Apple Tree School now has
openings for 2 year old
children. A limited number of
openings are also available for
children.
3-5 year old
Transportation provided to and
from
public
school
kindergarten programs. For information about quality child
care, phone 753-9356 days,
753-1566 nights, or visit the
facibty at 1503 Stadium View
Drive.

415

Will do babysitting in my home
or yours 759-1931
Want to buy. Standing timber
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up. 7535592.

8515.

•

9. Situation Wanted

Lost and Found
Lost on 280 East, Pottertown
Road, a Hawk. Weartng a bell
around the neck and 2 leather
bands around it's feet. If seen
or found call 753-0736.

Will do baby sitting
in my home in Hazel
492area. Call

University Day Care and
Kindergarten will have some
full time openings for children,
January 1981. We have classes
for all ages. in a state licensed
kindergarten. 753-6199 or 7532967.

15. A

Built
Custom
portable
buildings Call 753-0984

BIBLE CALL
"Faith and works" 759-4444. "Benjamin
Goes to Egypt" - 7594445.

•4

ROLLING PIN ?

for 2 1 8 bed Hospital
locate-1 in a beoutiful
university commenity in
twin lake twee of
Kentucky. Excellent
benefit
Salary
program.
negotiable. Contect Ad.
ministrator, Murray
County
Calloway
Hospital, Murray, Kentucky 42071, 502-7535131.

2. Notice

2:Itotice

Chartered in 1969, the campus chapter at Murray State
has more than 200 members,
many of whom are scattered
throughout a 100-mile radius
of the campus. The fraternity
itself was founded in 1905 and
maintains international offices in Bloomington, Ind. Its
purpose is to promote quality
education through leadership,
research and service.
School administrators and
other personnel as well as
PDK members across the
area will be informed within
the near future with respect to
participation in the workshop,
Moore said, adding that invitations will be sent and that
a fee will be charged for the
two days of sessions.

Wanted

CHIEF
PHARMACIST

Pursuant to Judgment of the Calloway Circuit Court,
styled Bonk of Murray, et al, vs. Z. Dean Moses, et
us, I, Max Morris, Sheriff, will offer to sell to the
highest and best bidder, the terms being cash, a
ton, 4 wheel drive pick up, Serial
1978, 8 cylinder,
Number all 48511 3876, in rough condition. Vehicle
will be sold as is, where is, with purchoser to obtain
proper licensing for said vehicle Vehicle will be
available for inspection one hour prior I., sole at the
courthouse in Murray, Calloway County Kentucky
The sale to be at 1 0.00 a.m. on December 22, 1980,
at the South door of the courthouse.

department. He will be
assisted by a committee composed of:
Dr. Buddy Krizan, Department of Office Administration
and Business Education;
Robert I.. Hendon, Department of Agriculture; Dr. Irma
Collins, Department of Music;
and Dr. S. M. Matarazzo,
Department of Professional
Studies. Dr. Collins is a PDK
Foundation representative,
while Matarazzo is the
chapter advisor.

NANCY---HAVE
YOU SEEN THE

6. Help

SHERIFF'S SALE

ACIESIRA G. CORN, JR.

"While my back was
turned, time, that old thief,
stole my youth away." -Author unknown.

1. Legal Notice

"Merry Christmas To All"
"Shop IL Compare"

firm

Tie.
sorer
1.0

'kr
dl..

sok
All

WE'RE OUT TO BEAT THE COMPETITION
WITH LOW PRICES EVERY DAY

WORLD OF
SOUND
222 S. 12th - 753-5865

Cr

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

•

•

moteetemet4600

Me-
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15. Articles For Sale

MACIST

bed Hospital
a beautiful
community in
S area of
entucky. Ex.
ben•fit
Salary
. Contact Ad.
or, Murray
Certify
r
Murray, Ken71. 502-753-

34. Houses For Rent

FOR SALE
AN Types of old dramon
ds and gold jewelry,
wedding
rings,
engagement rings, dinner rings, all types of
men's rings, antique bar
pins, broaches, karat
gold watches. We have
a good selection of preowned jewelry and will
pay top dollars for these
items.

AMITRA

37. Livestock-Supplies
48 Feeder pigs, average 50 lbs.
753-5463 or 753-0144.
Ree . Mar Arabians, visitors
wercome! Give an Arabian
horse for Christmas! Will
deliver. 753-6126.

Rogers Jewelers
The Chentond Store of Pens
110W INeetengton St
Northsode ot Sq.,,.,. Down
town Perm, TN Phone 1901/ 642
SM

Built portable
41 753-0984

*emus 3 bedroom house in
quiet subdivision. Central air,
wall heaters. 2 car garage.
$350 monthly plus deposit.
Call 753-9436, Monday
through Friday call after 5 pm.
Two bedroom, near hospital.
Call 753-8049.

38. Pets-Supplies
FOR SALE

on Wanted

Two snow tires, two
highway tires with rims
H78.14 5100. 7534094 after 3 p.m.

iitting in my home
1-1931.

To Buy

: Standing timber.
all tracts approx.
icres and up. 753-

Double door; single doors:
closet doors. storm doors. See
at 104 N 12th.
lop model trucks, several
models to choose from, great
for Christmas Call 753-1372

es For Sale

le! Club aluminum
$2799: 10 piece
,
piece set
iallin Hardware,

12 Speed Drill
Press, Wood BurFranklin
ning
Stove.

lit

753-8786

12

AKC Shih Tzu male and female,
when has the 10:20 train for Washsmall shaggy oriental beauties
ington been pulling out at 10:20?"
champion sired, pet and show
quality. $250 and up. Call 5226052.
22. Musical
24. Miscellaneous
AKC
registered
male,
Seasoned firewood. Call 436- Chesapeake Retriever for sale.
2758.
Call 759-4663.
25. Business Services Boarding and grooming for the
holidays! Daily or monthly
Santa suit rentals. 759-4073.
rates. Heated kennel with out26. TV-Radio
side runs. Hidden Valley KenOne color t.v., good condition, nels, 435-4481, Lynn Grove.
$125. One black and white t.v., Dog obedience classes. AKC
Christmas
$75. Call 753-8200.
German Shepherds and AKC
Special
Responsible person wanted to Austrailian cattle dogs. Call
Your Choice Of
take up small monthly payment 436-2858.
A New
on like new 25" color t.v. WarKimball Piano
ranted. Clayton's 1 & B Music, 41. Public Sale
or Organ
753-7575.
ow $995.00
27. Mobile Home Sales

"Since

JAMES'

Liberty trailer, 43x10, with
1.. Home urnis ings
ANTIQUES
aluminum awning, porch. 1
Antique day bed. Best offer.
Custom Stripping and
underpinning, strap, and an208 E. Main
Call 753-6232.
Repairing
and
chors. $2000. Phone 753Murray, Ky. 42071
Antique mahogany drop reaf
Refinishing. Custom
6614. To settle estate of Willie
table, 6 chairs. Hotpoint 30"
Glover.
Cabinets and Wood
electric range. Call 759-1322. Gibson 12 string acoustic
working. No dipping.
12x70'
753-2698.
Mobile
home,
guitar.
$150
Call
Christi-11as sale! Conde ExpresHwy. 641 South
Townhouse,
2
bedroom,
1
1
/
2
sions, 20 piece sets, all pat492-8850
Red
and
white
Silvestri
accorbath,
new
Call
carpet,
$4750.
terns. while they last, $39.99.
We Buy and Sell
dion. Call after 4 pm, 753; 437-4955. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
7166.
1974 Trailer; 12x65, 2
Frigidare refrigerator. Magic
bedroom, central heat and air.
Chef stove. Harvest gold. Call 23. Exterminating
Make down payment, take over 43. Real Estak
753-7635 after 5 pm.
payments. Call 753-7127.
For sale: Westinghouse 364
Mr. Executive...If you were ever
ALL BUGS CALLI
electric stove white. $100 or
28. Mob. Home Rents to believe an advertisement,
best offer. Call 753-3020.
12x50 All electric furnished believe this one! This handsome tri-level is brick and wood
(1U .1,41 t"..•
17. Vacuum Cleaners
home, 1.5 miles east of Murray
with wrought iron fenced court
on
private
lot.
$140
per
month
Electrolux Sales and Service.
yard. Now picture this home
i
Kelley's
Termite
rent.
Deposit
required. Call
Tony Montgomery, 753-6760.
setting amongst dozens of tall
753-8536.
Pest
Equipment
Control
20. Sports
beautiful trees with a gorgeous
For rent: 2 bedroom trailer, lawn underneath. This spacious
Phone 753-3914 ,
The Pistol People: Invest in a
near
Murray.
No
pets.
489home
has everything...game
....SW11020-1111
\
feeling of security, largest
2611.
room with free standing
variety, lowest priced, no 24.
Miscellaneous
Furnished I2x65, 2 full baths, fireplace, family room with
registration or red .tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store, 9 Antique bisque- piano baltqc washer and dryer, $150. 759- cedar paneling, brick fireplace.
built in bookcases (very warm
miles west of Hopkinsville junC- 100 years old, original, written 1987.
lion KY 164-117. Hours 8-5, appraisal. 615-232-6505 or For rent: 12'x65' Trailer, 2 and inviting). U-shaped kitchen
has quality cabinets--and loads
•
Sunday 12-5,(502)885-5914., 232-5197.
bedroom, 2 bath, ac, - washer-. of ceramic. 3 bedrooms. 3 full
Want to buy: used Wnchester Firewood, seasoned oak and dryer. Mobile Home Village. baths...Call 753-1492. We can't
AA shotgun hulls. Will buy any hickory, 18", 24". Chainsaws $140 per month'. Deposit re- begin to tell it all! Oh yes.
amount in good condition. 753- repaired, sharpened. Tree quired. Phone 753-3895 after owner will consider partial
removal. 489-2327, 489-2853. 5 pm.
8153 after 5:30.
financing and owner wants ofFirewood, 18-24" seasoned, See Brandon Dill at Dill's fer now! CENTURY 21 Loretta
22. Musical
priced
hardwoods,
$25 per Trailer Court, located at South Jobs, Realtors.
1978 Baldwin Spinet piano
Spruce sound board, excellent rick, delivered. Call 753-8536. 4th Street.
condition. $1100. Peavey 200 Good used 2 horse air- Two or 3 bedroom completely
Watt amp head and cabinet compressor. Can be seen at furnished. May be seen at
Look at this beautiful 3
with two 14 inch speakers. 213 Irvan. Call 753-3563, 753- Shady Oaks between 8 AM and
acre mini farm. Located 3
2569.
$500_Call 753-5889.
4 PM.
miles west of Murray.
New and used 'Baldwin piano Red and white Silvestri accorBeautiful building spot.
30.
Business
Rental
and organs,lonardo Piano Co.. dion; 65 mens and womens
across from the Post Office, rings, turquoise birthstones,
753-9898
Mini
Paris, TN.
bracelets, necklaces, western
Warehouse
•
Responsibre-party to -rake .u1:1 vests, leather belts, floor lamp,
RTA1 ESTATI
monthly payment on Spinet western leather; saddle purse
Storage Space
piano, less than a year old. and knives. Call after 4 pm,
& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
For Rent
Clayton's, 753-7575.
753-7166.
753-4758
New, listing..3 bedroom. 2 full
baths,. brick-, veneer home.
32. Apts. For Rent
1621 Keenland Drive. Home
Apartments for rent, near features Olympic size pool,
downtown. Call 753-4109.
central heat and air, fireplace.
Two Big Sales, One Day Sam. Location
burglar alarm system. For more
Advanced
a.m.,
old
10:00
December
20th
Saturday
information call Purdom ,&
FOR RENT:
Points).
Road.
(5
Coldwater
Tire Building, 11011
Thurman Real Estate, 753Beautiful furnished
Murray, Kentycky.
4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585.
apartment, fully carGeneva Jones 753-6557.
ANTIQUES & FURNITURE
peted,
half
block
of
hells,
Dined grown fruit lairs, brass bid, oak rocker, Amen
campus.
slwacssii,
For
sell.
4
bedroom
3
pl•c•
college
srimorl reek stow., ode theirs,
girls. Available nowl
twitched sot el* 4 leskimisock choirs, them chores with lids,
NM* lumps, mod mach mons.
Phone 753-5865 days,
DINS AND (08IS
or 753-5108 after 6
Dovish horrid 12 'we. .im herireors, 13 geog• Savors
PAL
automatic, witb poly shots* yonhal rib barrel. A smell colloctiosi
Thurman's
Furniture

St
countant
)usiness.
Jme and
1040 D,
ormation

&

nber
ing

II.

3467

A

AUCTION SALE

s!

1978 Holly Park - 3
bedroom, 2 bath with
living room addition.
Central heat and air.
Fully furnished. This
is the Cadillac of all
mobile
homes.
Located"on a large lot
with city water, good
geden • spot, fruit
trees, and grape arbor. Close to town.
Super constructed 2
story home with all the
luxuries including central heat and air and
Fisher wood burning
stove. Located on Kentucky Lake with its
own canal and boat
dock with year round
deep water. You must
see this one
13 Acres of good farm
land, well constructed
3 bedroom home with
full basement located
only 2½ miles from
town. Owner must
sell!

;ette player
rape Slack Canceller

APPLIANCES
Doable even Islmtrk neg. Not Polet refrigerator, 100.000 BTU
gin forests, (NEW). fres hooter, electric hooter. Wizard frost
free refrigerator, isverbried WW1 florescent lights, •Ir cow.
dificismr end ports, TV hist smelpnoset, 19" porillski black end
whits litsgenvos, lbw* color TV, tsv• block and whit* TV, st•r••

liyator

sod tvrehble.
WERE FURNITURE a EQUIPMENT
Ekictrk askuletor, •loctric typewritor. 0460 momml dosk
typewriter. Office desk ridding onschims, 107 copy risochims.
AND TME EQUIPMENT
Tiro charmer, body lock, if. whit. wall machines. Mock tire
bench grieder, • osycoshillow, torli
motor,
silscirk
',rondo',
poems.sod leeks.(NEW)motel shelving, •lionsinem 1.14.
110AT, MOTOR J. MISC. ITEMS
ilospier bee, 35 NP E•lwrodis motor, storm steed. wmtme sal
die, storms MINI hirehisk, old jewelry, tummy mar. Items too
minsonms Is inoetisse.
SECOND AUCTION
Iso
Startles et Imports*. 12:10. The following morchmsdis•
mid Many brass items, toys, figierhwis. lini•es, tools, and *W.
gifts
All ismeclomills• is new •ed idoel for

ill Pioneer

y a full 1
nless they

PETITION

HATCHETT REAL
ESTATE
AUCTION
Routs 3, Minton, Ky.
437-4864

)5
1

C. K. Hatchet Auctionoor
(roll skew will Is• bold ist sown loceellow ion Dm le& It.,

Duplex for rent. All kitchen appliances, central heat and air.
Call 753-8146 or 753-2437.
For rent: 2 bedroom apartment.
Stove, referigerator, washer,
dryer,. dishwasher furnished.
753-9240.
For rent: Furnished apartment.
$90 per month. 753-5292.
Two bedroom apartment,
.redecorated, adults, no pets.
Lease and deposit. Call 7539208 after 4 pm.
Two bedroom Townhouse apartments, all carpet, range,
refrigerator,dishwasher,
disposal, washer-dryer hookup,
central heat and air. 753-7559
days or 753-7550 nights.
Two bedroom duplex, available
January 1st, furnished or unfurnished. Call 753-9400.
Two bedroom apartments. Call
753-4331 or 753-3530 after 5
pm.
Two 2 bedroom apartments.
Close to campus. 753-9714.
Three room furnished duplex
apartment, close to town. 503
Olive Street. 753-1246.
Unfurnished 2 bedroom apartment, married couples onli.
References and deposit. CM
492-8594

Board

Mt.Immo SneM
1212CW/two LC
Mem,It

1

FOR SALE

7S3-01116
Mwelmo

Low cost home loan money
won't last long. For applica
lions incomes can wary up to
$22,500 for a five member
family. Give us a call now at
753-1492 for information on
this 107/8% interest. Yes, you
read right, under 11% on a 25
year term. Dial 753-1492. We'll
help you. Century 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors
Purdem 8, Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
Seuthilde Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky

0

753-4451
0
,
-/Zer.er..e•=e-/Zer-e=0".../-e"..":07•C.

New, 3 bedroom,
2 bath house
finished
with
garage. 10
minutes from
or
Murray
Mayfield. The
right party could
move into this
house for Christmas, with no
money down and
over
take
on
payments
contract. For information call. .

489-2115
House for sale: 2-3 bedroom
brick on 1.9 acres, many shade
trees, garden, all new plumbing. Storm windows, shed and
garage. Woodstove with all new
Mall wall flu. Call 435-4193

4111***1041*
Wooded lot provides serene setting for newly decorated three
bedroom brick • located lust
west of Southside shopping.
Fenced backyard provides
security for small children aid
pets. Glassed in back porch
just off U-shaped kitchen provides seclusion and privac
Transferrable loan . available
with lower than current interest rate. Dial 7531492...Century 21 Loretta lobs.
Realtors.

Professional Services
With The Friendly Much"
0411M4P41111•00M1•0••111

YOU'LL FEEL
AT HOME
When you first walk
in! There's a warm,
cozy atmosphere in
this extra nice roomy,
modern
home.
Separate -large paneled den, big kitchen
plus built-ins, dinette,
11
/
2 baths, and central
heat and air. 3/4 acre
lot only 21
/
2 mi. from
town. Affordable at
$41,500.
THE TIME
TO BUY
IS NOWAnd 1611 Oakhill Drive
is the House. A 2 B.R.
,smart (almost) New
home, vertical siding,
tastefully decorated,
C. Ele. Heat Pump and
air conditioning,
disposal, range,
dishwasher, exhaust
fan, panelled garage
with
automatic
opener, large lot at a
low, low, price of
833,900. Check this today and get settled in
for the holidays.

---••••••11111111M1141.p

753-1222
ANOTHER
NEW LISTING
Quality 4 bedroom
home near Murray
High School, fresh on
the market. Home has
recently
been
redecorated
throughout, insulated
to TVA standards, and
chain-link fencing added around backyard.
Excellent location and
excellent price - upper
50's. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty, and
let the "Home Team"
go to work for you.
CLOSE TO
UNIVERSITY
Another new listing
near the university.
Proud older brick
home on wooded lot.
Fireplace in living
room, formal dining
room,3 bedrooms,and
attached garage. Selling to settle estate. Offered in the mid 40's
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
Street

MMIIM

753-8080
Want to buy a home but interest rates too high? If your income qualifies. apply- for an
LOW INTEREST RATE loan today! The money won't last long
at this rate - so don't delay.
Call Spann Realty Associates at
753-7724 today for further in

r

753-1222
,E3iML AWOL

$17.00 a Square
$2.990sheet

All Kinds of Framing Lumber
All Kinds of Fireworks 25 00 Off

Discount Building
Materials
s021498-8964

LARGE RUSTIC
HOME AND
13 ACRES
Just listed this choice
property which includes a modern home
in peaceful wooded
setting. Several barns
and out-buildings,
fenced area for horses,
and located only 7
miles east of Murray.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222, for all the
details.
NEW LISTING
Completely remodeled,
brick home one bl I
from the
e university.
..1 Home- is just like new
from the carpets to the
ceiling, plus new kit'hen and bath.
Fireplace in living
room adds just the
right touch. Offered in
the mid 30's, and
owner will consider
financing. Phone 7531222. Kopperud Realty, for full-time real
estate service. '

11

1

44. Lots For Sale
Tract of land approximately 1;
acres, level. cleared. 372 ft
frontage lust past Kingswood
Subdivision, State Highway
1550 $35,000 firm' Call /03
921-1403 after 6 Pm
• wwwwsmessilluelnillieterer

AVAIL ABLE

46. Homes For Sale

(502)7534146
304 N. 12th St.
tillerray, Ky.42071

TRUCKLOAD
FIBERGLASS
$3.50
Appx 100 Rolls No-Wax Vinyl
From $3.50 yd ond up

Hwy 641 S Hazel Ky

Listings needed! Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers
from
Evoryptiterg.
"Free" Catalog.
STROUT REALTY

County Realty

808 Coldwater Road at S Points
Truck loads of new merchandise. Toys - Tools
Novelities, Automotive and household items.

5/8 Particle

molar hem we
FARMS HOMES
BUSINESSES
LAO! AND St(Rid FIONA(
PROPERTI

Murray-Calloway

Friday Night, 6:00 p.m.
Old Advance Tire Building

2nd Grade Shingles

Wor

it"

of colas will Is• sold.

e selector
'itch
on FM Stereo
ard and rewind

Potential!! Prime location
1814 acte farm with frontage
on 3 roads, 2' bedroom house
with good well. With down payment, owner will consider
financing to qualified buyer
Don't delay call today for appointment. 759-1322 or 4892365.

SIMI RUM,INC
lie NM, mot /OM

%lam wli.,d153-0146
416.2430
Mewl
763-6126
Premise Ihma
1S3-2601
UM.
few. Shemim AmMeem
1S3.9324

- 41.Taims For Sale

43. Real Estate

43:Rea1 Estate

DEALER'S
AUCTION

E CASETTE ECK WITIl

30

3
IE

'

47. Motorcycles
1980 . Honda ATC 185 3wheeler, like.new. 753-4504.
Honda mini trail. 50 cc. Call
753-8809.
Honda 110 3-wheeler, excellent condition. '$700. Call
after 8 pm, 753-5141. Also
have 5'/: hp go-cart.

49. Used Cars

SI:Services
Offered_
_

1955 Ford 2-door sedan. V8
straight spift, runs good. good
restorable car $250 753-9181
or 753-8124.

Guttering by Sears. Sears con,
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
Heating refrigeration, electrical
repair, Bob Refrigeration Ser
vice, Hazel Kentucky 498-8370
or 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart
Insulation blown in by Sears
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears., 753
2310 for free estimate

1972 Ford Maverick. $200. Call
759-1068.
1972 Monte Carlo, $325.
Needs some body work. 7539181 or 753-8124.
1975 Plymouth Fury, ac, ps.
pb, 4-door sedan. $1095. 7531698.
1965 Thunderbird, excellent
shape, new motor, new
transmission, 4 new-tires. all
new brake system. 753.1217.
1978 T-Bird Landau, black with
red interior, loaded. Call 4892797 after 5 pm.
1979 Toyota Celica GT Coupe
Black with black interior, sun
roof. AM-FM stereo radio, 4
speakers, 4ow cassette deck
sport wheels, AC, ps. low
mileage, extra sharp' $6200.
After 5 pm, 753-7982
1974 VW Dasher, 4-door stationwagon, automatic and air.
good condition, nice. $1150.
Call 753-9181 or 753-8124.

50. Used Trucks
1973 ki ton Camper trailer
Special, 68.000 miles. . Cali
759-1816 after 4 pm.
1978 Ford Custom _F-150. 4wheel dove, 28.000 miles. includes a Pioneer super tuner
stereo. $5000. 753-0195 after
4 pm.
.1-978. Ford. pickup truck. 391
motor, air-conditioned, power
steering, power brakes. 2 sets
of tires, mug grips and regular.
tool box. red -and white. Approximately 27,000 miles.
Located at Dexter. 437-4959.
1978 Jeep pickup. automatic.
power steering, brakes. bucket
seats. AM-FM. 30.000 miles.
$3950. 437-4967.

53. Services Offered

Do you
need stumps removed from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24" below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for tree
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4341
or Bob Kemp. Jr. 435-4319
L & B Residential Carpet Clean
mg. 7591147.
Need work on your treesz-lepii
ing, pruning, shaping corn
plete removal and more Cal
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE fur
professional tree care. 753
8536
Plumbing and electric work
done. Ronald -Red- Gerfin
435-4234.
K & K Stump Removal.

COURTNEY
ENGINE
SAW

SMALL

REPAIR

SHOP

8

Cold-

water, 489-2853.

painting
Professional
paperhanging. paneling. Corn
mercial'or residential. 20-years
experience Free .estimates,
759-1987 .
Stop' For all your repair needs,
roofing, carpentry, plumbing
and electrical work, look no
more! Call 753-9226 or 7539623 We'll do your lob large or
small. All work done to your
satisfaction.
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry. work completely guarenteedi Call .or write
Morgan Construction Co
Route 2. Box.409A. Paducah
KY 42001. or call day or night
1-442-7026.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
753-6763.

Concrete and block work. Block
garages. basements, driveways.
Set of chrome ET five spoke walks. Patios. steps. free
mags and tires, good condition. estimates. Charles Barnett.
Call. 753-2470.
753-5476.
Custom made cabinets, music
49. Used Cars
1967 Buick Grand Sport centers, book cases. hutches.
Coupe, collectible, good condi- Reasonable. 436-2566.
tion, minor repairs needed.. Celt Driveways and parking areas
753-8860..
white rocked and graded. Free
1975 Cadillac Coupe Devine. estimates. Clifford Garrison,
56. Free
damage to front bumper, right 753-5429.
fender and door. $1500 or best ',Fence sales at Sears now. Call Black. long-haired. 7 week old
offer. Call .753-7827.
Sears. 753:2310 for free, puppies. Already wormed Co/
after 5 pm, 753-2407
1976 Chevelle Malibu Classic. estimate for your needs.
4-door sedan, 305 V8, power
Free! Full grown mixed Terrie'
We repair damaged picture
steering, power brakes. and an
homes, old or new. We hove
dog. Call 492-8874 after 5 pm
.
I
glass
regular
and
southern
non-glare
18 plus mpg. Good
57. Wanted
and con cut any sire.
car. $1950. 753-9181 or 753
Fraternity needs house, fur8124.
CARTER STUDIO
1 rushed if possible. 4 or more
1979 Camaro Berlinetta, lots of
753 8298
4 Main
bedrooms. Call 767-2342.
extras. $5250. 435-4555.
1977 Chevette, 33,000 miles
orange. Good condition. Call
after 5. 759-4526.
225 L. P. Miller St.
1968 Delmont Oldsmobile. 4
Across From Community Center
door, body and motor in good
condition. $400. Call 753.
Open Hours
5463.
Tues. 7:30-12:30
Mon.
&
For sale: 1970 4-door Impala
Chevrolet. 48.000 miles. good
Closed Wednesday
condition, $600. Phone 753
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30
6614. To settle estate of Willie
Glover.
For sale:
Monte Carlo.
$950. Phone 753-8963

48._Auto. Services

Column

1

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

753-3685

on

Now That CIT Has
Closed Its Doors In
Murray...
Cash at Kentucky Finance is more convenient than ever
at no increase in cost to you. During the recent surge of interest rates, you'll be pleased to know that Kentucky Finan'
. ofce has not increased the cost of money you borrow at ou
fice.
If there are things you want right now. . . or you can use a
wise and sensible bill consolidation plan, visit Kentucky
Finance and see how fast, efficient and convenient the BEST
loan service can be.
Count on us. Thank You.

Kentucky
Finance

Larry D. Brewer, Manager, 506 Main St., Murray, 753s.q62 1
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Col. Sanders Dies After
Lengthy Leukemia Bout

TVA May Not Need All Of
Snail Darter Recovery Money
By JOHN NOLAN
Associated Press Writer
CHATTANOOGA. Tenn.
AP ) — The Tennessee Valley
Authority may not need all its
snail darter recovery money
to determine whether the endangered fish is establishing
itself in new habitats, the
darter's discoverer says.
TVA, being pressured by
some groups to put its snail
darter money into providing
recreation facilities, has about
$150,000 left for observing and
working with the small fish.
The money is part of $19.3
million Congress appropriated
in July for TVA to complete its
Tellico Dam in East Tennessee.
Members of an Interior
Department-formed darter
recovery team said Monday
they need evidence of at least
three established darter
populations before they could
recommend the fish be taken
off the department's endangered species list. Team
members also said they need
more time to gather data for
such a recommendation —
which would be subject to the
Interior Department's approval.
"I think that the information
that needs to be had for the
snail darter can be obtained
for a lot less than is is the
budget," David Etnier, the
man who discovered the
darter in 1973,said Monday.
Etnier, a University of Tennessee icthyologist ( fish
specialist), also discovered
Nov. 1 a darter population in
South
Chattanooga's
Chickamauga Creek — a
population Etnier says may
have been there all along.
His 1973 discovery of the
three-inch-long fish paved the
way for its listing as an endangered species. The fish's
presence in the Little Tennessee River, thought at the
time to be its only natural
habitat, held up work for three
years on TVA's $130 million
Tellico Dam. Federal courts
ruled that closing the dan's
gates would threaten the
darter's existence.
Etnier, TVA biologists and
specialists from the Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Agency and U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service are on the
darter recovery team.
In response to pressure
from a group called the Tellico
Area Planning Council, TVA
has indicated it would shift
about $200,000 from its darter

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
December 16, 1980
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 374 Est 750 Barrows &
Gilts .75 mostly $1.00 higher Sows steady
81.00 higher
$45.25-45.a0
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
$45.00-45.25
US 2 210-250 lbs.
$44.75-45.00
US 2-3 240-260 lbs,
$43.75-44.75
US 2-4 250-270 lbs
Sows
833.00-35.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
834.0037.00
US 1-3306-450 his
137.00-38.00
US 1-3 450-503 lbs
838.00-39.00
US 1-3500-050 Ile;
$33.00-34.00
US 2-3306-540 lbs
Boars 25 00-31 00

account to recreation
facilities. Etruer said he has
mixed feelings because he
also sees a need for recreation
facilities.
TvA biologists transplanted
darters from the Little Tennessee River to the Hiwassee,
Holston and Elk rivers in Tennessee to see if they could
reproduce elsewhere.
Gary
biologist
TVA
Hickman,also on the recovery
team, said the darters are
reproducing in the Hiwassee,
but it is too early to tell about

President-Elect
Reagan To Name Haig
Secretary Of State
WASHINGTON ( AP ) —
Ronald
President-elect
Reagan will name retired
Gen. Alexander Haig, Richard
M. Nixon's last White House
chief of staff, as secretary of
state today, sources close to
the transition-sairl.
The sources also said
Reagan will appoint New
Jersey construction executive
Raymond Donovan as labor
secretary.
The appointments were to
be announced at 2 p.m. EST
today.

New Northside
Church Will Have
First Service Dec. 21
The first service of the new
Northside Independent Church, located three miles north
off Highway 1346 on the
McKinney Road, will be held
on Sunday, Dec. 21.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. and worship services will
be at 11 a.m. and 7 put. Week
day services will be at 7 p.m.
on Thursday.
The pastor, the Rev.
William McKinney,invites the
public to attend.

Calloway Parent
Advisory Council
To Meet Thursday
The Calloway County
District Title I Parent Advisory Council will meet
Thursday, Dec. 18 at 11:30
a.m. at DeVanti's Restaurant,
located at 12th and Chestnut
Streets, Murray.
The Council, made up of
parents of participating
students at each school in the
Calloway County School
system, has as its purpose to
have parent-input into the
planning and evaluation of the
Title I Remedial Reading and
Readiness Programs at
Southwest, North and East
Elementary schools.
The agenda will also include
orientation-to law, programs,
planning, implementation,
and evaluation of current Title
I programs.
All interested persons are
invited to attend, a spokesman
said.

the fish in the other two rivers.
After TVA confirmed Etruer's
darter
Chattanooga
discovery, the recovery team
met and recommended continued monitoring of all the
known darter populations,
plus new surveys of Chattanoogaarea streams near the
South Chickamauga.
Hickman said TVA's darter
specialists are evaluating
what can be done with the remaining darter recovery
money and will make a recommendation.
"It's largely a monitoring
operation," TVA spokesman
Dick Green said. "There's no
question that the snail darter
program is scaling down,
because there's not much
pressure on it."

UAW Local Union
Sets Thursday Meet
A meeting of the UAW Local
Union No. 1068 will be held
Thursday, Dec. 18, at 2 p.m. in
the-Legion Building at South
Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray.
F. R. Rushing, president of
the local, urges all members
to attend.

Miller Says Chrysler Must
Make More Concessions
By GLENN HITT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
G.
Secretary
Treasury
William Miller says banks,
suppliers and employees of
the Chrysler Corp. must make
more concessions before the
ailing automaker can qualify
for more of the federal loan
guarantees it needs to stave
off bankruptcy.
Miller, speaking after Monday's two-hour meeting of the
federal Chrysler Loan
Guarantee Board, which had
been called to discuss
Chrysler's latest financial
plans, voiced doubt about
whether the company can put
together a qualifying package
by the end of this week.
"In terms of whether all the
pieces will fall in place, I cannot tell," he told reporters.
"We're just trying to assess
the information."
But if a decision needs to he
made,he promised,the Carter
administration will make it in-

Postmaster Virgil Gilliam
reminded customers that for
the best service this
Christmas season they should
use ZIP Codes, place their
return address in the upper
left corner of the envelope and
use proper postage.
"By following these suggestions," Postmaster Gilliam
said, "you will be assured
good mail service this holiday
season."
It is important, the Murray
postmaster said that families
double check envelopes and
cards to be certain that proper
postage is affixed. Envelopes
without postage will be returned to senders, if possible, or
delayed by postage-due procedures.
"When the return address is
placed on envelopes bearing
holiday greetings, it also helps
remind friends of one's current address," the postmaster

said.
And, if the family to whom a
holiday message is sent moved more than a year ago, it
cannot be forwarded. With a
return address, Postmaster
Gilliam said, such letters are
returned to the sender with a
notation that the forwarding
order has expired.

East Elementary
Christmas Program
Set For Thursday
The annual Christmas Program at East Elementary will
be presented Thursday, Dec.
18 at 7 p.m. at the school.
the
from
Students
kindergarten, first, second,
and third grades will be
featured on the program and
they will present various
songs and portray scenes
about Christmas.
The sixth grade band will
also perform some Christmas
carols.
Mrs. Linda Stalls will be
directing the music program
with Mrs. Shirley Wall as accompaniest.
This will be the December
Parent-Teacher Club meeting
and all parents and interested
persons are urged to attend, a
school spokesman said.
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Stock Market

15.99 apr
GMAC rates on
New Chevrolets Until
Jan. 2,1981
on 48 Months
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

il

stead of leaving it to the in- the loan board, federal ofcoming administration of ficials warned Chrysler that it
Ronald Reagan, who becomes__must cut much further to
qualify for the loans.
president Jan. 20.
As a result, the company is
"If it is necessary to make a
decision, we will make it," seeking new wage concessions
Miller said. He pledged to vand a price freeze on supplies
keep Donald Regan, the In 1981. The company also
secretary. wants to convert some $500
Treasury
designate, informed of the million to $700 million in
unguaranteed loans into
board's thinking on Chrysler.
Regan's judgment is preferred stock.
Miller refused to make a
"welcomed" and "appropriate," Miller said, ex- specific judgment about any
plaining that he doesn't think single aspect of Chrysler's
his successor's views would be cost-cutting efforts, insisting
that "all constituents really
much different from his own.
Chrysler officials are ex- need" to make sacrifices.
Top officials of Chrysler
pected to ask the board for
$300 million to $400 million in planned to meet tonight with
additional loan guarantees, the leaders of the United Auto
probably later this week. Workers to seeks wage freeze
Chrysler has already drawn for UAW employees. The
$800 million of $1.5 billion in UAW, in return, was expected
federal loan guarantees to ask for concessions, such as
granted by Congress. It can protection against Chrysler
get more only if the board cer- contracting work new done by
tifies that Chrysler can sur- UAW members.
-I think the company would
vive.
At a meeting last week of and could expect the workers'
cooperation to the fullest. But
if they want me to love them,
they've got to love inc back,"
said Joe Zappa, president of
1,ocal 212 in Detroit.

ZIP, Return Address,
Postage Ensures Delivery

Livestock Market

Keep that Great GM Feeling
6415'44k

753-2617

COOKBOOK BENEFITS CANCER SOCIETY — Diana
Lyons, chairman of the American Cancer Society cookbook sales, accepts payment for the first sale in Calloway
County from Dr. James H. Frank, president of the local
unit. The cookbook entitled "Kentucky County Fare" contains recipes from contributors throughout the state of
Kentucky. The books may be purchased from any member of Tau Phi Lambda, Woodmen of the World sorority
or by calling 762-6188. They are also on sale at the Bank
of Murray, Peoples Bank, Pier I and other local
businesses. The cookbooks sell for $5 each and all
proceeds go to the American Cancer Society.

cook when he was 5 years old.
"I cooked like Mom did, and later.
when I went into the restaurant
business, I just kept on doing it the
same way."
In June 1980, it was discovered that
Sanders had acute leukemia. When his
doctors told turn about the blood
disease, Sanders responded with
typical aplomb.
"It's just one more thing we've got to
conquer. I've overcome a lot of things
in my life."
A sixth-grade dropout,Sanders worked as a streetcar conductor, served in
the U.S. Army in Cuba, was a fireman
for railroads, studied law, sold insurance and operated a steamboat
ferry on the Ohio River.
In 1930, he settled down in Corbin,
Ky.,and built a motel and restaurant. It
was there he developed a process for
quick-cooked chicken.
The recipe with its 11 herbs and
spices is still. secret, although Sanders
has said the.ingredients "can be found
on just about any housewife's shelf."
When he learned that a new interstate
highway being built in the mid-1950s
would miss his restaurant by seven
miles, Sanders sold out and went on the
road with his pressure cooker to recruit
franchises.
"My wife, Claudia, and I slept in the
car many nights while we waited for a
restaurant to open so we could go into
our sales pitch," he said.

By JOHN WINN MILLER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Col.
Harland Sanders, internationally
known as the founder and symbol of the
Kentucky Fried Chicken fast food franchise, died today at Jewish Hospital, a
company spokesman said.
He was 90.
Sanders died at 7-.40 a.m., said Kentucky Fried Chicken spokesman John
Cox. Sanders had entered the hospital
Nov. 7 for treatment of an infection of
the kidney and bladder. While undergoing the treatment, he developed
pneumonia and lapsed into critical conditior,
He had recovered steadily and,at one
point, doctors were considering letting
him leave the hosptial in time for
Christmas. However, his condition
worsened over the weekend and doctors
again placed him on the "critical list,"
Cox said.
It was his third bout with pneumonia
this year. During an earlier trip to the
hospital, Sanders' was diagnosed as
having leukemia,a disease of the blood.
Cox said the immediate cause of
death was pneumonia, which was aggravated by the leukemia. Sanders'
doctor said he "went comfortably,"
Cox said.
"The doctor checked on him an hour
before he died and saw that he was failing fast," Cox said.
He was being attended by a sitter,
Cox said, adding that his wife, Claudia,
was at their Shelbyville home.
Tentative funeral arrangements call
for visitation from 1 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Wednesday at the Hall-Taylor Funeral
Home in Shlebyville and at the KFC office in Louisville on Friday from 2 p.m.
to 8 p.m.
- Cox said Sanders will lie in state
Thursday in the rotunda of the state
capitol building in Frankfort. Funeral
services will be held 11 a.m. Saturday
at "Alumni Chapel, Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary in Louisville with
burial at Cave Hill Cemetery in
Louisville.
The image of Kentucky's best-known
honorary colonel — characterized by
his string tie and white hair, goatee and
suit — marked Kentucky Fried Chicken
restaurants everywhere and was
recognized by millions around the
world.
And, as a symbol of the American
business dream in action, Sanders once
was applauded on the New York Stock
Exchange.
It was some 59 years after he learned
to cook that Sanders parlayed his secret
recipe into the multibillion dollar
chicken empire.
The accomplishment at age 84, when
most men are pondering retirement,
was nothing unususal for the man who
once said,"Work keeps you young. Golf
or fishing isn't as much fun as working."
He was born Sept. 9, 1890, on a farm
near Henryville. Ind., and learned to

If the restaurant owner liked the
chicken, a deal was concluded with a
handshake and Sanders' profit was -a
nickel a chicken.
It was during one such sales trip to
Colorado in the 1950s that Sanders
began wearing his patented white suit
and string tie full-time. He was in Colorado Springs and appeared on a local
television show to promote the opening
of an early franchise by Garth Boyce.
Following the show, Boyce and others
praised Sander's appearance so highly
that, from that point on, he continued to
dress as the Colonel. He claimed he had
dozens of the white suits and went
through six or eight a year.
Although Sanders had been named a
Kentucky Colonel in 1936 by Gov. Ruby
Laffoon, he didn't begin to refer to
himself as Colonel Sanders until some
twenty years later.
Sanders based his operations in
Shelbyville, where Claudia, his second
wife, operated a restaurant for a while.
By 1960, there were over 400 KFC franchises.
In 1964, John Y. Brown Jr., now Kentucky's governor, began his own rise to
success by putting together a deal to
buy Sanders' business for $2 million.
Brown and his partner Jack Massey
sold KFC in 1971 to Heublein Inc., of
Hartford, Conn., in a stock transaction
then valued at $250 million.
Today there are more than 6,000 franchises in 48 countries with annual sales
of more than $2 billion.
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